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ABSTRACT 
A radiological study of the motility of the stomach and small intestine 
and the movement of their contents was undertaken to define, in detail, 
the forms of contractions and their effect on digesta. 
A variety of radiographic techniques were employed depending on the 
information sought. For continuous observation over extended time 
periods fluoroscopy was used which combined image intensification with 
a closed circuit television chain and video-tape recorder. For 
detailed analysis of contractions or movements radiographic cine-film, 
serial spot-films or plain radiographs were used. The radiographic 
contrast of digesta was enhanced by the addition of barium sulphate 
which was either administered orally or introduced to a particular 
site through a fistula or cannula. Stainless steel wire loops 
sutured into particular structures formed radio-opaque markers of 
sites of specific interest. In the study of the small intestine the 
electrical activity of the intestinal wall was recorded in conjunction 
with the radiographic techniques. 
The sequential contractions of the compartments, folds and pillars of 
the reticula-rumen that comprise A and B sequences were found to be 
the result of waves of contraction migrating across reticula-rumen 
caudally from the reticulum and cranially from the caudal ventral 
blind sac. The different character of A and B sequences in the fasted 
and replete animal reflected waves of contraction that migrated at 
different speeds over varying distances. 
The pattern of digesta flow within the reticula-rumen followed a 
consistant pattern suggesting that the selection of digesta for on­
ward passage to the omasum was by flotation. The pattern of gas 
movement suggested that the displacement of gas from the dorsal rumen 
into the caudal ventral blind sac initiated B sequences of contraction. 
No movement of the omasum was observed radiographically other than 
that imposed by contiguous structures, especially the reticulum. 
The most prominent feature of abomasal motility was peristal tic 
contractions moving towards the pylorus at a frequency which remained 
constant irrespective of the degree of abomasal distension. Abomasal 
distension was found to inhibit A sequences in the reticule-rumen and 
to alter the pattern of digesta movement in the small intestine. The 
presence of peristaltic contractions on the abomasum was related to 
activity in the duodenum and orad jejunum. 
The movement of digesta in the small intestine was of two basic forms; 
patterns of movement that were characteristic for a particular region 
and migrating patterns of movement. These patterns were associated 
with the electrical activity recorded from the intestinal wall. 
Alterations to the flow of digesta through the small intestine caused 
by increased flow through the pylorus , additions or subtractions 
through T cannulae or the insertion of re-entrant cannulae at certain 
sites caused marked changes in the patterns of digesta movement. 
It was concluded that the basic motility pattern in both the stomach 
and the small intestine is migrating waves of contraction. The 
pattern in which these waves occur results from interactions between 
(a) the flow of digesta, (b) the degree of distension either local 
or in adjacent regions and (c) the pace-setter - imposed via the 
vagus, on the reticula-rumen and by the slow wave frequency on the abo­
masum and small intestine. 
PREFACE 
For mammals to survive on a diet of herbage they must have an 
alimentary tract which provides a site , or sites , for the microbial 
breakdown of cellulose. In some herbivores such as the horse and 
rabbit the main site is provided by adaptions of caecum and colon , in 
others such as the macropods and ruminants the main site is a modified 
stomach. Of all the herbivores the ruminants are the most successful 
(Moir , 1965) . The dominant feature of their alimentary tract is the 
complex stomach of which Hofmann ( 19 73) says , "Since man first had 
scientific aspirations the ruminant stomach has been continuously 
studied in all its different aspects and by a great number of invest­
igators, beginning , presumably, with Aristotle". 
Up until comparatively recent times anatomists had merely speculated 
on the function of the ruminant stomach. Then the phenomenon of 
rumination was investigated by Flourens ( 1 830) , Haubner ( 1837) and 
Toussaint ( 1875) . This work drew attention to the complex series of 
contractions of the compartments of the stomach and stimulated further 
research by individuals such as Colin ( 1871 , 1886) , Ellenberger ( 1881) , 
Wester ( 1926) , Czepa and Stigler ( 1926)  and Schalk and Amadon ( 19 2 8) . 
Czepa and Stigler were the first to use radiological techniques as a 
�ethod for investigating the movements of the stomach and they were 
followed by Magee ( 19 32) , Trautmann and Schmitt ( 1933) , Phillipson 
( 1939) , Dougherty and Meridith ( 19 55) , Benzie and Phillipson ( 1957) 
and Akester and Titchen ( 1969) . Although these radiological studies 
made valuable contributions to the understanding of the function of 
the ruminant stomach , more detailed information was obtained by 
recording the movements of partial exteriorisations of small areas of 
the reticulo-ruminal wall (Reid and Titchen , 1959 ; Reid , 1962 , 1963) 
and by electromyographic techniques (Ruckebusch , 19 70) . Using these 
two systems the sequence of contraction of the compartments of the 
ruminant stomach was outlined and the variation with feeding demon­
strated. However , there still remained a debate over the form of the 
contractions and the function of the various folds and pillars. It 
was to investigate these two points that the initial sections of this 
study were undertaken. Radiological techniques were used because 
observations could be made on animals with no , or only minor , surgical 
modifications and some recent developments in x-ray technology allowed 
longer and more detailed observations than had been possible pre­
viously. 
There has been much less interest in the patterns of motility of the 
abomasum and small intestine of sheep probably because they resemble 
those of the stomach and intestine of other mammals. These patterns 
have been studied radiologically in a number of species by several 
investigators among whom are Cannon ( 1902 ) , Czepa and Stigler ( 1926) , 
Magee ( 19 32),  Phillipson ( 19 39) , Benzie and Phillipson ( 19 5 7) , Ehrlein 
and Hill ( 1970 )  and Ehrlein ( 1976) . Other methods of demonstrating 
stomach and intestinal motility such as recording changes in intra­
luminal pressure or the electromyographic activity of the muscle in 
the walls of the viscus have also been used (Alvarez , 1914 ; Douglas 
and Mann , 19 39 ; Douglas , 194 8 ,  1949 ; Ruckebusch , 19 70) . There has been 
considerable discussion regarding the mechanisms controlling these 
patterns of motility and whether this control involved extrinsic or 
intrinsic nervous pathways or possibly hormonal influences (Code 
et al. , 196 8 ;  Aeberhard et al., 1980) . Initial observations in this 
study on the effects of abomasal distension on the patterns of digesta 
movement suggested that a major factor influencing these patterns was 
the distension that was associated with the flow of digesta through 
the alimentary tract; the investigations of the abomasum and small 
intestine were undertaken to examine this hypothesis. 
The investigations reported in this thesis concern the inter-relation­
ships of alimentary tract function , digesta movement and alimentary 
tract distension and , although confined to ruminants the results 
obtained have general application to studies of alimentary tract 
functions.and characteristics. 
Some parts of this work have already been published (Wyburn , 1980 ; 
Wenharn and Wyburn , 1980) . 
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Chapter I 
TifE FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE DIGESTIVE TRACT 
The mixing,  propulsion, breakdown and absorption of digesta are the 
functions of the alimentary tract . How these functions are achieved 
is influenced by the si z e  and shape of the various regions and th e  
frequency, strength and form of the contractions o f  the various muscl e  
layers in the viscus walls . Therefore a knowledge of anatomy o f  the 
alimentary tract is b asic to the understanding of its· function . 
1 :  1 ANATOMY AND EMBRYOLOGY 
1 : 1 : 1  The Oesophagus and Stomach . 
The sheep oesophagus is · a muscular..-wal led tub e approximately 45 cm 
l ong connecting the pharynx to the reticulum . The muscle of the 
oesophagus, which is ent irely striated,  is in two layers . The complex 
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distribution of the fibres within these layers has b een studied by 
KUnzel ( 19 6 1 ) . The outer layer is in the form of a left hand spiral 
screw and the inner lay er is formed of two opposite spirals which 
cross dorsal ly and ventrally . At the orad end of the oesophagus the 
pharyngoesophageal sphin cter is formed by the overlap of pharyngeal 
and oesophageal musculatures . 
The gross anatomy of th e  adult sheep stomach has been described by 
many authors among whom are Sisson and Grossman ( 1953) , May ( 1964) , 
Akester and Titchen ( 1969) and Nickel Schummer and Sierferle ( 19 73) . 
The reticulo- rumen (Plates 1 and 2)  has six chambers partial ly 
separated by various muscular pi l l ars and fol ds . The oesophagus (Oe) 
enters at the cardia in the dorsal , visceral ( right) wal l of the 
reticulum ( Re ) , the most cranial of the chamb ers . Within the reti­
culum, running ventral ly from the cardia to the reticulo-omasal 
ori fice , is the reticular groove . The reti culum communicates with the 
cranial sac ( CS) of the rumen ( Ru) through the reticulo- ruminal 
orifice which is bounded by the reticulo-ruminal fold ( RRF) . This 
fol d  extends from the visceral (righ t) wal l c audal to the reticular 
groove round and up the parietal wal l to fade out j ust caudal to the 
cardia ;  there is a reticulo- ruminal groove on the outer surface in a 
PLATE I .  
The vis ceral (right) side of a sheep ' s  stomach after it has been 
inflated . 
(1) reticulum . 
(2) cardia .  
( Re)  
(3) reticulo- ruminal groove . 
(4) cranial sac . ( CS) 
(5) omasum. ( Om) 
( 6) right longitudinal groove . 
( 7) dorsal sac of the rumen . (DRu) 
(8)  dorsal blind s ac . (DBS) 
(9) right longitudinal groove . 
( 10)  right dorsal coronary groove . 
(11) ventral sac of the rumen . (VRu) 
(12) right ventral coronary groove . 
(13) caudal ventral b l ind sac . (CdVBS) 
(14) abomasum . (Ab) 
( 15 )  pyl�rus . (P) 

PLATE 2 
The parietal ( left) side of the s ame preparation as in Plate I .  
( 1)  reticulmn . ( Re) 
(3) reticulo- ruminal groove . 
( 4 )  cranial s ac .  (CS) 
(6 )  l eft l ongitudinal groove . 
( 7) dors al s ac o f  the rumen. ( DRu) 
( 8 )  dors al b l ind s ac . ( DB S) 
( 9 )  left longitudinal groove . 
( 10 )  left dors al coronary groove . 
( 1 1)  ventral s ac of the rumen . (VRu) 
( 12 )  left ventral coronary groove . 
( 1 3) caudal ventral b l ind s ac .  ( CdVBS) 
( 14) abomasum . (Ab) 
( 16) reticulo- abomas al ligament� 
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corresponding position . The cranial s ac is smal l ,  lying between the 
ret i culo- ruminal fold and the cranial pi l lar ( CP) . It opens into the 
dorsal s ac of the rumen ( DRu) over the cranial pillar whi ch is a l arge 
dors o-caudal ly directed mus cular fl ap connect ing the visceral and 
parietal ( left) l ongitudinal pill ars . The cranial pillar is ti lted 
with its parietal border more ventral than its visceral . Th e  dors al 
sac of the rumen is s eparated from the dorsal b l ind sac ( DBS) by the 
inc omplete vis ceral and parietal dors al coronary pillars ; there are 
corresponding vis ceral and parietal dorsal coronary grooves on the 
outer surface of the rumen . Ventrally the dorsal b lind s ac is bounded 
by the caudal pillar ( CdP) . The dors al sac communicates with the 
ventral sac of the rumen (VRu) through a large opening the edges of 
whi ch are formed by the cranial and caudal pil l ars , the visceral  and 
parietal longitudinal pil lars and the vis ceral and parietal acc essory 
pi l l ars ;  grooves in the outer surface are in corresponding positions 
to the two l ongi tudinal and two acces sory pi llars . Caudal t o  the 
ventral sac and separated from it by the ventral coronary p i l l ars is 
the caudal ventral blind s ac ( CdVBS) . 
Th e  omasum (Om) is bean-shaped and situated on the visceral surface of 
the reticulum and cranial s ac .  A narrow neck connects it with the 
reticulum and there is an extensive connection b etween its wal l and 
the wall  of the abomasum (Ab). Within the omas um a groove , the omasa! 
groove , whi ch  is an extension of the reticular groove , connects the 
reticulo-omasal ori fice with the omaso- abomasal orifice . Mu ch of the 
lumen is occup ied by laminae which are attached to the wal l  and have 
their free b orders directed towards the groove . The omaso- abomasal  
orifice is b ounded crania l ly by the omasa! pi l l ar and is  further pro­
tected by fol ds of the abomasal mucous membrane , the ve lae . 
The abomasum is an elongated, tapering , tubular structure with its 
cranial b l ind end, the fundus , attached externally to the reticulum by 
a broad fibrous band . The body extends caudally between the omasum 
and the ventral rumen then incl ines to the right and dorsal ly to form 
the pyloric part which connects with the duodenum through the pyloric 
sphincter . The vis ceral surface i s  mainly in contact with the 
abdominal floor . Within the lumen of the fundic region the mucous 
membrane forms a·number o f  sp iral folds which run obliquely towards 
the greater curvature . An area on the l esser curvature free of folds 
is cal led the abomasal groove and is cons idered to b e  a continuation 
of the omasa! groove . 
The l ining of the oesophagus i s  a thick , stratified squamous 
ep ithelium which is flung up into longitudinal folds when the 
oesophagus is in i ts re laxed state . An abrupt change occurs at the 
cardia , the squamous epithel ium giving way to a keratinised non­
glandular epithelium which l ines the reticulum, rumen and omasum . In 
the reticulum this lining i s  in ridges forming four, s ix or eight 
s ided cells which gradual ly fade out towards the reticul ar groove and 
the reticula-rumina! fold . The reticula- rumina! fold is covered with 
papil lae , and these extend throughout most of the rumen being l argest 
in the cranial sac and the two blind s acs and fading out in the 
dorsal part of the dorsal rumen and on the lips of the maj or pillars . 
Th e  degree of keratinis ation , thickness  of the epithelium and 
papillary growth have been related to the quality o f  the diet (Warner 
et al . ,  1956 ; Brownlee, 1965) . 
The lining of the . omasurn is also papi llated ;  this papillated 
epi thelium fades into glandular epithel ium jus t  before the omasa­
abomasal orifice . Except for a small  region of cardiac type glands 
close to this orifice , the fundic part of the abomasum is l ined by 
mucosa with gastric glands which extend into the body region . The 
pyloric region of the abomasum corresponds with , and is similar to , 
the pyloric gland region o f  simple stomached animals . 
The understanding of the function of an organ can be helped by know­
l edge of its ontogenesis , as the ernbryo1ogical development refl ects 
its evolution . The embryology of the ruminant stomach was studied 
exhaustively by Pernkopf ( 19 31) . The development of the ruminant 
al imentary tr�ct is similar to that of other mammals up to the 7 mm 
s tage when an outpouching of the dorsa-cranial aspect of the simple 
stomach occurs which wil l form the rumen . The reticulum and omasum 
then. form from the cranial and caudal aspects of the ventral border 
o f  the stomach spindle .  By the 12 mm - 15 mm stage all the parts of 
the stomach can be identi fied . Differential growth rate of the 
regions occur resulting in the rumen becoming l argest . At the SO mm 
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stage the chambers s tart to rotate in a complex manner . The rumen 
rotates s o  that the original dorso- cranial aspect comes to b e  ventre­
caudal and to the l ef� , the omasum and abomasum rotate so that their 
dorsal aspects come to be ventral and to the right . When the 
rotation is completed the mes enteries have been changed in pos ition 
and a strong adhesion develops b etween the dorsal sac and crura of 
the diaphragm which anchors the whole structure . Later the 
differential growth pattern changes s o  that at b irth the abomasum is 
the most  capacious s tructure . A further change occurs after birth 
which has b een shown to be related to diet and microb ial fermentation 
(Warner and Flatt , 1965) and results in the rumen becoming the 
largest structure . 
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The muscular coat of the rtiminant stomach i s  compris ed of smooth 
muscle except for a few striated muscle fibres which continue onto 
parts of the reticulum and rumen from the oesophagus . As in simp le­
stomached animals there are three layers of smooth mus cle  excluding 
the muscularis mucosus but their arrangement appears compl icated 
because of the out-pouchings and rotations that occur during embryo­
logical devel opment . The l ayer corresponding to the longitudinal 
muscle  layer spreads out from the cardia in two parts . Part passes 
along the region of the reticular groove and over the omasum and 
abomasum becoming gradual ly thicker as it approaches the pylorus . The 
other part passes over the dorsal sac of the rumen . The next layer , 
corresponding to the circular muscle layer , spreads out from the 
cardia forming the floor of the reticular groove then spirals across 
the reticulum . It pass es over the ventral rumen onto the caudal 
ventral b l ind sac . The circular mus cle of the omasum , abomasum and 
pyloric sphincter are formed by this layer . Some recent studies by 
Lauwers et al . (19 79) in the ox showed there was continuity of this 
layer with the circular muscle  of the duodenum and there was also 
continuity of the longitudinal muscle but only by a few fibres . The 
layer corresponding to the internal obl ique muscle l ayer is concen­
trated round the cardia and forms the l ips of the reticular groove . 
It is a_maj or component of the musculature of the reticulum and 
rumen and forms the pillars and encircles the two b l ind sacs . This 
layer does not appear in the walls  of the omasum or abomasum . 
1:1:2 The Smal l  Intestine . 
The sheep duodenum is about 1 metre in l ength . I t  pas ses from the 
pyl orus to the surface of the l iver where it forms the s i gmoid 
flexure . From here it runs dorso- caudal ly passing round the root of 
the mesentery to the l e ft side to j oin the j ej unum at the duodena­
j ej una! flexure . The common bile duct enters through the sphincter 
of Oddi on the s econd curve of the sigmoid flexure . 
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The j ej unum forms loose coils , variable  in pos ition but usual ly in the 
supra- omental space to the right of the rumen . The smal l intestine 
continues as the ileum which is also in loose coi ls variab l e  in 
position . The ileum terminates by entering the caecum and colon at 
the ileo-caecal j unction . 
The mucous membrane throughout the small  intestine is in numerous 
circular folds and is covered with vil l i .  Intes tinal glands are. 
distributed throughout its length and duodenal Brunner ' s  glands ·occur 
in the more orad two thirds of the duodenum . The embryol ogical 
development is unremarkab le  being the s ame as other mammal s  ( Church , 
1976) . There is a longitudinal and a circular muscle  l ayer . 
1:1:3 The Large Intes tine . 
Th e  entry of the ileum is cons idered to mark the junction of the 
caecum and co lon . The sheep caecum, like those of other ruminants i s  
small  compared with many other herb ivores . I t  is a b l ind- ending tub e  
which i s  variab le  in position but i s  usual ly directed caudal ly with 
its b lind end in, or close to , the left side of the pelvic inl et 
(MacRae et al . ,  1973) . The caecum runs into the colon which forms two 
e l l iptical coils before narrowing to form the centripetal and centri­
fugal coils . After l eaving the spirals the colon pas ses cranial to 
the terminal duodenum then , j ust ventral to the right . kidney , it turns 
c audally and forms an S curve before j oining the rectum at the pelvic 
inlet (Ash , 1969) . 
The mucous membrane o f  the colon has no vil l i  but does have intestinal 
glands . The increase in length o f  the colon in ruminants is embryo­
l ogically derived from an elongation of that part cal led the ascending 
colon which l ies to the right of. the mesentery . The longitudinal and 
circular muscular layers are evenly distributed throughout the colon 
s o  there are no teniae . 
1 : 2  MECHANICAL FUNCTION OF THE ALIMENTARY TRACT 
1 : 2:1 The Oesophagus and Stomach . 
The oesophagus of ruminants has to h andle considerab ly more traffic 
than other animals . As well  as handl ing the normal ingesta it has 
to pass digesta b ack up to the mouth for remastication and reswallow 
it , evacuate the gas produced in the reticulo-rumen and swallow the 
l arge volume o f  saliva produced ( Kay , 1960) . Th e  refl ex nature of 
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the contractions of the sheep ' s  oesophagus and its dependance on 
intact vagal n erves was demons trated by Sel l ers and Titchen ( 1959 ) . 
During normal swallowing a bolus passes down the oesophagus at 2 5  cm/ 
s ec . but boluses pass b ack up the oesophagus at 182 cm/sec . ( Dougherty 
et a l . ,  19 71) . 
The function o f  the reticular groove in directing digesta pas t the 
reticula-rumen has been describ ed ( Schalk and Amadon , 19 2 8 ;  Watson , 
1944 ; Benzie and Phillipson ,  1957 ; Orskov et al . ,  19 70) and has b een 
revi ewed (Titchen and Newhook , 19 75) . 
The closure of the groove occurs in two stages : first it shortens 
bringing the cardia and reticulo- omasal orifice clos er together , then 
the lips - particularly the right l ip - invert thus forming a complet e  
tub e connecting the oesophagus t o  the omasum . 
The reticula- rumen acts as a holding site for the microb ial breakdown 
o f  diges ta . It also mixes and sorts diges ta for onward pass age and 
el iminates the gas produced by the fermentation . This is achieved by 
a s eries o f  cycles of contractions of the various compartments , folds 
and pillars . The sequences in these cycles of events have b een 
described by many authors among the most important of whom are Colin 
( 18 71) , E l lenberger· ( 1881) , Wester ( 1926) , Czepa and Stigler ( 1926) , 
Schalk and Amadon ( 1928) , Phillipson ( 1939) , Weiss ( 19 5 3) , Reid and 
Cornwall  ( 1959) , Reid ( 1962 , 1963) and Ruckebus ch ( 19 70) . Two 
s equences of contractions have b een describ ed . The ' A ' sequence 
commences with a biphasic contraction o f  the reticulum which is 
fol l owed by sequential contractions of dorsal rumen, dorsal b l ind 
sac , ventral rumen and caudal ventral  b l ind sac . The ' B '  :sequence , 
which is commonly associated with eructation , commences with a con­
traction of the caudal ventral b lind sac followed by contractions of 
the dorsal bl ind sac , dorsal rumen and ventral rumen . I t  h as been 
shown (Reid , 1963) that the form of these cycles and the ratio of 
one to the other is markedly influenced by diet and the degree of 
fasting . 
Rumination was the process which first excited the attention of 
s cientists and s ince the work·of Touss aint ( 1875) , there have b een 
many contributions on this subj ect ; the most  significant of these are 
the reports by Colin ( 1 8 86) , Bergman and Dukes ( 1926) , Downie ( 1954) , 
Dougherty and Meridith ( 19 55) , Duss audier ( 1959)  and Stevens and 
Sell ers ( 1960) . The sequence of events commences with a reticular 
contract ion associated with an inspiratory e ffort which impells  a 
b olus from the cranial rumen into the oesophagus . This b olus is 
rapidly transported to the mouth where the fluid is express ed ( and 
reswallowed) while the s ol id faction is remasticated rhythmically for 
a p eriod of time before it too is reswal lowed . 
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The reticulo- omasal orifice plays an important role as i t  controls the 
flow of digesta out of the reticule- rumen . Flow of digesta into the 
omasum is most  marked at the height of the s econd phase of the 
reticular contraction at wh ich time the reticulo-omasal orifice is 
open (Balch et al . ,  195 1 ;  Ohga et al . ,  19 56 ; Stevens et al . ,  1960 ; 
Lap lace , 1970 ; Ruckebus ch , 19 70 ; Bos t ,  19 70 ; Ruckebusch and Kay, 19 71 ; 
Bueno , 1975) . 
The omasum, w ith its large surface area , absorb s volat i l e  fatty acids 
and electrolytes . Because of its position it also controls the 
pass age of digesta into the abomasum . The two most extens ive studies 
of the mechanical function of the omasum are those of Ehrl ein and Hil l  
( 1969) and Bueno ( 19 75) � There are contractions o f  the. dorsal two 
thirds of the omas al b ody which are in sequence with the reticular 
contractions . Contract ions of the omasum closer to the abomasum occur 
independently , and poss ib ly control the flow of digesta out into the 
abomasum. Compl etely independent of these two contractions are the 
contractions involving the leaves which occur: about 2 - 3 times per 
minute . 
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Th e  functions of the abomasum are to mix digesta with abomasal 
secretions thus acidifying them and expos ing them to peptic enzymes , 
and to regul ate their pass age through the pylorus into the smal l 
inte stine . The abomasum functions s imil arly to the stomach of simp l e­
s tomached an ima�s except that the digesta that enters it is already in 
a l iquid state , so pass age time is comparatively rapid (Hil l ,  1968) . 
Th e  mechanical activity o f  the abomasum and pyl orus has b een examined 
in d etai l by Ehrlein ( 19 70 ,  19 76) . The only movement s een to involve 
the fundfc region was that impos ed by contract ion of the reticulum . 
Over the body regul ar peristaltic waves started up and swept towards 
the pylorus with an increasing vel ocity at a frequency of about 6 p er 
minute ;  this act ivity was continuous except for intervals of a few 
minutes . The contraction and relaxation of the pylorus was found to 
be synchronous with this peristals is and no terminal antral contrac­
tions , as s e en in simple-s tomached animals , occurred . 
1:2 : 2  The Small Intestine . 
The contractions of the wall of the small  intestine mix and propel 
diges ta , and a number of p atterns of contract ions have b een des cribed 
( Code et al . ,  1968) . The b as ic activity of the small intes tine is 
made up of peristaltic waves (peristalsis) . Peristals is is defined by 
Davenport ( 19 77) as a progress ive w ave of contraction of the circular 
mus cle which moves a shorter or longer dis tance down the small  
intestine . Peristalsis is  control led by a s l ow wave or pace-s etter 
potential whi ch  has b een described by many including Bozler ( 1946) , 
Ambache ( 19 4 7) , Bortoff ( 1961) , and Ruckebusch et al . ( 19 68) . The 
frequency o f  this s low wave decreas es down th e small int estine caus ing 
the frequency gradient des cribed by Alvare z ( 19 14) . There are two 
b asic patterns of digesta movement : 
( i )  irregular movements as sociated with irregular contrac­
tions of the circular mus cle  - thes e  occur randomly 
throughout the small  intestine =- ? : , -
( ii )  regular coordinated movements associated with rhythmic 
s equences of contractions occurring at a frequency 
constant for a particular region of smal l intestine 
(segmental contractions) . 
1 : 2: 3  The Large Intestine . 
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Further microb ial digestion takes p lace in the caecum and that part of 
the colon orad of the spiral section . The mechanical act ivity of 
thes e regions has not b een s tudied in great detail but the reports of 
MacRae et al . ( 1973) and Ulyatt et al . ( 19 75) describe some o f  its 
features . Waves of contraction move orad and aborad over the caecum 
and adj acent colon . Intens e contractions of the caecum evacuate its 
contents at intervals of 30 minutes to 4 hours . On entering the 
spiral colon the digesta are divided into smal l pellets and progress  
very slowly aborad . The pellets accumul ate in the terminal colon 
where they remain until they are evacuated through the rectum and 
anus . 
1 : 3  THE INNERVATION 
As in other mammals the innervation of the alimentary tract of 
ruminants is organi sed so that there is voluntary control over either 
end and reflex control over the regions between . Central ( vago- vagal) 
reflexes p l ay a prominent part in the control of the orad portions of 
the stomach , their importance gradually decreas ing towards the sma l l  
intestine which can function without an extrinsic nerve supply . 
1 : 3 : 1  The Oesophagus and Stomach . 
Th e  innervat ion to the oesophagus of the sheep has been des crib ed in 
detail by Dougherty et al . ( 1958)  and is derived from the pharyngo­
esophageal , recurrent l aryngeal and vagus nerves . I t  h as b een shown 
that the peristaltic activity of the oesophagus is dependent on a 
central ly mediated refl ex (Sellars and Titchen , 1959) and that this 
re flex can be modified by conditions in the ret icule-rumen . 
The innervation of the ruminant s tomach is basically s imil ar to that 
o f  the simp l e  stomach with a maj or contribution from the vagus nerves 
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together with s ome sympathetic supply through the celiaco-mesenteric 
pl exus ; this has been described in detail by Habel  ( 1956) . The 
functional aspects of this innervation have b een discus s ed by Titch en 
( 1968) . The dorsal vagus supplies the greater part of the rumen and 
the l eft aspect of the omasum and abomasum . The reticulum and right 
sides of the omasum and abomasum are supplied by the ventral vagus . 
The anatomical distribution of the sympathetic system has been de­
s crib ed by P intea et al . ( 1960) . Both sets of nerves contain e fferent 
and afferent components (Coml ine et al . ,  1968) but it has b een shown 
that , whereas s ection of the vagal nerves s tops the orderly contrac­
tions of the reticule- rumen (Mangol d  and Klein , 192 7 ;  Duncan , 1953) 
section of the sp lanchnic nerves has no detectab l e  effect ( Duncan ,  
195 3) . The ruminant stomach app ears t o  b e  more under the control of 
the central nervous sys tem than the s tomach of other mammal s  ( Titchen ,  
1968)  . 
The reflex c l osure of the reticular groove has been investigated 
(Watson�  1944 ; Comline and Tit eh en , 19 5 1 ;  Ti tchen and Newhook , 19 75) 
and shown to be mediated through a centre in the medull a  ob longata via 
the vagus nerves . The main stimul i  that evoked closure of the groove 
were sucking or the anticipation of sucking (Orskov et al . ,  19 70) , or 
the presence of fluid in the back of the mouth (Comline and Titchen , 
1951) . In adult animals closure of the groove occurred after the 
administration of some organic salts . 
Contractions o f  the reticule-rumen h ave been shown to b e  controlled 
from centres in the medull a  ob longat a ( Iggo , 19 56 ; DuS sardier , 1959 ; 
Titchen , 19 58 , 1960) and to be modi fied by vago-vagal re flexes . Two 
bas i c  types of sensory receptors have been des crib ed in the reticule­
rumen ( Iggo and Leek , 1970 ; Leek , 19 7 1 ;  Leek and Harding , 19 75) . 
Tens ion receptors are locat ed in the muscle  layers and are particular­
ly concentrated in the reticulum and cranial sac , especi al ly round the 
reticular groove . These respond to increased tens ion ( stretch) and 
have an excitatory effect on reticulo-rumen contractions . Epithel ial 
receptors are located superficial ly mainly in the reticulum and . 
crania-l sac of the rumen and on the cranial and longi tudinal pillars . 
These receptors respond to mechanical and chemi cal stimulation and 
h ave an inhibitory effect on contractions . 
. The refl exes of the process of ruminat ion are evoked by mechanical 
(tact i l e) stimul ation of the more cranial parts of the rumen and 
especially the reticulo-ruminal fol d  (Ash and Kay ,  1959 ; Reid , 1962 , 
196 3 ) . Eructation is s timulated by gaseous distention ( Re id and 
Ti tch en,  1965) b ut may be inhibited by th"e pres ence of fluid in the 
region of the cardia ( Dougherty et al . ,  1958) . 
The neurological control of the reticulo- omasal orifice has b een in­
ves tigated but it has not been shown how it is e ffected (Newhook and 
Titchen , 19 72 ; Titchen ,  1974) . However , it was shown that there was 
inhib itory vagal innervation and spontaneous activity . 
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The n eurological control of the compl ex contractions of the various 
regions of the omasum has not been c learly estab lished . Some o f  the 
contractions appear to b e  c los ely l inked to the act ivity of the retic­
ula-rumen but others are not (Bueno , 1975) . 
Th e  muscular activity of the abomasum is mostly intrins ic . Duncan 
( 19 5 3) showed that contractions of the pyloric antrum cont inued after 
vagotomy or sp lanchnotomy and that the maj or effect of this procedure 
was loss of tone in the fundic region . The two types of receptors 
found in the reticula- rumen are also pres ent in the abomasum ( Leek and 
Harding, 1975) • 
Stimulation of the tens ion receptors results in inh ib ition o f  A 
sequences of reticula- rumen contractions whereas stimulation of the 
mucosal receptors excites them . Gas tric secretion into the abomasum 
is much less under vagal control. than in s imple-stomached animals and 
i s  mostly an intrins ic response to the flow and composition o f  digesta 
(Hill ,  1960 , 1968 ; Bell , 19 80) . 
1 : 3 : 2  The Smal l Intestine . 
Th e  innervation of the small  intest ine appears to b e  the s ame as in 
o ther mammals ; that is , there are contributions from the vagus and , 
through the coe liac plexus , from the symp athetic supply . The function 
o f  this nerve supply remains obs cure and the smal l intes tine will 
continue to function without it (Aeberhard et al . ,  19 80) . Van Ham 
( 1963) , working wi� cats , concluded that the autonomic nerve supp ly 
contained both excitatory fibres which caus e  contraction, and 
inhib itory factors which caus e relaxat ion , and that their e ffect 
depends on the initial state of the int es tine . 
1 : 3 : 3  The Large Intes tine . 
Which regions of the caecum and colon receive the parasympathetic 
nerve supply from the vagus , and which receive it from the pelvic 
nerves ,  has not been estab l ished in the sheep . In the cat , stimula­
tion of the vagus produces rhythmic contraction of the orad colon 
whereas s timulation of the pelvic nerves produces an expuls ive move­
ment of the colon . From the type of colonic activity obs erved in the 
sheep it is l ikely that th e caecum and colon , to the aborad end of 
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the spiral colon ,  receive their nerve supply from the vagus with the 
remainder of the colon and rectum receiving its supp ly from the pelvic 
nerves . Increas ed activi ty of the caecum and colon have been demon-. 
strated with feeding and sham feeding ( Ruckebusch , 1970 ; Ulyatt et 
al . ,  19 75) . 
Chapter I I  
RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 
2 : 1  THE PROPERTIES OF X-RAYS 
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X- rays are part of the spectrum of electromagnetic radiat ion . Their 
wave l ength is cons iderab ly shorter than that of light : the w avel ength 
of x- rays us ed to produce an image is in the range 0 . 1  to 0 . 2 of an 
angs trom unit . X- rays form part of the excess energy given o ff when 
electrons rapidly decelerate or when e lectrons make a quantum j ump 
inwards in one o f  the inner shells of an atom. In modern x-ray tub es 
the x- rays are produced wh en a s tream of accelerated electrons 
col l i des with a tungsten target . The wavel ength of the x-rays pro­
duced depends on the speed of the e lectrons , which is determined by 
the high voltage gradient (kV) between the source and the target . The 
numb er of x- rays produced is dependent on the number of electrons in 
the s tream, a measurement of which is given by the resul tant el ectric 
current (mA) . B ecause of their high energy and short wavelength 
x- rays penetrate into materials . The degree to which they penetrate 
a given materia l  is influenced by a number of factors : 
( a) the energy of the x-ray ( contro l l ed by kV) 
(b ) the dens ity of the material 
(c)  the atomic numb er of the materi al 
(d)  the thickness of the material . 
As a result , when an x- ray b eam pas s es through an obj ect such as an 
an imal body which is composed of various tissues of various thick­
nes s es ,  a complex shadow of the regions pas sed through wi l l  be formed 
in the beam . As x- rays are not vis ib l e  some method has to b e  us ed to 
convert this shadow into a visib l e  image and two properties of x-rays 
can b e  used to do this . 
X- rays affect a photographic plate in the same way as light , s o  i f  a 
photographic p l ate is p l aced in the b eam, a photographic image can b e  
developed . X- rays a l s o  caus e certain crys tals such as calcium tung­
s t ate to fluoresce ,  giving out l ight in proportion to the number of 
x- rays . Using a screen coated with s uch crys tals the x-ray image can 
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be c onverted to a - vis ib l e  light image for examination . Fluores cent 
screens can als o  b e  used to increas e the efficiency of convers ion of 
the energy in an x- ray beam into a photographic image by firs t con­
verting the x- ray energy into light energy . To enhance the conversion 
of an image in an x-ray beam to an image on a photographic fi lm the 
fi lm is therefore sandwich ed b etween two such screens (intensi fying 
s creens ) in a l i ght-proof cas s ette . 
Producing a cl early defined image on an x- ray p l ate or on a fluore-­
s cent s creen presents a number of prob lems for which there is no 
abs olute solution . An x- ray b eam cannot be produced from a point 
s ource so , inherent in the formation of an x-ray image is a degree of 
geometric "nnsharpness " .  Th e  degree of nnsharpness depends on the 
s i ze of the s ource , and the ratio of the dis tances b etween the source 
( focal spot) and the fi lm or s creen and b etween the obj ect and the 
fil m  or screen . 
Th e  main method by which an x-ray b eam is attenuated as it pas s es 
through matter is by b eing "s cattered" . Scattered x- rays "fog" the 
image , decreas ing the contras t range . They can be partly s topped 
from reaching the x-ray film by interpos ing a grid of alternating 
radio- opaque and radiolucent strips between the obj ect being x- rayed 
and the fi lm to act as a col limator . However, this grid wil l also 
s top a portion of the beam that is useful in forming the image . 
X- rays , like other ionis ing radiat ions , damage tissues ; they have 
b oth genetic and somatic effects , and the effects are cumulat ive . It 
is important that the total dos e of x- rays to b oth the subj ect being 
examined and the people carrying out the examination b e  kept to an 
ab s olute minimum . Maximum p ermiss ib l e  radiation doses for those 
w orking with ionis ing radiations· have b een derived and inves tigators 
us ing x-rays should monitor the dos e  received to ensure that it is not 
ab ove this level . 
The dos e of radiation to the sheep used during the experimental pro­
c edures reported in this thes is requires consideration . Among mammal s  
there i s  a great range o f  susceptib ility t o  radiat ion damage and exact 
figures for sheep are not known . The average radiation dos e quoted 
for mammals that wi ll  kill  SO% of the popul ation within 30 days is 
500 rem as a single dose ( Gi l l ette et al . ,  19 77) . The dose of 
radiation received by each sheep used in this study at each procedure 
could only be es t imated . During no s ingle  s eries of obs ervations 
would the dos e received by each sh eep be greater than 100 rem b ut the 
accumulated dose over the period of the investigation could have been 
as h igh as 800 rem . This level of radiation spread over a period of 
time might be expected to cause some genetic damage but is wel l below 
the l eve ls commonly used for radiation therapy . When the sheep were 
examined post-mortem no eviden ce of radiation damage could be formd . 
2:2 CONTRAST AGENTS 
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When the first attempts were made to carry out radio logical investi­
gations of the alimentary tract it was found that there was in� 
sufficient contras t from the surrounding and overlying tissues to make 
the viscera cl early vis ib l e  e ither on fluores cent screens or on 
radiographs . The firs t agent introduced in an attempt to give con­
tras t was iron oxide in gelat in capsul es : it was not very e ffect ive . 
Cannon ( 189 8) used bismuth subnitrate succes s ful ly , but becaus e the 
nitrate preparation was not always reliab le some deaths occurred from 
nitrite pois oning . This put the use of b ismuth subni trate into dis­
repute and the alternative found was b arium sulphate . Suspensions 
of b arium sulphate h ave been us ed to give contras t to the alimentary 
tract ever since . 
Throughout these obs ervations , the contras t media us ed was barium 
sulphate , either as a 100% weight for volume suspension (Micropaque , 
Nicholas )  or as b arium sulph ate powder (Micropaque , Nichol as ) . an ·  
s ome occasions the b arium sulphate was mixed with an equal volume of 
di ges ta before it was introduced into the diges tive tract , on others 
it was mixed wi th the food material offered at a ratio which will  be 
spe cified under th e relevant section . 
When barium sulphate or ·a b arilim sulphate-digesta mixture was to b e  
instilled at a cons tant rate into the digestive tract an infusion 
pump (Harrod Apparatus) or a peristaltic infus ion pump was used . The 
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material b eing infus ed was heat ed to b ody temperature by pas s in g  it 
through coi ls of tubing immersed in a constant temperature wat er b ath . 
When certain specific points s uch as the rumen pillars had to b e  
identi fied fixed radio- opaque markers made o f  stainless steel wire 
were attached to them . 
2 : 3  APPARATUS 
The firs t report of the us e o f  x-rays to study alimentary tract 
function pub l ished by Cannon ( 1898) des cribes the methods used in con­
siderable detai l .  The x- rays were produced in a Coll idge tub e  which 
was suppl ied with th e neces sary high voltage by a small trans former . 
The high tension wires were n ot insul ated and the remark was made that 
great care had to b e  taken not to come into contact with them . 
The subj ects us ed were cats and it was said that old femal es were best 
becaus e they were less upset by the noise and sparks from the trans ­
former . B ismuth subnitrate was the contras t material given to the 
cat s  and its movement through the al imentary tract was viewed on a 
fluorescent s creen . Light output from th e screen was extremely low 
and it had to b e  vi ewed in a b lacked-out room after dark - adapting 
the eyes for twenty minutes . Cannon made records of what he s aw by 
tracing the image on the s creen and by taking photographic p l at es . 
Th e  very low output of x- rays from the Coolidge tub e can b e  gauged 
by the des crip tion of the method used for taking one of these plates . 
Th e  exposure t ime required must have been extremely long by modern 
standards . As the fi lm was b eing expos ed a l ead p l ate was us ed to 
bl ock off the b eam each time the cat breathed thus avoiding blurring 
of the image caused by movement . 
Th e  b est method of analys ing movement is to us e moving film ( cine­
film) and the first to produce such an x-ray cine- film was Macintyre 
who showed a short x-ray cine-film of the movement of a frog ' s  l eg 
to the Glas gow Philosophical Society in 189 7 .  There were two methods 
of making x- ray cine- films . The direct method in which the film was 
exposed directly . to the x-ray image , was us ed with some success 
initially but it had two maj or limitations : the si ze of field that 
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could b e  filmed was very smal l ,  restricted by the dimensions o f  the 
film, whi le the long exposure times required l imited the frame speed 
to 2 to 4 frames p er s econd . The indirect method ,  in which the x- ray 
image was converted to a light image by us ing a fluorescent s creen 
(hence the name cinefluoros copy) had the dis tinct advantage that the 
light image could then be reduced and focused using lenses , thus 
increas ing the pos sib le si ze  o f  the fie ld fi lmed . As a half way stage 
b etween these two sys tems Alvare z ( 19 14) used a machine whi ch clamped 
the c ine-film b etween two intensifying s creens to expose each frame . 
The development o f  more powerful x- ray machines and b etter cine­
fluoroscopic techniques made it poss ib le  for this method to be applied 
to the investigat ion of stomach motility in smal l ruminants . Czepa 
and Stigler ( 1926)  first reported on its us e and it  has since b een 
use d  by a number of others , (Magee,  1932 ; Phi l l ipson , 19 39 ; Dougherty 
and Me redith , 1955 ; Ben zie and Phillip s on ,  1957) to add consi derab ly 
to the understanding of the function of the ruminant al imentary tract . 
A ma j or limitation to the use of cinefluoroscopy was the very high 
dose o f  x-rays that was required . The length of cine- fi lm and the 
frame speed were kept down by the capacity of the x-ray tube to cope 
with the output required, and there was cons iderable hazard from the 
high l evels of radiation us ed (Ben zi e  and Phil lipson , 19 57) . 
In the late 1950 ' s  the image intens ifier was introduced . Th is is a 
sys tem of el ectronical ly intensi fying th e bri ghtness of the fluoro­
s copy image many hundreds of times , thus al lowing a much lower dose 
of x- rays to b e  used and increasing the perceptibil ity of detail of 
the final image . The syst em has other advantages - the image can 
b e  viewed by clos ed circuit televis ion permitting the operator to b e  
removed from the radiation hazard , wh ile  the image c an  b e  recorded in 
a number of ways such as on video-tap e , cine- film or on s ingle photo­
graphic fi lms . 
Akes ter and Titchen ( 1969) us ed an image intens ificat ion sys tem to 
s tudy various det ails of the contractions of s tomachs of sheep and 
s ince then it h as b een us ed to investigate a numb er of asp ects of 
ruminant alimentary tract function ( Kay et al . ,  1972 ; Newhook and 
Titch en , 1974) . During the course o f  res earch for this thes is two 
differen t  x- ray faci lities were used each o f  whi ch had certain 
advantages . for s ome of the procedures tmde:ttaken . One was ins tal led 
in the Department of Veterinary Clini cal Sc iences , Mass ey University , 
New Zealand and .the other in the Dep artment of Physiology , Rowett 
Rese arch Ins ti tute , Scotl and. 
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Th e  x-ray machine a t  Massey University ( Plate 3) was powered from a 
Tripl ex Optimatic 102 3  generator (El ema Schonander) whi ch took a three 
phas e  al ternating current supply and recti fied �d smoothed i t  to 
produce an almos t constant voltage direct current . This generator had 
a maximum pos s ib l e  output of a 1000 mil l i amperes (mA) and 200 ki lo­
vol ts (kV) . It s upplied a rotating anode x-ray tube B I 200/ 30/50 
( Siemens) whi ch had a rating of 40 kilowatts on a 2 mm focal spot . 
The dimens ion of the x-ray beam emerging from the tube was control led 
by an attached light-beam diaphragm (Siemens ) . 
When p l ain radiographs of the sheep were taken the s catter in the 
x- ray qeam was p artially eliminated by inserting a 12 : 1  ratio ,  100 
lines per inch , fo cused grid in front of the cass ette containing 
the x-ray film . The x-ray film used was RPX Royal ( Kodak) which was 
sandwiched between two high speed intens ifying s creens (Kodak) and 
was protected from light in a cassette ( Kodak) . X- ray fi lms were 
automati cal ly processed by an RPXomat Processor (Kodak) on a 90  s econd 
cycle .  A hi gh kV technique was used to give a good cover of the large 
range of tissue densities and thi ckness es through whi ch  the p rimary 
x-ray beam had to pass . 
The x- ray image could also be viewed cont inuous ly by direct ing it onto 
a 10/6 image intens ifier (Siemens ) the output of which was viewed by 
a Plumbicon televis ion camera and the final image displayed on a 
television monitor . This syst em permi tted viewing o f  a 25 cm di ameter 
circular field or provided for a 15 cm di ameter fie l d  to be magnified 
up to 25 cm diameter . Exposure factors required to produce the bes t 
image on the tel evis ion monitor were controlled through an automati c  
dos e  control tmit (Siemens ) .  A one inch Arnpex video-tape recorder 
could be connected to the closed circuit televis ion chain to provide 
a p ermanent record of the image . 
P LATE 3 
The install ation at Mass ey Universi ty with a sheep in pos ition for a 
radiographic screening session . Th e  sh eep is restrained by head 
stal,f cS and the sides of the metabo lic crate are removed . This sheep 
was one of the animals used for s tudies on the small  intestine , and 
the apparatus to the left is the Devices Mul tichannel recorder used 
for recording the e lectromyograph ic s ignal from the gut wall . The 
X- ray tube is .on the side of the sheep neares t the camera . The 
switches for the magnetic brakes on the ceil ing suspens ion can be 
seen on the handgrips . 
PLATE 4 
The ins tal lation at the Rowett Res earch Ins titute with a small  Soay 
sheep in position for a radiographic screening sess ion . The sheep 
is restrained in a smal l perspex-sided crush with a string from a 
neck col l ar attached to the floor of the crush . Wh en  screening is 
taking plac e , the motor driven tab le top e levates the sheep to come 
into line with the X- ray tub e and image intens ifier . 

At the output of the image intens ifier was a two way image splitter 
which a l l owed the mounting of either a 35 mm cine-camera or a 70 mm 
spot- fi lm camera . 
The 35 mm Arrifl ex cine -camera could be run at frame speeds of 1 2 , 
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24 , 37 or 75 frames per second . X-ray output was puls ed synchronous ly 
with the camera shutter opening so that, irrespective of the frame 
speed, the exposure time for each frame was 0 . 003 seconds . Brightness 
of the image on the cine- film was control l ed by automatic variation of 
the kV after manual selection of the rnA required . Incorporated in the 
cine- camera was a small light- emitting diode which, when activated , 
put a spot in the corner of a frame . This diode could b e  l inked to 
the marker pen circuit of the pen recorders used so that marks could 
be made s imultaneously on the fi lm and on the pen recording . The 
cine- film used throughout was RAR2498 (Kodak) which was processed by 
the automatic processor . 
The c ine- camera coul d be replaced by a 70 mm spot- film camera (Sircom 
70 Phil ips)  which was fitted with an overframing lens . This camera 
could take either s ingle frames or 1 ,  2 ,  3 or 4 frames per second . 
An Iontomat unit (Siemens) control l ed the exposure factors auto­
matically . The film used in this camera was Cronex SF2 (Du Pont) and 
this also was processed automatical ly . 
The x-ray tube and the bracket carrying the image intensifier , the 
cass ette and grid holder , were suspended ·from tel escopic cranes 
mounted on rails  on the cei ling . These ceiling cranes were cross­
l inked at the c ei l ing so that the x-ray tube was always centred on 
eith er the image intensifier or the cassette holder . This allowed the 
x-ray b eam to be directed hori zontal ly at the sheep as it stood in its 
crat e . 
The 35 mm cine- film was reviewed on a Tage-Arno proj ector which had a 
rotating prism rather than a shutter , allowing an infinite variation 
in frame speed up to a maximum of 50 frames per second both forward 
and reverse .  A frame counter was incorporated in this machine which 
could b e  switched in and out as desired . 
The x-ray machine ins talled at the Rowett Research Institute was 
basical ly s imilar to the Massey fac ility (Plate 4) . The generator , 
x-ray tube and image intensifier were the same . The output of the 
image intensifier could only b e  viewed on c los ed circuit televis ion 
via a Vidicon television camera and the exposure factors required to 
produce the best image on the display monitor were control l ed by an 
automatic dose- contro l unit . A permanent record could be made on a 
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1 inch video- tape recorder Sirecord X ,  (Siemens) but there was no 
cine- camera , nor facility for any form of serial films . Another maj or 
difference was the method of mounting the x-ray tube and image intens­
ifier . They were mounted on an explorator as sociated with a Pantaskop 
3 tab l e  (Siemens ) , the tube being undercouch and the image intensi fier 
overcouch . The explorator incorporated a device whereby spot-films 
could be taken on 35 x 35 cm or 24 x 30 cm films either using the 
entire film or dividing it into 2 ,  3 or 4 parts , expos ing each part 
separately . When sheep were to be examined the table was til ted to 
its vertical position and a modi fied foot stand attached which pro­
truded 47 cm from the table top and was 1 35 cm in length . On top of 
this p latform was a perspex crush with 55 cm high wal l s  which could b e  
spaced between 2 0  and 40 cm apart . 
The radiographic film used was B lue Brand ( Kodak) coupled with fast 
intensifying screens ( I l ford) which were mounted in cassettes 
(Siemens ) .  The scattered x-rays were partially eliminated by a Bucky 
diaphragm . The . fi lm was process ed manua l ly .  
The image recorded on video -tape could b e  transpos ed onto 16 mm cine­
film by a Kinescope (Old De lft) and the film analys ed by proj ecting 
with a 16 mm cine proj ector fitted with a stop frame facility . The 
cine- film (PlusX,  Kodak) was process ed by a commercial laboratory 
(Fi lmatic Laboratories , London) . 
The ins tal lation at Mass ey Univers ity had some distinct advantages for 
the type of investigation undertaken . Th e  system of ceiling suspended 
mountings allowed the observations to be carried out without removing 
the sheep from its crate creating a minimum degree of dis turbance to 
its daily routine . The high output of the generator and high rating 
of the x-ray tube permitted plain radiographs to be taken with a very 
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short exposure time , thus e liminating b lurr caused by rapid alimentary 
tract movements and respiratory movements .  
The us e of cine- film was an advantage for detailed analys is and timing 
of events because it could b e  replayed forwards and backwards or 
stopped ; the frame counting gave very accurate timing . The ab i lity 
to mark frames on the c ine- film simultaneous ly with a marker on a pen 
recorder al lowed for a clos e  correlation to b e  made between phenomena 
obs erved radiographical ly and a specific type of E .M. G .  recording . 
The 70 mm spot- films were useful for recording some of the slower 
events that took place on a format that was large enough to be re­
produced as il lustrat ions , and more detail could be seen on these 
films than could be seen on the cine- film . 
A dis advantage of the system was that there was no way of instantly 
making a record of an event seen on the display monitor . Wh en ful l ­
si zed 3 5  x 4 3  cm radiographs were being used it was not pos sib l e  to 
observe events in the al imentary tract on the image intens ifier so 
other means of predicting their occurrence had to be devised . When 
the cine- camera was attached to the image intensifier events could b e  
obs erved continuous ly but there was a 2 s econd delay from switching 
on the cine- camera until it actual ly started running because of the 
time needed for the image splitter to change pos ition . The high . 
demand made of the x-ray tube when taking cine- film meant that the 
maximum length of each run was approximat ely 40 seconds at 12 frames 
per s econd and 6 to 10 minutes had to b e  allowed between each run to 
al low the x-ray tube to cool down . The cine- fi lm us ed was very "fast" 
to keep the required exposur e factors low and the maximum length of 
cine run as long as poss ib l e .  This meant that the fi lm was rather 
"grainy" , particularly when viewed as a singl e frame and consequently, 
photographic reproduction from the cine- fi lm was not satisfactory . 
The 2 second del ay between pressing the button and actual exposure 
&! so appl ied to the spot- fi lm camera , so any particular event or 
series of events that were to be recorded had to be predicted 2 
seconds before they occurred . The 70 mm fi lm al lowed for good photo­
graphic reproductions but was considerab ly more di fficul t to analys e 
than cine- fi lm because it had to be vi ew ed as a s eries of sti l l  frames 
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rather than as a moving picture . The maximum number of frames that 
could be taken at any one run was limited and again the l imitation was 
imposed by the capacity of the x-ray tube to dissipate the heat 
generated .  A further constraint was the size  of the input end of the 
image intensifier tube (25 cm) which limited the size of field it was 
possib l e  to view so that it was not possible to observe the entire 
reticula-rumen even in the smal l est of mature sheep . 
During the earl ier investigations undertaken for this thesis the image 
intensifier was nearing the end of its us eful life and the quality of 
pictures obtainable  was poor . Later a new image intensi fier tube was 
installed which resulted in a marked improvement in picture quality . 
The instal lation at the Rowett Research Institute had the additional 
disadvantage of l acking direct c ine-radiographic facility . While  it 
did have the capabil ity of copying small  selected runs from video-tape 
onto 16 mm cine- film, which was played through a standard proj ector , 
this process made it more diffi cult to analys e and time sequences of 
events accurately . A further disadvantage was the method of re­
straining the sheep b etween the table  top and the image intensifier 
since this involved a change in the daily routine of the animals . 
2 : 4 D ISCUSSION ON THE USE OF RADIOLOGY AS A MEANS OF INVESTIGATING 
ALIMENTARY TRACT FUNCTION 
Radiology is one of the few methods of ob s erving the movements of the 
alimentary tract without surgical interference or the insertion of 
recording devices . Once the animals have been trained to stand in 
front of the x-ray machine there is no further stress . Being ab le  to 
view l arge areas s imultaneously allows the form of any contraction and 
its resultant effect on digesta movement to be ob served more readily 
and in greater detail than can be determined from interpreting phys io­
logical recordings taken from a usually l imited number of local s ites . 
For this reason s imultaneous radiological observation greatly aids the 
interpretation o f  such records . The various methods avai lab l e  for 
recording the radiographic image allowed di fferent techniques to b e  
adopted to il lustrate particular points of interest . When cons ider­
abl e  detail was wanted of a particular event single radiographs could 
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be taken . Where the requirement was for prolonged . periods of obser­
vation video-tape recordings could be made - thi s  latter technique 
did not , however, al low easy detai led analyses of events as frames 
could not b e  stopped without considerable loss of image detail . When 
detai l o f  movement was looked for in a step by s tep fashion the best 
method w as to use s erial spot- films taken at 2 per sec:ond . Ob ser­
vation on timing of movement , and the form of the movement ,  was 
analysed best on cine- film taken at 12 frames per second . 
Radio logy does have its limitations . The final image obtained is that 
of a shadow cast by the structures through which the b eam has passed : 
therefore three dimens ions are compressed into two . The interpre­
tation o f  the image is subj ective and is dependant to a considerab l e  
extent on the experience o f  the viewer . I t  is desirab le  to take 
radiographs in two planes to enab le a 3 dimensional interpretation 
but , for a number of mechanical reasons , this was not feasible  with 
the apparatus availab l e  in this study . For any structure to be radio­
graphical ly vis ib le it must differ from the surrounding structures in 
its abi l ity to attenuate an x-ray beam . Mos t of the organs with in the 
abdominal cavity have poor radiographic contras t ,  hence various 
markers have to be us ed . The introduction of the markers may then 
influence the events being ob s erved . B arium sulphate is of high 
specific gravity (4)  and tends to sink i f  mixed with fluid digesta . 
When b arium sulphate was put into the ventral sac of the rumen , or 
into the abomasum, it sank to the lowest point unles s  the agitation 
of digesta was adequate to keep it mixed . Where coils  of small  
intestine were fi l l ed with b arium sulphate they tended to  b e  more 
ventral in the abdominal cavity,  especial ly when compared to gas 
fil l ed loops . As far as can b e  determined the introduction of barium 
sulphate does not affect the pattern of motility when compared with 
the introduction of water (Ramsbottom et al . ,  19 77) . 
Radiography gives the closest possib l e  approximation to being able  to 
view structures directly in vivo but there are three maj or differ-
ences : (i)  the image is only two dimens ional , ( ii) the size of the 
field that can be observed . is  r·estricted , and ( iii) the duration of 
each period of observation is l imited . As with any observation, few 
results can be produced as figures or graphs : most  have to b e  
recorded in a descriptive manner and il lustrated with a s eries o f  
photographs , a subj ective procedure open to variation in interpre­
tation which cannot b e  avoided . Every effort was made to keep obs er­
vations here as ob j ect ive as pos sib l e . As much of the study is on 
radiographically obs erved movement , results could have been produced 
better as a cine- film than as s eries of stat ic pictures . Success ive 
pictures show change but not how the change came about , and so the 
gap has to be bridged by description . 
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The prolonged periods of radiographic observation used during these 
investigat ions had the potential to be a s evere radiat ion hazard both 
to the animals and the observer . There was no detectab l e  radiation 
damage to the sheep even. although their total dos e was high but had 
they been al lowed to survive for a number of years it is possible  that 
some of them might have shown effects , such as the development of 
mal ignant tumours . The observer had to take precautions to avoid 
excess ive exposure to radiation and a doub le sided lead apron of S O  mm 
lead equivalent was worn at all  t imes . Whenever poss ib l e  a mob ile 
lead protective screen was kept between the observer and the sheep and 
the distance from the sheep was kept as long as possib l e . The total 
body dose of radiat ion to the obs erver was constantly monitored using 
a film b adge worn under the apron and never reached measureab le  l evels . 
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Chapter I I I  
THE RETICULO-RUMEN 
3 : 1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
There has been considerab le debate about the form of the motor 
activity of the reticule-rumen . Wes ter ( 19 2 6) des cribed a s equence of 
events in the cow , s tarting with a double  contraction of the reticulum 
followed by a peristaltic wave pas s ing caudal ly across the rumen, and 
an antiperi staltic wave pas sing cranially . The antiperis taltic wave 
was commonly associated with eructation or regurgitation . This was 
different from previous reports (Colin,  187 1 ,  1886;  E l l enberger, 1 8 8 1 )  
that the rumen contractions were compl etely independent o f  the 
reticular contractions and involved the whole organ as a s ingle unit . 
Czepa and Stigl er ( 1926 , 1929 ) also found no  relationship between the 
contraction s  of the reticulum and rumen but des cribed the refi l l ing of 
the ret iculum from rumen . They s aid that there were total contrac­
tions of di fferent chambers of the rumen and that the only si tes at 
which peristals is occurred were the caudal ventral b lind s ac of the 
rumen and the pylori c antrum of the abomasum . Wester ' s  suggested 
relationsh ip between the reticular and ruminal contractions was sub­
stantiated by the work of Schalk and Amadon ( 19 28) , Magee ( 19 32) and 
Krzywanek and Quas t ( 1936) . However , none agreed with his sugges tion 
of peristaltic and antiperistaltic contractions of the rumen . Schalk 
and Amadon ( 1928)  agreed that there were two cycles of contraction of 
the rumen , one associated with reticular contractions and one not , but 
considered the sequence of events in both cyc les to be s imi lar and the 
contraction of each compartment to be a total rather than a sequential 
event . Us ing radiographic techniques M�gee ( 1932) found only one 
cycl e  of events fol lowed the reti cul ar contraction , a total contrac­
tion of the ventral rumen and las tly a total contraction of th e caudal 
ventral b l ind sac . A very complex s eries of events was described by 
Krzywanek and Quast ( 19 36) which Phill ipson ( 19 39) sugges ted to b e  
actual ly two cycles ,  a biphasi c  reticul ar contraction fol lowed by two 
rumen contractions then a second biphasic reticular contraction 
follow ed by a single rumen contraction . Phillipson ( 19 39)  expres sed 
the view that the many di fferences of opinion held by the various 
investigators were probab ly due to the di fferences in the methods of 
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obs ervati on us ed . The two main points at issue , he cons idered, were 
the relat ionship between the reticular and ruminal contractions , and 
whether these were p eri staltic or total in nature . Phil lipson 
es tabl ished that contractions of the rumen followed contraction of the 
reticulum but found that th e ratio of rumen to reticulum contractions 
could range from 1 : 1  to 4 : 1  during the course of an experiment . He 
also found that the frequency and character of contractions changed 
with eating and rumination . Phil lipson concluded that the contrac­
tions of the rumen were more total in nature than peristaltic but s aid 
"The real point of debate is the definition of peristalsis . "  The 
definition of peris talsis  remains obscure and the term has been us ed 
to define a number of di fferent mani fes tations of the results of 
muscle  contractions ( Farrar and Zfass , 19 67) . 
The notion of two types of rumen contractions was revived by Weis s 
( 19 5 3) in reporting on his investigation of eructation . He considered 
that the firs t typ e moved caudal ly and that the second type moved 
cranially ;  and noted the second type frequent ly finished with 
eructat ion . He also demonstrated that the ratio of the firs t type to 
the second type of contractions could be changed by insufflating the 
rumen with gas . 
The state of knowl edge that pertained in 1952  was summed up by Balch 
( 19 5 2) as follows . A bas ic cycl e  o f  reticulo- rUiilinal contractions 
occurred but it was complicated by rumen movements independent of 
reticular contractions , by independent contractions of some parts of 
the ventral sac ,  and by the omission, in some cycles , of contractions 
of certain compartments and pil lars . In 1956 the obs ervations by 
Phillipson ( 19 39) were reconfirmed and elaborated on by Radev and 
Stayonav ( 1956) . During feeding the frequency of cycles increas ed and 
became stronger with an increas ed ratio of s econdary to primary rumen 
sequences . When the animal was at res t ,  neith er eating nor rumin­
ating , the frequency of cycles decreas ed and the contractions became 
weak , frequently missing out contractions of the ventral sac entirely . 
The two s equences of contractions in cattl e  were describ ed by Reid and 
Cornwall ( 1959) as the mixing and belching cycles . They found that 
the mixing cycle occurred in three phas es . The fi rs t phas e was a 
sharp contraction o f  the reticulum accompanied by a contraction o f  the 
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reticulo-ruminal fold . The second phase compris ed a second contrac­
tion of the reticulum and fold,  and contractions of th e cranial s ac ,  
cranial pi llar, dorsal s ac ,  caudal pillar and dorsal coronary pillars 
which occurred at s lightly different rates . The third and final phas e 
was the s imultaneous contraction of the cranial , caudal and ventral 
coronary pil lars , the ventral s ac and the caudal dors al b lind sac . 
The belch ing cycle commenced with a contract ion in the region of th e 
dors al coronary pil lars which only s lightly preceded a contraction of 
the cranial pillar ,  the dors al s ac and the ventral b lind s acs . In 
the last phas e ,  the cranial pil l ar,  the ventral coronary p i l l ars , the 
ventral rumen sac and the caudal dorsal blind s ac all contracted . 
A technique for partial exteriorisation of the reticulum original ly 
des cribed by van der Heyde ( 19 2 7) w as revived and modi fi ed by Bos t  
( 19 58) and Titchen ( 1958a) . Reid and Titchen ( 19 59) extended this to 
various regi ons of the rumen and devised a system of pul leys which 
allowed graphic recording of movements of these exterioris ed areas . 
This method ·allowed a much more detailed characterisation of the 
sequence o f  events in cycles of contractions of the reticulo- rumen 
(Reid , 1960 , 1962 , 1963 ;  Titchen and Reid , 1965) . The findings con­
firmed the pres ence o f  two cycl es o f  contracti ons , which were call ed 
A and B s equences . I t  was also confirmed that the character and 
frequency of these sequences changed with changes in the state of 
the animal . The s imp lest form of cyc le seen was in th e fasted s tate 
and was an isolated A s equence .  I t  commenced with a biphas ic con­
traction o f  th e reticulum, then the more cranial and dors al rumen 
contracted followed by a contraction in the ventral regions which 
was not cons is tent . These contractions occurred so close together 
that they could be described as concurrent . When a B sequence was 
seen it general ly fol lowed an A but could occur in isolation . It 
commenced with a contraction of th e caudal ventral b lind s ac which 
passed rapidly onto the dorsal rumen . Fol lowing feeding the con­
tractions of the various regions of the rumen b ecame s tronger and more 
comp lex and consecutive . The s eries of events recorded during an A 
cyc le was the sequential contraction of reti culum , cranial dors al sac , 
caudal dorsal s ac ,  ventral s ac and finally caudal ventral blind s ac .  
Th e  B sequences became more frequent and commenced with a contraction 
of the caudal ventral b l ind sac which could b e  s imp ly a continuat ion 
of an A s equence . A contraction of caudal and cranial dorsal s acs 
followed by a contraction of the ventral sac completed the s equence . 
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Study of the el ectrical events accompanying contractions of the 
reticulo- rumen was firs t undertaken by Toman ( 19 2 8) but no further 
work us ing this technique was reported unti l the publications of 
Ruckebus ch , Grivel and Santini ( 1968) , Ruckebus ch (19 70) , Ruckebus ch 
and Kay ( 19 7 1) and Tsiamitas ( 1972) . The findings us ing this method 
con firmed thos e us ing p artial exteriorisations . Contractions of the 
various compartments were shown to occur in sequence and the character 
and frequency of contractions to vary with the state of the animal . 
Strain gauges and pres sure balloons were us ed by Kolling ( 1974 , 19 74a) 
and confirmed this sequence of events . Kolling also reported a corre­
lation between the character of the contraction of the caudal ventral 
b lind sac and the rel ati onship of the A and B s equences . 
The movements of the various fol ds and p i l l ars as related to the 
sequence of contraction of the chambers has b een inves ti gated . Wes ter 
( 19 26) des cribed the crania l pi l l ar moving to divide the rumen into 
cranial and caudal sacs as the contraction pas sed over the cranial 
s ac .  The right and left longi tudinal pillars then contracted to 
divide the rumen into dors al and ventral sacs after which the dors al 
coronary and caudal p i l lars contracted compres s ing the dorsal b lind 
sac . During the secondary wave the pi llars contracted in the s equence 
caudal pil lar ,  dors al coronary p i l l ar,  longi tudinal pi llars and 
cranial p i l l ar .  Schalk and Amadon ( 1926) reported that the contrac­
tion of the longi tudinal , dorsal coronary and caudal pil lars was a 
simul taneous event . In their report on the study of eructation 
Dougherty and Meridi th - ( 1955) sugges ted that th e contraction of the 
reticulo- ruminal fold in conj unction with relaxation o f  th e reticulum 
was important to hold back fluid contents and allow eructation . 
The contraction of the pillars in cattle were inves tigated by direct 
inspection , palpation and by measuring th e change in hydros tatic 
pres sure in a fixed .c�amber alongs ide the animal and connected to the 
pi l lar by a column o f  water in a flexib le tube (Reid and Cornwall , 
1959) . I t  was found that in the primary s equence the cranial pillar 
and dors al coronary p i l l ar started to contract together s ome short 
time after the reticulo-ruminal fold contracted but did not contract 
at the s ame rate . In the third phas e of the mixing s equence the 
cranial , caudal and ventral coronary pi llars all contracted simul­
taneous ly . During the belching s equence a contraction o f  the dors al 
coronary p i l l ars preceded a contraction of the caudal pil l ar .  
The contract ions o f  the reticulo-ruminal fol d ,  crani al and caudal 
pi llars were observed radiographical ly by p lacing radio- opaque markers 
on the ir free border (Akes ter and Titchen , 1969) . The path taken by 
these markers was des cribed in detai l .  The time of their disp lacement 
in relation to the contraction of the various chambers of the 
reticule- rumen was s imi lar to the previous reports . During the firs t 
phas e of the reticular contracti on the marker p l aced on the ventral 
free border of the reti culo-ruminal fold moved dors ally and s lightly 
caudally .  During the second phas e i t  came b ack through its resting 
pos i tion then moved direct ly cranial , to remain in this pos ition until 
the reticulum started to relax . 
After the reticulum had relaxed a marker p laced on the free border of 
the cranial pillar moved dors o- crani al ly then returned to its res ting 
pos ition with in approximately 10 s econds . A marker placed in a 
similar pos ition on the caudal pil lar moved dors ally and caudally 
during both an A and B sequence . 
The movement of di gesta within the reticule- rumen was ob s erved by Reid 
and Cornwal l  ( 1959) . During an A sequence contents were moved from 
the reticulum into the cranial and dorsal rumen . From the cranial 
rumen they moved back into the reticulum whi l e  from the dors al rumen 
they moved down into the ventral rumen . The movement from the ventral 
rumen was over the relaxed cranial pil lar into the crani al rumen and 
reticulum . This report did -not conflict with previous reports 
(Wes ter, 192 6 ;  Czepa and Stigler , 19 2 6 ,  1929 ; Schalk and Amadon , 192 8 ;  
M�gee , 1932 ; Phillips on , 1939 ; Benzie  and Phi l 1 ips on ,  19 57) except in 
some minor detai ls . Czepa and Stigler ( 1926) obs erved di ges ta moving 
back and forth between the reticulum and crani al sac of the rumen in a 
rocking action and Magee ( 19 32)  reported s eeing swal lowed bolus es dart 
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about within the rumen . 
The regurgitation of .s tomach contents for remas ti cation is the process 
from which ruminants derive their name and it is this aspect which 
firs t arous ed the interes t of the early comparative anatomists and 
phys iologists . Flourens ( 1830) and Haubner ( 18 3 7) came to the con­
clusion that the reticular groove was respons ib l e  for fo rming the 
bolus for regurgi tation and forcing it into the oesophagus . Colin 
( 18 7 1 )  disproved this by suturing up the reticular groove and demon­
strating that rumination s till  occurred . He als o made the ob servation 
that both the fluid and the s o l id . of the remas ticated bolus were 
returned to the rumen and not the abomasum . The method wh.ereby the 
regurgi tated bolus entered the oesophagus was the sub j ect of much 
deb ate . Toussaint ( 18 75)  sugges ted that negative pres sure was created 
in the thorax by an inspiratory effort agains t a clos ed glottis thus 
drawing materi al into the oes oph agus . Colin ( 1886) argued that the 
material was prope l l ed into the oesophagus by an increas e in intra­
rumina! pressure . A third hypothesis was b rought forward by Wester 
( 19 2 6) suggesting that there was active di l ation of the cardi a and 
contraction of the oesophagus whi l e  the diaphragm was contracted thus 
creating a negative intra- oesophageal pres sure . 
Bergman and Dukes ( 19 2 6) as sociated . an extra contraction of the 
reticulum with regurgitation and confirmed Tous s aint '. s ( 1 875) findings . 
Downie ( 19 54 )  als o confirmed Tous s aint ' s  ( 18 75) findings but added a 
rider that increas ed pres sure caus ed by a rumina! contracti on might 
play a part . However , it has been shown that an animal with a 
tracheal fis tula placed be low the glottis can s till ruminate normal ly 
(Bel l ,  1958) . Bel l ( 1958) demons trated that division of the phrenic 
nerves als o  had no e ffect on rumination but that a comb ination of 
division of the phrenic nerves and a tracheal fis tula had a very 
marked e ffect .  Inves tigations carried out by D zuik and Sellars ( 19 55) , 
Dougherty and Meredi th ( 1955 ) , B el l  ( 195 8a) and Stevens and Sellars 
( 1960) showed that the reticulum contraction associated w ith regurgi­
tation �aus ed a marked intra- reticular pres sure rise without an 
as sociated ris e in pres sure in the rumen . This was as sociated with a 
fall in pres sure in the oes ophagus so that when the caudal oes ophageal 
sphincter re laxed, material was forcib ly ej ected into the oes ophagus . 
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Claims h ave been made that regurgi tation can o ccur unassociated with a 
reticul ar contraction (Wes ter , 192 6 ;  Czepa and Stigler,  1929 ; Re id and 
Cornwal l ,  1959) . 
Ts iamitas ( 1972) recorded the s eri es of events that occur in ruminat­
ing sheep as follows : A reticular contraction occurred w ith the 
amp l itude o f  contraction o f  the caudal wal l greater than that of the 
cranial wal l . This was accompanied by inspiratory e ffort . The bolus 
entered the oesophagus and was then pass ed rapidly to the mouth where 
the flui d  was expres s ed and reswallowed . Then fol lowed a reti cula­
rumen A s equence in one of its various forms , more usually of the l es s  
vigorous , resting , typ e .  
The method o f  e liminat ing the gas produced by fermentation in the 
rumen has b een another subj ect of much investigation . Wester ( 19 2 6) 
was the firs t to sugges t that eructati on was commonly as s ociated with 
a wave of rumen contractions pass ing from c audal to crani al . This 
point was disputed by Schalk and Amadon ( 19 2 8) and Magee ( 19 32) . 
Weiss ( 19 5 3) in agreeing with the findings of Wes ter suggested that 
eructation was commonly as sociated with a caudal to cranial rumen 
contraction unassociated with a reticular contraction and als o . showed 
that the frequency of this type of contraction could b e  increas ed by 
introducing air to the rumen . Us ing cine- fluoros copy · to inves ti gate 
eructation , Dougherty and Meredith ( 1955) showed that contracti on of 
the reti culo-ruminal fold and re laxation of the reti culum al lowed the 
flui d l evel to drop below the cardia so that eructation could occur , 
and als o that insuffl ation of the rumen with gas increas ed the fre­
quency of eructation . Reid and Cornwal l ( 1959) cal led the two 
sequences of contracti on mixing and belching and con firmed the find­
ings <?f Wes ter ( 19 26)  and Weiss ( 1953) . They found that belching was 
mos t commonly as sociated with a B sequence , although not all B 
sequences were accomp anied by belching· and furthermore it could occur 
during an A sequence or unas sociated with any reticul o-ruminal 
activity at al l .  These findings were further confirmed and elaborat ed 
upon during the subsequent few years (Reid , 1960 ; Reid ,  1962 ; Reid,  
1963 ; Ti tchen and Reid , 1965) and it was con firmed that the ratio of A 
to B s equences depended bas ical ly on the amount of gas pres ent in the 
rumen . The B sequence was describ ed by Ruckebus ch and Tomov ( 19 73) as 
commencing with a contraction of the caudal ventral b l ind s ac which 
may or may not be a continuation of the contraction of this s ac which 
concluded the preceding A s equence . This was followed by sequential 
contractions of the caudal dors al b l ind s a c ,  dors al s ac and ventral 
s ac with eructation occurring at the height of the dors al sac con­
traction . Many of thes e cycles w ere found to b e  weak or incompl ete , 
and thos e which did not eventuate in an eructation general ly had no 
ventral b l ind s ac contraction ; there was frequent ly s imultaneous or 
revers ed contractions of the dors al and caudal dorsal b l ind s acs . 
Ventral s ac contractions were frequently very weak or abs ent . 
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These findings were confirmed by Kol ling ( 19 74a) who added that eruc­
tat ion was only seen during a B s equence and that the time of the 
actual eructation depended on the strength of contraction of the 
caudal ventral b lind s ac .  H e  w en t  on t o  show that rel axation of the 
reticulum occurre d after th e contraction of the dors al s ac of the 
rumen in a B  sequence . Kol ling ( 19 74a) further demons trated that 
infl ation of the rumen caus ed an increase in the relative frequency of 
B s equences so that the ratio of A to B s equences can b ecome 1 : 2 ,  
which concurs with the findings o f  Dougherty ( 196 1) . 
The s equence in whi ch the maj or compartments of the reticulo- rumen 
contract under di fferent condi tions has been firmly es tab lished but 
the form of these contractions and whether th ey are p eri stalti c in 
nature has not been estab lishe d .  The aim of the firs t part of this 
investigation was to determine the form of the reticulo-ruminal con­
tractions . 
The movements of the various fol ds and pil lars of the reticulo- rumen 
of she ep and the re l ationship to the contractions of the various com­
partments has also not been cl early defined :  this was the obj ective 
of the second part of this study . Las tly the effects o f  the . various 
s equences of contraction on the movements o f  di gesta and gas , formed 
the ob j ective of the third part . 
3 : 2  MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The s tudy of the contract ions of the reti cul o- rumen and the movemen'ts 
of i ts contained diges ta was divi ded intG- 8 s ections . The aims of 
these s ections were to observe : 
the reticulo- rurninal contractions and movements o f  
digesta in the reti cule- rumen , an d  the changes that 
occur in both between the rep lete and the fasted 
s tate ,  in sheep in wh ich there has b e en no surgical 
interference ( 3 : 2 : 1) ,  
details of the contracti ons of the reticulum, the 
reticulo- rurninal fold,  the cranial s ac of the rumen 
and the cranial pi llar ( 3 : 2 : 2) , 
details of the contractions of the crani al and 
caudal pi l l ars and the dors al rumen s ac ( 3 : 2 : 3) ,  
details of the contractions of the ventral rumen 
( 3 : 2 : 4) ,  
the contraction sequence of the reticule-rumen 
in the repl ete sheep , for the purpos e of 
i l lustrat ion ( 3 : 2 : 5 ) , 
the movement of di gesta within the reticulo-rumen 
and the effects of di fferent di ets ( 3 : 2 : 6) ,  
the effects of abomasal dis tention on the con­
tractions of the reticulo- rumen ( 3 : 2 : 7) ,  and 
the effects of partial exteriorisat ion of the 
reticulum and of rumen fistulation on the 
contract ions o f  the reticulo-rumen ( 3 : 2 : 8) . 
Detai ls of the methods us ed are given below under the appropriate 
sect ion . 
Animals and their preparation : Twenty two animals were us ed to carry 
out these obs ervations and experiments . Details of thes e animals are 
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given in Tab l e  I .  
The animals at the Rowett Research Institute were housed in individual 
pens and , unles s  otherwise s tated , were fed dried grass ad lib itum 
with a small am01.mt of concentrate supp lementation . Water was free ly 
avai l able . The animals at Mas s ey Univers ity were kept in individual 
crate s  and were fed chaffed lucerne hay ad lib itum, with wat er freely 
avai l ab l e .  
Consi derab le time was spent training the animals and accustoming them 
to the routine in the x- ray room. This was parti cularly important at 
the Rowett Res earch Institute where the sheep had to b e  conveyed from 
their pens to the x- ray room and be res trained in the crush on the 
x-ray tabl e .  
Sheep 2 and 3 were bottle-trained s o  that radio- opaque marker mixed 
with cow ' s  mi lk given by mouth from a bottle , would pass directly 
into the abomas um (Orskov et al . ,  19 70) . Thes e  sheep were removed 
from their mothers at birth and bottle- fed on cow ' s  mi lk unti l 4 
weeks o ld at which time they were offered dri ed grass . The amount of 
milk given each day was gradually decreas ed over the following three 
weeks , until th e daily intake of mi lk was reduced to a s ingl e  feed of 
500 ml per day . This daily feeding w ith 500 ml of cow ' s  mi lk from a 
bott l e  fitted with a teat was continued up to the commencement of 
obs ervations , when the sheep were 7 months old,  and was maintained for 
the 5 month period of observations . 
As the animals got older their behaviour gradual ly ch anged . At about 
5 months of age they would accept only their own bottle fitted with 
their own teat ; and when a new teat was required th ey had to b e  
coaxed to take the milk on the firs t one or two occas ions . Als o  they 
would not accept the bott l e  i f  preferred by a person other than the 
one who fed them routinely . Some di ffi cul ty was encountered in 
getting these sheep to accept a mixture of barium and mi lk on the 
fi rst 2 or 3 occas ions it was offered .  
Fistulation of the rumen was carried out on sheep 7 ,  9 ,  10 , 1 1 ,  14 , 
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TAB LE I 
DETAILS OF AN IMALS USED FOR INVESTIGATION OF RETI CULO-
RUMINAL CONTRACTIONS AND DIGESTA M:lVEMENT . 
Sheep Age Breed Sex Where Preparations No . (months) Hous ed 
1 7 So . F Rowett 
2 7 So . F Rowett B-t r .  Ab . fis t .  
3 7 So . F Rowett B-tr.  Ab . fist . 
6 1 3  Ro . F Mass ey P . mark . 
7 15 Ro . F Mass ey Ru. fist .  
8 15 Ro . F Mass ey Re . exter . 
9 14 Ro . F Mas s ey Ru. fist . 
10 16 D/F F Rowett Ru. fist .  
1 1  36 D/ F . F Rowett Ru . fist . 
14  27  Ro . F Mas s ey Ru. fis t .  
15  29 Ro . MC Mas s ey Ru . fist . 
16 32 Ro . MC Mass ey Ru. fist . 
1 7  25 Ro . MC Mass ey Ru . fist . 
1 8  2 6  Ro . F Mass ey Re . exter . 
19 25 Ro . F Mass ey Re . exter . 
2 0  2 5  Ro . F Mas s ey Re . exter . 
2 1  3 D/F M Rowett B- fed . Ab. fist . 
2 5  1 3  Ro . F Mass ey P . mark . 
2 6  24 Ro . F Mass ey P . mark . 
2 7  2 7  Ro . F Mas s ey P . mark . 
35 1 1  Ro . F Mass ey Ru . fist . 
36 1 1  Ro . F Mass ey 
Ab . fist . Abomas al fis tula or MC Castrated Male  
cannul a .  P . mark . Markers on pi l lars -
B- fed . Bottle- fed . Re . exter .. - Partial exterior-
B - tr . Bottle- trained . isation o f  Reti c-
D/ F Dorset cross Finn . ulum. 
F Female Ro . Rornney 
M Male  Ru. fist . Rumen fis tula.  
So . So ay 
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15 , 16 and 1 7 .  
The Surgery was performed under general anaes thesia (Appendix I )  in 
two s tages . During the firs t s tage an adhes ion was created between 
the rumen wal l and the skin . A high left flank laparotomy was 
perfo rmed midw ay b etween the l ast rib and the wing of the ilium . When 
the dors al s ac o f  the rumen was expos ed, a stomach tub e was pas s ed 
down the oesophagus and the rumen gent ly inflated to bring it into its 
pos ition in th e rep lete stat e . It was then poss ib le to s el ect the 
s ite of the rumen wal l adhes ion so as to caus e minimal distortion . 
This s ite on the l e ft ruminal wall , eventually to be fistulated, was 
in the dors al third of the dors al s ac s omewhat cranial to the dorsal 
b lind s ac .  The s e l ected area of rumen wal l  was gent ly brought out 
through the l aparotomy wound . A 6 cm verti cal length of the rumen was 
sutured to the mus cles of the abdominal wall with 2 rows of  continuous 
sutures down either side separated from each other by a distance of 
about 2 cm . The exposed part o f  the rumen was then sutured to the 
skin down either s ide after dissecting away the panniculus mus Cl e ,  and 
the remainder of the skin incis ion was closed. 
During the second s tage , carri ed out not les s  than 14 days l ater, the 
cannula was ins erted . An incision was made over the s ite of the 
adhesion and the . rubber cannula (Jarrett 194 8) everted into pos ition .  
The cannula had an internal diameter o f  2 . 5  cm ; it was held in place 
by an external p late of P . V . C .  and clos e d  with an expanding thermos 
flas k s topper . 
The reticulum was partially exteriorised in sheep 8 ,  18 , 19 and 20 
after the method des cribed by Titchen ( 1958a) , Bost ( 19 5 8) and Reid 
( 19 6 3) . 
Befo re embarking upon surgery , the sheep were x-rayed in the replete 
sta.te to es tablish the location of the reti culum with respect to the 
left ribs . It w as fm.md in al l animals that the bes t locati on for an 
ext erioris ation with minimal dis tortion was at th e level of  the eighth 
rib . This position also  al lowed the cos tophrenic angle of the pl eural 
cavity to be cross ed without encroaching on the lung . 
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After preparation of the s it e  an incis ion was made over the mi dpoint 
of the eighth rib and carried on down to expose the rib . Th e  
perios teum was then careful ly s tripped o ff the rib from the level o f  
the costochondral j unction up to the point of maximum medial curvature . 
The rib was cut through as far dors ally as could eas ily b e  reached and 
was removed by dis arti culating it from the costochondral j unction . A 
smal l incis ion was made through the caudal edge of the periosteum and 
clos e ly associated p leura and a smal l tent of di aphragm immediately 
drawn- through to prevent air leaking int o the pleural cavity . As the 
inci s ion was being made di gital pressure was us ed to keep the ai r out 
of the pleural cavi ty .  The diaphragm was th en cut , opening the peri­
toneal cavity . The incis ion through the periosteum, p leura ,  and 
diaphragm was gradual ly extended with the cut edge of the diaphragm 
being c l amped to the perios teum to keep the defect in the pl eural 
cavity air- tight . Once the incis ion h ad been extended to 6 cm in 
len gth the cut edges of th e diaphragm we�e sutured to the perios teum 
and intercostal mus cle with a continuous suture . 
The reticulum was identified and a 6 cm length of the more dorsal part 
of i ts left wal l brought out through the opening in the diaphragm . 
The dors al and ventral borders of the exteriorised part were sutured 
to the mus cles of the thoraci c wall and then 3 or 4 sutures were 
pl aced down each s ide so that a piece of reticular wall 6 cm long and 
2 cm w ide was brought out through the pl eural cavity . The panniculus 
mus cle was then dissected away from the skin round the borders of the 
wound and the reti culum wal l was sutured to the s kin and the skin 
wound was clos e d .  
Radio- opaque markers were fixed on the reti culo-rurninal fol d ,  cranial 
pil l ar and caudal pillar of sheep 2 5 ,  26 and 2 7 . After preparing the 
site  a left flank laparotomy was performed and the dors al s ac of the 
rumen expos ed . The dors al sac was brought out through the l aparotomy 
wound and a 10 cm verti cal incis ion made in the mid point of the left 
wal l t aking care to keep clear of all pil lars . A suction apparatus , 
was us ed to remove the rumen contents to al low identification of 
speci fic s ites on the internal structures of the rumen . The markers 
us ed were made from 26 S .W . G .  stainles s steel s uture wire ( Zirnrner , 
U . K . ) . Loops of a variety of shapes were made which were sutured into 
the required s ite , going through into the mus cle layers . The 
different shaped l oops allowed identification of any structure on 
radiographic examination . 
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Four markers were p l aced on the reticulo- ruminal fold,  the mos t  dorsal 
at the level of the cardi a and the mos t  ventral on the ventral border 
of the fold . The other 2 were spaced equal ly b etween thes e .  Markers 
were also placed on the mid point on the free borders of the cranial 
and caudal pillars . 
The rumen contents , which h ad b een maintained at 37°C ,  were returned 
before the rumenotomy wound was cl osed with Czerny- Lembert sutures . 
Each l ayer of the body wall was sutured individually ,  with particul ar 
care being taken with the rumen wal l and peri toneum to try to prevent 
adhes ions occurring between the two surfaces . 
Detecting reticulum contractions : In sheep 9 ,  1 4 ,  15 , 16 and 1 7  the 
electri cal signals of reti cul ar contract ions were recorded from skin 
electrodes by a s l i ght modifi cation of the method des cribed by 
Itab isashi ( 19 70)  (Plate 5) . Loops of 30 S . W . G .  stainless s teel 
suture wire ( Zirnrner, U . K . )  were pas s ed through the s kin to act as 
el ectrodes . The reference e lectrode w as  pos itioned over the b as e  of 
the tai l . A second el ectrode was placed over the xiphoid cartilage 
and a third electrode was posit ioned on the left flank approximately 
at the level of the costochondral j unction of the left , tenth rib . 
The exact pos itioning of the third el ectrode was determined in each 
individual sheep by trial and error with a needle electrode t o  find 
the pos ition that gave the best signal . The signals were process ed 
through an AC7 prearnplifier ( Devices ) us ed in the di fferential mode 
and recorded with a heated stylus pen recorder ( Devi ces ) .  The 
sett ings that gave the b es t  results were ; 
filter 3dB at 10Hz and a range of 0 . 5  mV. 
time cons tant 0 . 3  s ec . , 
The paper speed s el ected 
was 5 cm/minute .  To es tab l ish wh ich recorded s ignal corresponded 
precis ely with the first r;"'.diograph ical ly vis ib l e  movement of the 
reti culum, cine- fi lm of the reticul ar contractions was made simul- · 
taneous ly with the recording . The frame marker in the cine- camera 
and the recorder pen marker were in common circuit . 
PLATE 5 
A recording of the s ignal o f  reticul ar contraction . It was picked- up 
by skin electrodes and processed through a di fferential ampl i fi er . 
The l arge deflections indi cate a reti cul ar contraction . Cross 
checking with radiographic.  cine-film showed that the first downward 
defl ection corresponded with the initiation of the dors al movement of 
the reticulo-rurninal fold.  
s ec s  
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Recording the radiographic image : A number of methods of recording 
the radiographic image were us ed depending on the type of information 
that was sought . Init ial ly a general picture o� the s equence of 
contractions was obtained by careful reviewing o f  video- tape recordings 
made from a number of sheep . The next step was to examine each part 
of the contraction cycles in detail and to time the interval of and 
between various events . C ine- film expos ed at 12 frames per s econd was 
s elected for this purpos e as it could be examined frame by frame and 
replayed at di fferent speeds through a variab le  speed pro j ector . 
Accurate timing of events could be derived by counting the frames over 
which they occurred . The image on the cine- fi lm was proj ected onto 
paper and the form of the movement of various regions traced out onto 
paper frame by frame . 
When certain specific movements had to b e  illus trated in detai l s erial 
spot- fi lms were taken at 2 per s econd . Where specific points in the 
contraction s equences or movement of digesta had to be il lus trated 
radiographs were taken at a known time after the start of the retic­
ul ar contraction . The start of the reticular contraction was deter­
mined either from an electrical recording or from observing a partial 
exteriorisation . 
3 : 2 : 1 The reticulo-rumen contractions and movements of digesta 
in the reticul o-rumen , and the changes that occur in 
both between the replete and fas ted stat e ,  in sheep in 
which there has been no surgical interference . 
Sheep 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  7 and 8 were submitted to 4 radiographic s creening 
sess ions of 150 minutes duration , each sess ion s eparated by a minimum 
of 7 days and a maximum of 14 days . The sessions were alternated with 
the animal replete and fasted . For the sess ions with the animal 
repl ete , food was freely available  up to and throughout the period of 
screening . For the sessions with the fas ted animal , food was with­
drawn 18 hours beforehand . 
Each session was commenced at 10 . 30 a . m .  The routine fol lowed was 
that for the first hour the activity of the reticulo-rumen was 
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ob s e rved f o r  a 5 mi nut e  period i n  eve ry 1 5  minutes , then 50 ml o f  
b a ri um s ul ph at e  s us p ens i on w as adminis t ere d b y  dos in g  gun ( Ph i l ips ) 
and ob s e rvat i ons c ontinued for 5 minut es i n  every 1 5  fo r th e n ext 
h-e-a-r- . Fo l lowing this , tire � w e re- p ven 100 g o f  n orma l fo od 
mat e r i a l  mi xed w ith e ith er 20 g o f  b arium s ul phate p owder or 20 m l  o f  
b arium s ul ph at e  s us pens i on an d the des t in at i on and d i s p e rs ion o f  the 
sw a l l ow e d  b o lus ob s erve d . This p ro cedure w as carri e d  out s o  th at e ach 
s h e ep h ad e ach mi xture on ce in the rep l e t e  an d once in th e fas t e d  
s ta t e . Screenin g  s es s i ons w ere recorde d  on vi deo- tap e  and were re­
vi ew e d  c are ful ly a ft e rw ards , noting al l mo vemen ts o f  th e ret i cul a­
rumen an d i ts con tain e d  di ges t a . No att empt w as made t o  t ime the 
s equence of events ob s erved . 
In sheep 7 and 8 ,  a s e ri es o f  70 mm spot- fi lms at 2 per s e con d w e re 
t aken o f  ret i cular c on t ract i ons fo l low i n g  th e oral admi n i s tra t i on o f  
5 0  m l  o f  b ar ium s ul ph ate s uspens i on . 
3 :2 : 2 Detai ls of th e c ontrac t i ons of th e re t i culum ,  th e 
re t i cul o - ruminal fo l d ,  the cran i a l  s ac o f  the 
rumen and th e cran i al p i l l ar .  
Th r e e  an i ma l s  were us e d : sheep 9 wh i ch had n o  s urgi cal interferen c e , 
an d s h eep 26 an d 2 7  wh i ch h a d  marke rs p l aced on th e ret i cu l o - rumin a l  
fo l d ,  cran i a l  p i l l a r  an d c auda l p i l l ar .  No ob s ervat i ons w e re made o f  
th e movement of the c audal p i l l ar during this s e ries . Sh e ep 9 had 
50 m l  o f  b arium sul ph at e  admin i s t ered by do s in g  gun b e fo re th e s t art 
of e a ch s es s i on .  
Each an ima l  w as s ubmi t t e d  to 4 re cording s e s s i ons whi ch w ere a min i mum 
7 days and a maximum o f  14 days ap art , an d a l t ernatin g  w i th th e an ima l 
rep l e t e  an d fas t ed . As b e fore , w i th the rep l e t e anima l , food w as 
ava i l ab l e  up to an d du rin g  th e re cording s es s i on whi l e  in th e fas t e d  
s t at e , foo d  w as w i thdrawn 1 8  hours b e fore the s t art o f  th e s es s i on . 
At e a ch s es s ion , "  wh i ch commen ced at 9 a . m . , a radi o graph i c  cin e- fi l m  
was t aken o f  5 s ep arat e s e ries o f  contrac t i on s  o f  the re ti culum . For 
a numb er of re as ons , this cou l d  take any l en gth of t i me from 90 
minut e s  to 4 hours . Th e maximum l en gth o f  c in e  run p os s ib l e w as �0 
. 4 1  
s econds and between each run a 1 0  minute p eriod was l os t  waiting for 
the x- ray tube to cool down . Furthermore it was ess ential that the 
cine- fi lm run start ed before the reticulum commenced its contraction ,  
but , becaus e it was di fficult tc predict when a reticul ar contract ion 
would occur, . many runs were nnsucces s ful . 
The change in shape and pos ition . of the reti culum, cranial s ac ,  
reticulo- ruminal fol d  and cranial pi llar were traced out making al low­
ances for respiratory movements by us ing the ninth rib as a reference 
point . 
At e ach of the 4 sess ions (two in the replet e  and two in the fasted 
s tate) for each of the 3 sheep the times . of the follow ing s eries o f  
events were measured over 5 contraction sequences . 
( 1) Duration of the first phas e of the reticular 
contractions ( Re 1) . 
(2)  Duration of the second phase of  the reticular 
contractions ( Re2) . 
( 3) Interval between the end of the second phas e 
of the reticul ar contraction and th e peak of 
the cranial p i l l ar contraction ( Re2-CP) . 
(4) Start of ret icular contractions to the peak 
of the cranial pillar contraction (Re1-CP) . 
The t imes were derived by frame counting, with each connt from each 
fi lm being made 3 times , the mean taken , and the results expressed as 
a mean and a range . 
Attempts were made to get cine- fi lm of the activity during rumination 
in all 3 animals but the noise of the cine- camera continued to dis­
turb sheep 9 and 26 even although cons iderab le effort was made to 
accus tom them to it . The only animal from which s atis factory films of 
rumination were ob tained was sheep 2 7 ;  in this animal timing o f  the 
duration of the reticular contraction of _rumination (Rx) and each 
phas e of the biphas ic contraction was obtained on 10 occas ions . 
As we ll as the cine-film, a series of spot- fi lms , at 2 frames per 
second, were taken of the movement of the reticulo-ruminal fold and 
cranial pil lar to further i l lustrate the range of movement that 
occurred . 
3 : 2 : 3  Details of the contractions of the cranial and caudal 
pillars and the dorsal rumen sac . 
Four animals with radio- opaque markers on the cranial and caudal 
pil l ars were us ed , sheep 6 ,  25 , 26 and 27 . 
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Sheep 26 and 27 were submi tted to 4 recording sess ions which were 
commenced at 1 pm and were a minimum of 7 days and a maximum of 14 
days apart . As before these sessions were alternated with the sheep 
in the repl ete and fasted state . The repl ete animal had food avail ­
abl e  up to and during the recording sess ion , the fas ted animal had 
food withheld for 18 hours before the recording sess ion and during the 
reco rding session . At each recording s ession movements of the pil l ars 
were obs erved and 5 cine-radiographic runs of a compl ete cycle ending 
shortly after eructation, were obtained . As it was not possible  to 
predict with any accuracy which cycles would continue on to a s econd 
contraction of the dorsal rumen , many filmed runs were incomplet e .  
This was particularly s o  with the sheep in the fasted state and it 
could take up to 5 hours to obtain the des ired 5 complete cine-runs . 
Sheep 6 and 25 were also submitted to 4 sess ions , 2 in the replete and 
2 in the fas ted state , each sess ion being s eparated by a minimum of 7 
days and a maximum of 14 days . However , no useful radiographic cine­
film was obtained from these two animals in the fas ted state because 
of the difficulty of predicting which cycles would continue on to a 
second contraction of the dorsa l  rumen , and the infrequency of such 
cycles . 
The cine-fi lm was proj ected onto paper and the path taken by markers 
on the free borders of the cr'anial and caudal pil lars was traced out , 
making allowance for respiratory movement and movement of the sheep by 
us ing the fourth lumbar vertebra as a cons tant reference point . The 
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time taken between various points of the movements of  the pillars 
was obt ained .by frame cotmting with each cotmt being done three times 
and the mean taken . 
The intervals timed were : 
1 .  The peak of  th e  cranial pillar ' s  dors al excurs ion tmtil 
the caudal p i l l ar . reached the peak of  its dorsal 
excurs ion . 
2 .  Th e  peak of  the caudal pi l l ar ' s  dorsal  excurs ion to the 
return of the cranial and caudal p i l l ars to their 
resting positions . 
3 .  Th e  point when the caudal pi l l ar returned to its 
resting pos ition to the peak of its fi rs t  ventral dis ­
pl acement . 
4 .  The peak of the firs t to the peak of the second ventral 
displ acement of the caudal pillar .  
5 .  · The peak of the firs t to the peak of the second move­
ment of the cranial pillar . 
3 : 2 : 4  Details of the contract ions of the ventral rumen . 
The movements of the ventral rumen were ob served in 2 animals , sheep 
18 and 19 : both had a reticulum exterioris ation and a rumen fistula 
which were prepared 3 weeks previous ly . The reticulum exterioris ations 
were made to indi cate when a cycle of contraction had commenced . E ach 
of thes e sheep was subj ect ed to 4 screening s ess ions fo llowing the 
routine .previ ous ly des cribed . The ses sions were separated by a 
minimum of 7 days and a maximum of 14 days and alternated with the 
sheep ' in the replete and fasted state . Th e  s ess ions were started at 
9 am . B e fore the s tart of each session·, the rumen fistula was opened 
and a catheter pas sed down into the ventral rumen . Th rough this 
catheter 50 ml of b arium sulphat� suspension ,  warmed to body temper­
ature , w as slowly ins ti l led to outline the ventral wal l o f  the rumen . 
The ventral rumen was observed continuous ly for 30 minutes and video­
tape recordings made for l ater s crutiny ; 5 cine-runs were taken at 
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appropriate times fol l owing movement of  the r eticular exteriorisation . 
3 : 2 : 5  I l lustration of  the contraction sequence of the 
r eticula-rumen in the repl ete sheep . 
Sheep 16 and 17  were prepared for this inves tigation with rumen 
fistulae and skin electrodes . The pen recording from these el ectrodes 
allowed the contraction of the reticulum to b e  identi fied (see Plate 
5)  s o  that radiographs or a series of spot- fi lms could be taken at a 
known t ime after the start of the reticulum contraction . 
To give contras t ,  50  ml of barium sulphate suspension was placed in 
the parti cul ar region of interest by inj ecting it  through a catheter 
inserted through the rumen fistul a and pos itioned with the aid of the 
image intensifier . More than 15  sessions extending over a period of 
6 months were required to obtain an adequate s eries of radiographs and 
spot- films . At each of  these s es s ions , the movements of the reticula­
rumen were observed , intermittent ly for up to 4 hours and the events 
recorded on video- tape for detailed analys is . 
3 : 2 : 6  The movement of  digesta within the reticula-rumen 
and the effects of different diets . 
Four sheep , 14 , 15 , 16  and 17  w ith rumen fis tulae and s kin electrodes 
were us ed for this experiment . However , sheep 15 demons trated diges ta 
movement different from the other three and lost condition over the 
period o f  the experiment . At post mortem examination , this animal h ad 
gros s adhes ions involving the rumen , terminal ileum, and co lon . There 
was also a 5 cm diameter calcified hydatid cyst overlying the pylorus . 
Results from this animal were not used . 
· The she ep were fed 3 different diets , chaffed lucerne hay (chaff) , 
ground and pel leted lucerne hay (pell ets) and fresh perennial ryegras s 
(Gras s l ands Ruanui ryegrass) . The dry matter intake on al l diets was 
held at 2 . 5% of body weight with the chaff and pell ets fed once
. 
daily 
at 9 am and grass twice per day at 9 am and 4 pm, the latter in equal 
port ions . When the sheep were switched from one diet to another , a 
two-week period was allowed before a new recording s ess ion was 
embarked upon . The diets were given in the order , chaff, pel l ets , 
grass ,  chaff. 
The routine of a recording s ession was that at 11 am water was with­
drawn, at 1 pm food was withdralm , and the s ession commenced at 1 . 30 
pm w ith food and water being returned at 5 pm . 
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The radiological recording .of the movement of the digesta was achieved 
by us ing a radio- op aque marker (barium sulphate) administered either 
by mouth , us ing a dos ing gun , or intra-ruminally into the dorsal b lind 
s ac using a catheter inserted through the rumen fistula and monitoring 
its position radiologically . The dose of marker us ed in both 
instances was SO ml . Radiographs were then taken at 5 minute inter­
vals , continuing until the marker was so dispers ed that it could no 
longer be followe d .  Between 5 and 2 0  plates were taken a t  each 
sess ion . To ensure that the radiographs were al l taken at the same 
stage o f  the cycle of activity of the reticulo-rumen , all  exposures of 
the radiographs were made 45 seconds after an electromyographic 
pattern of a reticular contraction was noted on the pen recorder con­
nected to the skin e l ectrodes . 
On each diet for the marker given oral ly , and for the marker put into 
dors al b l ind s ac ,  two s eries of l ateral radiographs were made to 
il lustrate the vertical plane of the dispersion , and one s et of dorso­
ventral radiographs to illustrate the hori zontal dispers ion . During 
the dorso- ventral s eri es at every third radiograph , a lateral one was 
taken so that the two series could be correlated .  This made a total 
of 72 observation s ess ions in the three sheep (3 sheep x 2 sites x 3 
series x 4 diets ) . 
Once a s eries of radiographs was obtained , . it was photographed onto 
35 mm s l i des which w ere proj ected onto the fros ted screen of a day­
light s lide proj ector (Hiruma) . The screen was then covered with an 
acetate sheet and the outl ine of the marker on each succeeding slide 
traced out us ing a di fferent colour pen for each slide . This al lowed 
compos ite pictures of the dispers ion of the marker with time to b e  
bui l t  up .  
3 : 2 : 7  The effects o� abomasal dis tens ion on the contractions 
of the reticula-rumen . 
Sheep 1 ,  2 ,  3 and 2 1  were us ed .  Sheep 1 and 2 1  were fitted with 
abomas al  fistulae ,  sheep 2 and. 3 were bott le-trained and sheep 2 1  was 
bott le- fed with 800 ml of cow ' s  mi lk 3 times per day . Abomas al dis ­
tens ion in sheep 1 was caused by the introduction of:  
( 1) 600 ml of cow ' s  mi lk , 
(2)  600  ml of cow ' s  mi lk and 200 ml of air,  or 
( 3) 200 ml of air . 
In sheep 2 and 3 abomas al distens ion was caus ed by bottle- feeding 
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600 ml of cow ' s  mi lk or whey , wh ich was augmented by a volume of air 
swal low ed as they s ucked . The volume of swal lowed air in the abomas al 
gas cap was estimated using a s imple computer programme (Appendix I !) . 
Abomasa l  distens ion in sheep 2 1  was caus ed by : 
( 1) b ottle- feeding 600 ml of cow ' s  mi lk,  
(2)  inj ecting 600  ml  of cow ' s  milk and 150 ml  of 
air through the abomasal catheter , 
( 3) inj ecting 600 ml of cow ' s  milk and 500 ml of 
a ir through the abomas al catheter . 
Al l sheep were dosed with a 6 . 35 mm di ameter stainless steel bal l 
bearing to act as a marker in the reticulum . 
Each sheep was submitted to three screening s ess ions , the routine o f  
which was as follows . The sheep were s creened for 30 minutes and a 
count made of the A and B sequences obs erve d .  The abomasum was then 
distended and the s creening cont inued,  noting the time elaps ed unti l  
the fi rs t · s  sequence was obs erved,  the firs t contraction of the retic­
ulum, and the firs t normal A sequence . Notes were als o made on some 
occas ions of the time taken for the abomas al gas cap to s tart to be 
eliminated as well as its route of elimination .  
3 : 2 : 8  The effects o f  partial exteriorisation of the reticulum 
and rumen fistulation on the contractions of the 
reticula- rumen � 
4 7  
Five animals were us ed , sheep 10 , 11 , 20 , 3 5  and 36 . Sheep 10 , and 1 1  
had rumen fistulae and sheep 2 0  a reticular exteriorisation . Sheep 35 
and 36 were intact when first obs erved ( fi rs t  s ess ion) , but had 
reticular exteriori s at ions prepared 3 weeks before the s econd s ession .  
Sheep 10 , 11  and 2 0  were submitted to one 3 0  minute s ess ion in the 
rep l ete s tate and a video- tape recording made of reticulo-ruminal 
activity which was compared with normal sheep us ed in 3 : 2 : 1 .  Sheep 35 
and 36 were submitted to two 30 minute s es s ions , one before and one 
after exteriorisation of the reti culum . At each s ession a video- tape 
recording and three series of s erial spot- fi lms of the reticular move­
ment were taken . 
3 : 3  RESULTS . 
3 : 3 : 1 The reticulo- ruminal contractions and movements 0f  digesta 
in the reticula-rumen , and the changes that occur in 
both between the rep lete and the fas ted s tate in sheep 
in which there has b een no surgical interference . 
Contraction s equences in replete sheep . 
The mos t extens ive s eries of events in the reticula- rumen were s een in 
the replete sheep . They were initiated by a biphas ic contraction of 
the reticulum and ended with a contraction of the cranial ventral 
rumen which occurred shortly after eructation . The contraction 
s equence was simi lar in all 5 sheep in the replete state but there 
were s ome minor di fferences in the fas ted s tate . A des cription of the 
contraction cycle in the replete state is given and a discus s ion of 
the modifications s een in the fas ted state follows : 
The firs t movement of the reticula-rumen s een at the start o f  a con­
traction sequence w as a straightening of . the caudal wal l of the retic­
ulum and a s light c audal movement of its pole . The contract ion o f  the 
reticulum lifted its pole in a shal low arc dors al ly and s light ly 
cranially caus ing its outline to become rounded . At a point 
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approximately half way between its pos ition at res t and at maximum 
contraction , the pole s topped momentari ly and was obs erved on some 
occas ions in sheep 1 ,  2 and 7 ,  in the rep l ete state,  to drop back a 
short distance ventrally . On the maj ority o f  occas ions , it only 
paus ed in this position then continued dorsally with the second phas e 
of i ts contraction . During this second phas e ,  the pol e ' s  dorsal  arc 
of movement was inclined s lightly caudal ly and the wal ls of the retic­
ulum moved clos er together unti l , at the height of contraction , the 
lumen was almost ob l iterated . 
Immediately after the reticulum s tarted to contract ,  the cranial s ac 
of the rumen began to distend , reaching i ts maximum degree of dis ­
tens ion as the reticulum reached its maximum degree of contraction . 
The cranial sac enl arged mainly in a cranial and ventral direction s o  
that i t  occupied the space vacated by the contracting reticulum . 
Fol l ow ing a very brief paus e at the height o f  reticul ar contraction 
and cranial sac dilation, the reti culum started to relax , its pole 
returning to its res ting pos ition al ong the same route fol lowed during 
contraction . As the reticulum rel axed the cranial s ac contracted . 
When the reticulum had returned approximate ly hal f way to its resting 
pos ition , and the cranial . s ac was hal f way to its contract ed stat e , 
the cranial pillar s tarted to move dors al ly and caudal ly . The con­
tract ions of the cranial sac and the cranial pi l l ar occurred as a unit 
s o  the peak of contraction of the cranial s ac . and cranial pi l l ar 
occurred s imultaneous ly . The contracted ventral wal l of the cranial 
sac and the cranial pi llar formed a curve running approximately 
para l l e l  to the dors a- cranial aspect of the rumen . To i l lus trat e this 
sequence of events , a series of 70 mm spot- fi lms were taken of sheep 
7 and 8 ,  (Plate 6) . 
As the cranial pi l lar approached the furthes t extent of its travel the 
raft in the dorsal rumen lifted and the gas cap from the dors al rumen 
was displ aced caudal ly into the dors al b l ind s ac ,  dis tending it . 
Fol l ow ing rapidly on this , the more caudal dors al rumen and the dors al 
blind s ac contracted , disp lacing the gas cap , usually in three direc­
tions s imultaneous ly . The larges t volume was displaced cranially 
acros s the dors al rumen and down into the dorsal part of the reticulum 
PLATE 6 
This is a series o f  spot- films t aken of a reticulum contraction 
followed by a cranial s ac contraction . The fi lms were taken at 1 
second intervals . Before the series started , the sheep was dos ed with 
50 ml of barium sulphate suspension by mouth . The sheep ' s  head is on 
the right . 
The first row . Contraction o f  the reticulum and distens ion of the 
cranial s ac . The second
.
frame shows the str aightening o f  the caudal 
border of the reticulum indicating the start o f  a contraction s equence 
and the las t  frame shows the cranial s ac dilated with the contras t 
pushed out of reticulum s o  that the ret iculum is no longer vis ib l e . 
The second row . Contraction of the cranial s ac and refil ling of the 
reticulum . In the firs t two frames of this row the ventral  part of 
the reticul o-ruminal fold can be seen returning towards its resting 
position . By the l ast frame the cranial sac has reached the height 
of its contraction . 
The third row . The contraction o f  the cranial s ac is maintained as 
the gas cap is pushed cranially from dorsal rumen into the dors al 
reticulum and under the cranial pillar .  
Th e  fourth row . The cranial s ac relaxes and the gas cap returns to 
the dorsal rumen except for a smal l amount trapped under the cranial 
pillar which even by the last frame has not relaxed . 
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caus ing it to be dis tended beyond its normal res t ing stat e . A smaller 
volume was disp laced cranio-ventral ly , down the l ateral walls of the 
dors al rumen . and under the cranial p i l l ar .  The smal lest volume was 
displaced ventral ly round the caudal pil lar int o  the caudal ventral 
b lind s ac .  Whether the gas was displ aced into al l three pos itions and 
how far it was displ aced depended on its size  and, to a lesser extent , 
on the cons istency of the rumen contents . With a decreas ed volume of  
gas in the dors al rumen there was no displ acement of gas into the 
caudal ventral b lind sac , and if  this volume was decreased still  
further none was pushed under the cranial pi l l ar .  When no  gas was 
displaced into the caudal . ventral b l ind s ac eruct ation did not occur . 
However,  the converse did not hold . 
The cranial pillar was held at the height of  i ts contraction during 
the contract ion of the dorsal rumen and dors al b lind sac . It  then 
s tarted to relax ,  returning towards its res ting position , and relax­
ation of the dors al rumen and dorsal b l ind s ac followed . · Al l the gas 
except that displaced into the caudal ventral b l ind s ac returned to 
the dors al rumen . On no occas ion was eructation obs erved to occur 
during this phas e of the cycle .  
Short ly after the cranial pillar arrived b ack at its res ting position 
the cranial wall  of the ventral rumen contracted caus ing its rounded 
outl ine to s traighten . At a s ite crani al of th e mid point of the 
ventral rumen w all the apparent ly simultaneous contraction of the 
cranial s ection of the ventral rumen wall was rep laced by a distinct 
wave of contraction which migrated s lowly caudal ly acros s the ventral 
rumen onto the caudal ventral blind sac . When this wave arrived at 
the pole of the caudal ventral b l ind sac the po le  contracted , dis ­
p lacing mos t of the smal l gas cap round int o the dors al rumen . The 
pole of  the caudal ventral b l ind s ac then relaxed and after a brief 
paus e contracted a second time , followed by a wave of contraction 
which migrated cranial ly across the caudal ventral b lind sac onto the 
ventral rumen . Very shortly after the second contraction o f  the 
caudal ventral blind sac the dors al b l ind s ac contracted , displacing 
the gas cap cranial ly along the dorsal rumen . The contraction moved 
rapidly onto the dorsal rumen and as it did s o , the cranial pil lar 
moved a short dis tance caudal ly and s l ightly dorsally . While  this was 
s o  
happening , the wave o f  contraction on the caudal ventral b l ind s ac was 
moving s lowly cranially . I f  eructation occurred it took p l ace when 
the cranial pi l lar had reached th e maximum extent of its s econd move­
ment . At eructation , one or two boluses of gas .would pas s  into the 
oesophagus and move rapi dly orad . In many ins tances the bolus of gas 
was split in the intrathoracic oesophagus somewhere between the 
thoracic inl et and the b as e  of the heart , and the more ab orad part 
returned to the rumen . 
Immediate ly fol lowing eructation ,  the dors al rumen rel axed and the 
cranial p i l l ar returned to its resting posit ion . At the s ame time the 
wave of contraction pas s ed off the caudal ventral blind s ac onto the 
ventral rumen . The cranially migrat ing wave on the ventral rumen 
dis appeared at a pos ition closely approximating the point of origin of 
the caudal ly mi grat ing w ave and was fol lowed immediately by a con­
traction of the cranial ventral rumen which comp leted the contraction 
s equence . 
To summaris e ,  the s equence of events observed in these normal repl ete 
sheep from the start of a reticular contraction until shortly after 
eructation occurred was as fol lows : 
1 .  Biph as i c  contract ion of reticulum. 
2 .  Contraction of cranial s ac and cranial pillar .  
3 .  Contraction of the dorsal rumen . 
4 .  Contraction of th e dorsal b lind sac . 
5 .  Contraction of cranial ventral rumen . 
· 6 .  Wave of contraction migrating caudal ly across the 
caudal ventral rumen and caudal ventral b lind s ac .  
7 .  Contraction of the pol e of the caudal ventral 
b l ind s ac .  
8 .  Second contract ion of the pole of the caudal ventral 
blind s ac .  
9 .  Second contract ion of the dorsal blind s ac .  
1 0 . Second contraction of th e dors al rumen and cranial pi l l ar .  
1 1 . Eructation . 
1 2 . Wave of contract ion migrating cranial ly over 
the ventral rumen . 
1 3 .  Second contract ion of the cranial ventral rumen . 
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Less than half the cycl es in the replet e  animal were as comp lete as 
this- often s ome events were missing . Thus eruct ation did not occur 
every time this form of th e cycle  was s een . Many contraction 
s equences dropped out the s e cond contract ion o f  the pole of the caudal 
ventral b lind s ac ,  the dorsal b l ind s ac ,  dors al rumen and cranial 
p i l l ar .  When this happened eructation was never s een to occur . It 
was als o frequently obs erved that al l the steps in the contraction 
cycl e took p lace except that there was no s econd contraction o f  the 
pole of the caudal ventral blind sac , this b eing repl aced by a pro­
l onged firs t contraction . 
Contraction s equences in fasted sheep . 
When obs ervations were made on the fas ted animals a number of changes 
in the form of contraction s equences were apparent . The time interval 
between the various events decreas ed s o  that they tended to b ecome 
more concurrent than cons ecutive . The contractions appeared l ess  
forceful but tended to  caus e more displacement o f  the contents , which 
b ecame more fluid after fas ting . Las t ly the s equence of events in a 
cycl e was commonly abbreviated with many st eps b eing l eft out . The 
shortest vers ion of the cycle s een and the one mos t common in the 
fas ted animal was as follows : 
1 .  Biphas ic contraction of the reticulum . 
2 .  Contraction of the cranial sac and cranial pi llar.  
3 .  Contract ion of th e dorsal rumen . 
4 .  Contraction of the dors al b l ind sac .  
5 .  Contraction of the cranial ventral rumen . 
Should the cycle  proceed to eructation , which was much l ess common 
than in the rep l ete animal ,  the sequences of events most  commonly 
obs erved was : 
1 .  B iphasic  contraction o f  the reticulum .  
2 .  Contraction of the cranial sac and cranial 
p i l l ar .  
3 .  Contraction of the dorsal rumen . 
4 .  Contraction of the dorsal b l ind s ac . 
5 .  Contract ion of the cranial ventral rumen . 
6 .  Wave of contraction migrating caudally across the 
caudal ventral rumen onto the caudal ventral b l ind 
s ac .  
7 .  Contract ion of pole of caudal ventral b l ind sac . 
8 .  Second contracti on of dors al b lind s ac .  
9 .  Second contraction of dors al rumen and cranial 
pi l l ar .  
10 . Eructat ion . 
Contraction sequences during rumination . 
When ruminat ion was taking place and the sheep was mas ticating in the 
typical rhythmical fashion , which was general ly late in the radio­
graphic s creening s ess ions in the replete sheep, the fol lowing events 
were s een to t ake place b e fore one of the previous ly des cribed cycles 
of contractions started : 
1 .  Mas tication s topped . 
2 .  Bolus swallowed . 
3 .  Sharp contract ion of the reticulum and contraction 
o f  abdominal mus cl es . 
4 .  Bolus regurgitated . 
5 .  Bolus swal lowed . 
6 .  Mastication started . 
7 .  B iphas ic contraction of reticulum leading into a 
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rumen contract ion s equence . 
There was frequently a l ong p ause between the first bolus b eing 
swallowed (2)  and the contraction of the reti culum ( 3) . This con­
traction of the reticulum was very sharp and caus ed the pole to j ump 
approximately quarter of the distance between its pos itions at rel ax­
ation and contraction . After this contraction and before the b iphas ic 
contraction , the reti culum almos t returned to its normal pos ition . 
Des tination of bolus es swal lowed during eating. 
When the sheep in the rep l ete state ate chaff mixed with barium 
sulphate suspens ion ,  the bolus es generally gravitated into the retic­
ulum but on s ome occas ions they pas s ed into the cranial s ac ;  in b oth 
instances , however, they were rapidly mixed with contents of the retic­
ulum and cranial s ac as they were tipped b ack and forth at each con­
traction s equence . The contrast medium was commonly seen . in the oma­
sum after 3 or 4 contract ion sequences . On the other hand,  when thes e 
repl ete sheep were fed chaff mixed with barium s ulphate powder , the 
bolus es remained in the region of the cardia unti l  the next reticular 
contraction which pushed them up into the crani al part of the raft in 
the dorsal rumen : here they amalgamated to the extent they were 
difficult to s ee radiographical ly . 
Barium sulphate suspens ion administered as a 50 m� dos e with a drench­
ing gun was depos ited in the ret iculum and cranial sac and was rapidly 
mixed with the contents o f  thes e two compartments by the fol l owing 
contraction sequences . Infrequent ly , the b arium sulphate could be 
s een running through the omasum into the abomasum before any contrac­
tions had taken place ( P l ate 7) . In sheep numbers 2 and 3 ,  which 
were maintained bottl e- trained, drenching resulted in mos t of the 
b arium sulphate pas s ing direct ly into the abomasum. On a very few 
occas ions b olus es of drench pas sed through the cardia as the reticulum 
or cranial sac of the rumen contracted in which cas e they were carried 
by the stream of digesta into which they had been inj ect ed .  For 
examp l e  if a bolus was delivered through the cardia j us t  as the retic­
ulum was starting to contract it was carri ed into the dors al rumen . 
PLATE 7 
A radiograph was taken. immediately after dos ing the sheep with SO ml 
o f  barium sulphate . It i l lustrates the distribution of barium sul­
phate before any contraction cycles have taken place . Note how the 
barium is pass ing through the omasum into the abomasum. The shaded 
areas in the l ine drawing repres ents the barium sulphate . The bul ldog 
c l ip is an el ectrode lead_ for recording reticul ar contractions . 
Ab abomasum, D diaphragm, 
00 omasal-ab omasal orifi ce ,. 
S spleen , VRu ventral rumen . 
DRu dorsa l  rumen, 
Oe oesophagus , .  
0 omasum , 
Re reticulum , 
DRu 
When the sheep were fasted and then fed the chaff marked with either 
b arium sulphate suspens ion or b arium s ulphate powder , the bolus es 
landed in a greater variety of pos itions . As these  an imals started 
to eat , reticulo� ruminal contraction s equences . fol lowed. rapidly one 
after the other . Inevitab ly many bolus es passed through the cardia 
during contractions and were carried by the flow pas sing the cardia 
irrespective o f  their composition . However, s ome trends could b e  
estab l ished . The boluses with b arium sulphate suspension again 
gen eral ly gravitat ed into the reti culum or cranial s ac although a 
numb e r  passed over the cranial pil l ar into the cranial ventral rumen . 
Where bolus es were marked with barium sulphate powder, however , they 
tended to float up into th e dorsal rumen if they were not caught in a 
moving tide of diges ta as they emerged from the cardi a .  
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Unl ike the course of events in replete animals ,  in fas ted animals no 
contrast medi a was seen in the omasum during the period of obs ervation . 
Barium sulphate suspens ion administered by drenching gun was dis tri­
buted in the s ame pattern as the replete animal but was dispers ed 
rap idly and di d not pass into the omasum except in the bott l e- trained 
sheep where it pas sed di rectly through the omasum into the abomasum . 
Fol l owing drenching with 50 ml of b arium sulphate suspens ion the move­
ment of di ges ta associated with each event in the contraction s equence 
was observed . The obs ervations could only b e  made in the rep lete 
animals becaus e in fas ted animals the barium sulphat e dispers ed too 
rapi dly to give the diges ta adequate contrast . 
In the early s tage of the firs t phas e of the reticular contract ion a 
sma l l  amount o f  digesta in the dorsal reticulum and rumen adj acent to 
the dorsal part of the reti culo-ruminal fold was pushed caudal ly into 
the mid-rumen underneath the raft in the dors al rumen . During the 
later stages _o f  the firs t phas e of the reticular contraction and 
throughout the second phase ,  the digesta in the reti culum was dis ­
placed over the reticulo-ruminal fold into th e cranial s ac .  As the 
reticuium approached the height of its contraction some contras t was 
frequent ly s een to pass into the omasum . This observation coul d only 
be made at the first contract ion s equence fol lowing the administrat ion 
of barium sulphate suspens ion b ecaus e the firs t pulse  of marker to 
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reach the omasum obscured any subsequent arrival . 
As the cranial s ac and cranial pil lar contracted , the contents of the 
cranial s ac were tipped back over the reticula-rumina! fol d  into the 
relaxing reticulum . At the height of contraction of the cranial sac 
and cranial . pil l ar ,  as the dorsal rumen started to contract , a smal l 
part of the cranial end of the raft in the dorsal rumen was moved 
cranio-ventrally into the reticulum and cranial s ac .  Th e  raft in the 
dors al rumen was moved cranial ly in ass ociation with the contraction 
of the dorsal rumen and dorsal blind s ac with the greatest movement 
t aking p lace as the dorsal  b l ind s ac contracted . With the contract ion 
of the cranial part of the ventral rumen,  diges ta was displaced 
dors al ly .  The digesta clos es t to the ventral wall moved the 
furtherest , s ome being displ aced over the relaxed cranial p i l l ar into 
the cranial sac . The wave of contraction moving acros s the ventral 
rumen onto the caudal ventral b l ind s ac pushed digesta into this sac,  
and particularly into the dorsal aspect , distending it . The contrac­
t ion of the· pole · of the caudal ventral  b l ind s ac caused a marked 
movement of digesta out into the ventral rumen which was then con­
tinued by the cranial ly moving wave of contraction pas sing onto the 
ventral rumen . The s econd contraction of the cranial part of the 
ventral rumen resulted in more digesta being displ aced over the 
cranial pil lar into the cranial s ac .  The second and cranial ly moving 
contraction o f  the dors al b l ind sac and dors al rumen resulted in a 
further cranial movement o f  the raft in the dors al rumen . 
3 : 3 : 2  Details of the contractions of the reticulum, the 
reticula- rumina! fold,  the cranial s ac of the 
rumen , and the cranial pillar .  
Sheep number 9 was included to determine if the surgical interference 
on sheep 26 and 27 had any affect on the form o f  the . movements seen . 
Becaus e there were no radio-opaque · markers in sheep 9 ,  precis e details 
of the paths t aken by the reticula-rumina! fold and the cranial pil lar 
could not be obtained but the extent o f  their movement could b e  
visual ised due to contras t with the adminis tered barium sulphate . 
The form of the movements s een in . the reticulum and cranial rumen of 
sheep 2 6  and 2 7  could not b e  distinguish ed from those seen in sheep 9 
and were no di fferent from thos e seen in the sheep used for the first 
s eries of obs ervations ( 3 : 2 : 1) . Th is indicated that the surgery 
carr i ed out to place the radio-opaque markers had not altered the 
pattern of motility and that the movement of  the markers could b e  
taken as a true repres entation o f  the movements o f  the reticulo­
ruminal fold and the cranial pil l ar .  
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Th e  contractions o f  the reticulum and cranial s a c  are i llustrated by a 
series of  s pot- films (Plat e  6) and the movement of  th e  markers on the 
reticulo-ruminal fold and cranial p i l l ar by a further s eries (Plat e  8) . 
Figure 1 ( 1- 1 2) is drawings derived by tracing out lines of a proj ected 
cine- film and i l lustrates the combined movements of the reticulum and 
cran ial rumen . The paths taken by the markers on the ventral aspect 
of the reticulo-ruminal fold and cranial pil lar ,  s imi larly derived , 
are illus trated by Fi gure 2 ( a ,b , c) . 
The most ventral radio- opaque marker on the ret iculo-ruminal fold 
s tarted to move dorsally s imultaneous ly with straightening of the 
caudal wal l and the caudal movement of the pole of the reticulum s een 
at the beginning of a contraction s equence . Of the 4 markers on the 
reti culo-ruminal fold,  the marker at the cardia did not move at all . 
whi l e  the mos t  ventral marker moved the greatest dis tance . The inter­
mediat e  2 markers moved in paths generally s imilar to that of the 
ventral marker but covered a ·shorter distance with the more dorsal 
marker moving the lesser distance . Jus t before the end of the firs t 
phase of the reticular contraction the markers abruptly changed 
direction . They started to move ventrally in a path slightly cranial 
to the dors al movement . During the first part of  the s econd phas e of 
the reticular contraction the ventral movement of  the reticulo-ruminal 
fold markers continued until they reached a pos ition s lightly cranial 
and dorsal to their resting pos itions . Throughout the r emainder of  
the second phase the movement of  the ventral three markers was cranial 
until , at the height of the reticular contraction, they came to lie 
very clos e  to , and approximately p arallel to , the cranio-dorsal wal l  
o f  the reticulum .  As the reticulum relaxed,  the markers travel l ed 
caudally p as s ing through their resting pos itions and arriving at their 
mos t caudal pos ition coincident with the height of the cranial pi liar 
PLATE 8 
This i s  a s eries of spot- fi lms taken 1 s econd apart . There are four 
wire loops on the reticulo- ruminal fold, the mos t  dorsal one is clos e 
to the cardia .  The ventral one i s  on the mid-point of the free 
ventral border and the remaining two are equal ly spaced on the l e ft 
border . A fi fth wire l oop i s  on the mid-point of the free border of 
the cranial pi l l ar .  The sheep ' s head is to the right . The top 
group is of a reticular contraction fol lowed by a cranial s ac con­
traction . 
The first row . The marker on the cranial pil lar is not vis ib l e  
b ecause the framing was concentrated on the reticulo-ruminal fold . By 
the second frame , the dorsal displacement of the ventral wire l oop 
can b e  detected and by the l ast  frame i t  has started to move cranial ly .  
Th e  second row. . The framing has b een moved caudal ly to encompass the 
movement o f  the cranial p i l l ar, the marker on which can be seen in the 
firs t frame as it commences its dorsal movement . By the las t frame , 
it has reached the height of its contraction and the gas cap has been 
pushed cranial ly .  The reticulo-ruminal  fold has returned almost to 
its res ting position .  
The third row . The craniaL pillar remains almost s tationary at the 
height of its contract ion unti l  the third frame where it starts to 
return towards its resting position · along a route s omewhat . more 
cranial than that taken during its dors al excurs ion . The gas cap 
returns to the dorsal rumen . On this occas ion , none was displaced 
under the cranial pillar .  
Th e  fourth row . The cranial pil l ar returns to its resting pos ition . 
The bottom group shows the s econd movement of the cranial p i l l ar as soc­
i ated with eructation . The four loops are on the reticulo-ruminal 
fold and the s ingle loop is on the cranial pil l ar .  

FIGURE I 
This series o f  drawings was derived by taking tracings from proj ect ed 
radiographic cine- films . It gives , in detail , the movements . and 
chan ges in shape of the reticulum and cranial rumen . 
CP cranial pill ar,  CS cranial s ac of rumen , . DRu dors al rumen , 
Re reticulum, RRF reticulo-ruminal fold, VRu ventral rumen . 
1 .  The res ting pos ition . The space between the reticulum 
and ventral rumen is occupied by the abomasum and to a 
much l esser extent by the omasum . In a sheep that has 
been fasted and then allowed to feed , the shape of the 
reticulum may be more rounded due to a degree of 
distens ion . 
2 .  As a contraction s equence commences , the first detect­
abl e  movement is an upward movement of the ventral 
border of the reticula- rumina! fold .  The other parts 
of the . fold do not move at this time . 
3 .  The ventral border of the reticula- rumina! fold 
continues to move dorsal ly . Al l parts of the fold 
except that clos e  to the cardia als o  start to move 
dorsal ly .  The caudal b order of the reticulum straightens 
out and the pole of the reticulum is pul l ed s lightly 
caudally . 
4 .  The reticulum s tarts to contract with its pole moving 
dors al ly and slightly cranially . The ventral border 
of the reticula-rumina! . fold s t arts to return ventra l ly 
and the cranial s ac starts to dilate . 
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contraction . As the cranial pil lar started to relax the markers on 
the r eticulo-ruminal fold returned to the ir res ting pos itions , where 
they remained throughout the res t of the contraction s equence . 
As the reticulum was approaching hal f  way to relaxation the marker 
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on the mid point of the free border o f  the cranial pil l ar started t o  
move dorsally and caudally ( Figure 2b) . It reached the maximum o f  its 
excurs ion coincident with the p eak of the cranial _ sac contraction and 
the reticulum returning to its resting pos ition . . Immediately fo llow­
ing this the maj or part of the gas cap in the dorsal rumen was dis ­
placed cranial ly . In  the replete sheep p art o f  this gas cap was 
commonly disp laced under the cranial pil lar lifting and bulging it 
dorsa l ly but this was much l es s  common in the fasted sheep . After 
being held at this point of maximum excurs ion for a brief period, the 
cranial pillar returned to its res ting position along a more cranial 
arc .  It arrived at its resting position as the cranial  s ac als o 
returned to its resting position . During this time the gas returned 
to the dorsal rumen . Should th e cycle continue on to the stage where 
eructation could occur , the marker on the cranial pi llar started to 
move a s econd time , s imultaneous ly with the second contraction of the 
dorsa l  s ac of the rumen . On this occas ion the movement was more 
caudal ly directed and was less  than hal f the magnitude of the first 
excursion (Figure 2c) . Only on very rare occas ions was a smal l volume 
of the gas from the dorsal rumen displaced under the cranial p i l l ar at 
this s econd movement . I f  eructation occurred , it did s o  as the 
cranial pillar reached the furthest extent of its second excurs ion . 
The p i l l ar returned to its rest ing pos it ion along a slightly more 
dorsal route . A contraction of the cranial ventral rumen fol l owed and 
the pil l ar moved a short distance ventral ly and remained in this 
pos i tion until  the next cycle . This l ast  eveRt was never obs erved in 
the fasted sheep . 
The times of and between various events in the reticulum and cranial 
rumen in the repl ete and fasted sheep , expressed as means and ranges , 
are given in Tab l e  II . 
Taking the mean from all three sheep , the time taken for the first 
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TABLE I I  
TIMING OF EVENTS IN THE RETICULUM AND CRANIAL RUMEN . 
Sheep 9 :  
Ses s ion 1 
Ses s ion 2 
Sheep 2 6 :  
Ses s ion 1 
Sess ion 2 
Sheep 2 7 :  
Sess ion 1 
Ses s ion 2 
Sheep 9 :  
Ses s ion 1 
Ses s ion 2 
She ep 26 : 
Ses s ion 1 
Ses s ion 2 
Sheep 2 7 :  
Sess ion 1 
Ses s ion 2 
Re 1 
Re 2 
Re 2 - CP 
Re 1 - CP 
Duration Re 1 Duration Re 2 
Rep l ete Fasted Replete Fast ed 
1 . 56 ( 1 . 3- 1 . 8) * 1 .  84 ( 1 .  6- 2 . 0 )  2 . 60 (  1 . 9- 3 . 2) 1 . 92 ( 1 . 7- 2 . 1) 
1 .  50  ( 1 .  3- 1 .  8) 1 . 83 ( 1 . 6- 2  . 0) 2 . 52 ( 2 . 2- 2 . 9) 1 .92  ( 1 . 5- 2  . 6) 
1 . 74 ( 1 . 4- 2 .0)  2 . 04 ( 1 .  7- 2 . 3) 2 . 48 ( 1 . 9- 2 .  8) 1 . 96 ( 1 . 8- 2 . 3) 
1 .  72 ( 1 . 4- 2 . 1) 2 . 16 ( 1 . 9 - 2 . 3) 2 . 68 (  2 . 5- 3 . 0) 2 . 2 8 ( 2 . 1- 2 . 5) 
1 . 62 ( 1 . 4- 1 . 8) 2 . 0 6 ( 1 .  7- 2 . 3) 2 . 04 ( 1 . 4- 2 . 4) 1 . so ( 1 . 3- 1 .  7) 
1 .  75 ( 1 .4- 1 . 9 )  2 .  0 0  ( 1 .  5-2 . 3) 2 . 5 6 (  2 . 2- 2 .  7) 2 . 02 ( 1 . 5- 2 . 1) 
Peak Re 2 - Peak CP Start Re 1 - Peak CP 
Rep lete Fas ted Replete Fasted 
5 . 88 ( 5 . 6- 6 . 7) 4 . 3 1  ( 3 • 3- 4 • 8) 10 . 08 (  9 . 8- 10 . 3) 7 . 92 ( 7 . 6- 8 . 3) 
5 . 74 ( 5 . 3- 6 . 1) 4 . 12 ( 3 .  5- 5 .  3) 9 . 78 (  9 . 4- 10 . 1) 8 . 42 ( 7  . 1- 8 . 4) 
6 . 44 ( 5 . 8- 6 . 8) 6 . 0 6 ( 5 . 3- 7 . 3) 10 . 66 ( 10 . 2- 1 1 . 2) 7 . 94 ( 6 . 4- 9 . 0) 
5 . 40 ( 4 . 9- 5 . 8) 5 . 36 (5 .0-6 . 3) 1 1 . 80 ( 1 1 . 0- 12 . 4) 9 . 88 (9 . 6- 10) 
3 . 50 ( 3 . 2- 4 . 3) 3 . 10 (2 . 7- 3 . 5) 7 .  64 ( 7 .  3- 8 .  0) 6 . 22 ( 5 . 8- 2 . 8) 
5 . 49 (4 . 9- 5 . 7) 4 . 85 (4 . 4- 5 . 2) 10 . 19 ( 9 . 6- 10 . 3) 8 . 18 (7 . 8- 8 . 4) 
* The mean time and range in s econds over 5 readings . 
Duration o f  1st phas e o f  reticular contract ion . 
Duration of 2nd phas e of reticular contraction . 
Peak of second phas e o f  reticular contract ion 
to peak of cranial pil l ar contract ion . 
Start of 1st phase of reticul ar contraction 
to peak of cranial pi l l ar contraction . 
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phase o f  the reticular . contraction in the replete state was 1 . 65  
seconds and for the second phas e was 2 . 48 s econds . The firs t phas e 
was therefore shorter by 0 . 83 s econds ( 33 . 5%) . In the fasted s tate 
the firs t phas e l engthened to 1 . 99 s econds , an increas e of 0 . 34 
seconds (20 . 6%)  while  the second phas e shortened to 1 . 9 3  s econds , a 
decreas e of 0 . 55  s econds ( 2 2 . 2%) . Th erefore the firs t phas e b ec ame 
longer than the second phas e by 0 . 06 seconds ( 3 . 1%) . The time inter­
val between the peak of the reticular . contraction and the peak of th e 
cranial pillar contraction in the replete sheep had a mean o f  5 . 4 1  
seconds and i n  the fasted s tate shortened t o  4 . 73 seconds , a reduction 
of 0 . 68 s econds ( 12 . 6%) . The total mean time from the start of the 
reti cular contraction to the peak of the cranial pil lar contraction in 
the rep lete sheep was 10 . 03 s econds while  in the fas ted sheep this 
shortened to a mean of 8 . 09 s econds , a reduction. of 1 . 94 seconds 
( 19 . 3%) . 
The maj or differences b etween the replete and fasted s tate were that 
in the fas ted s tate the first phas e of the reticular contraction 
occurred over a longer t ime and all the other time intervals shortened . 
Ob s ervations o f  the movements of the reticulum and cranial rumen dur­
ing rumination were obtained from sheep 2 7  only . The movement of the 
reticulum during rumination was th e  s ame for this sheep as describ ed 
in the firs t s eries of observations . There was no movement of the 
reticulo- rurninal fold or the cranial pil lar ass ociated with the 
initial sharp contraction of the reticulum which coincided with 
regurgitation . The sequence of events that followed on from this 
were the same as thos e seen in contraction cycles not associat ed with 
rumination . The timing of the reticular contract ions · during rumi­
nation is given in Table  I I I . 
3 : 3 : 3  Details of the contractions of the cranial and caudal 
pil l ars and the dors al rumen s ac .  
As the cranial pillar approached the peak of its first excursi on the 
raft of digesta in the dors al rumen moved dors ally and the gas cap was 
disp l aced caudally . Immedi at ely after the cranial pil lar reached its 
furthest extent of movement , the dors al bl ind sac contracted, 
Sheep 27 
TAB LE I I I  
TIMING OF RETICULAR CONTRACTIONS DURING RUMINATION . 
Rx Re 1 Re 2 
7 . 7  ( 7 . 4- 7 . 9 ) * 2 . 2 ( 1 .  8- 2 .  9)  2 . 1  ( 1 . 8- 2  . 4) 
* Th e  mean time and range in s econds taken over 
10 readings • 
Rx Start of reticular contraction of 
rumination to 1st phas e of b iphas ic 
reticular contraction . 
Re 1 1st phas e of reticular contraction . 
Re 2 2nd phas e of reticular contract ion . 
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displacing the gas cap cranial ly as previous ly described ( 3 : 3 :  1 )  . 
Simultaneous ly with this , the marker on the caudal pi llar s tarted to 
move dorsal ly and s l ightly caudal ly . The path followed by this marker 
is shown in Figure 2 (d) , derived by tracing the proj ected image of an 
x- ray cine- fi lm as des cribed above ( 3 : 3 : 2 ) . The cranial pil l ar 
remained stationary at the height o f  i ts contraction as the dorsal 
movement of the caudal pil lar continue d .  When the caudal pil l ar 
reached the peak of its dorsal excursi on ,  it did not pause but 
immediately s tarted to travel back towards its resting pos ition along 
a s li ghtly more cranial path . The cranial pil l ar started to return 
towards its resting pos ition at the same t ime as the caudal p i l l ar ,  
which also coincided with the relaxation o f  the dorsal sac an d  dorsal 
bl ind s ac of the rumen . The cranial and caudal pillars returned to 
their res ting pos itions s imultaneous ly . The crani al pil l ar remained 
in this pos ition until its second movement , as sociated. w ith eructation , 
but the caudal pillar continued to move ventral ly and s l ightly 
cranially . There was no pause at the peak of this ventral excursion 
before the pillar started to return to its resting pos ition along a 
path s lightly caudal to that taken in its ventral movement . Th ere 
was a s light paus e in this return movement at a point j us t  ventral to 
the resting pos ition at which time the caudal ventral b l ind s ac con­
tracted . Fol l owing this the caudal pillar returned to its res ting 
pos ition . The movement o f  the caudal pillar is illustrated by a 
s eries of spot- fi lms (P l ates 9 and 10 ) . The contractions o f  the 
caudal rumen derived by tracing from a proj ected cine- film are 
i l lus trated in Figure 3 ( 1- 16) . 
Immediately after a s econd contract ion , or prolonged first contraction , 
o f  the caudal ventral b l ind sac ,  the caudal pi l l ar started to move 
dors ally a s econd time . The path t aken by the marker on the midpoint 
o f  the free edge of the caudal pi l l ar on this occasion is i l lus trated 
in Figure 2 ( e) . The route taken during the s econd movement was 
slightly more caudal than that for the first movement , and there was a 
sharp caudal change in direct ion jus t  before the he ight of the 
excurs ion . During this time a cranial ly moving contraction passed 
over the dors al blind s ac and dorsal sac,  and the cranial pi l l ar 
s tarted on i ts s econd movement . The two pil lars reached the peak of 
their s econd movement together, at which. point eructation occurred if 
PLATE 9 
This is a s eries of spot- fi lms of the caudal pil lar of the rumen taken 
at 1 second intervals . B arium sulphate suspens ion was placed on top 
of the caudal pil l ar us ing a catheter p as s ed in through a rumen 
fis tula .  The sheep ' s  head is to the right . 
The first row . The first frame is taken j ust  as the gas cap s t arts 
to move caudal ly . The next frame shows the caudal pill ar start to 
curl dors al ly as the dors al rumen contracts . By the last frame in 
this first row , the caudal pil lar has reached the h eight of its 
excurs ion and the dors al b l ind. sac has contracted , liftirig the caudal 
part of the rumen dorsally . 
The s econd row . The caudal pil l ar and dors al rumen are rel axing . 
The third row . The completion of the relaxation of the caudal p i l l ar 
and dors al rumen with return of the gas cap . 
The fourth row . The caudal pillar is displaced ventral ly then 
returned to its res ting position s imil ar to that s een in the firs t 
frame of the firs t row . 

P lATE 10 
This is a series of spot- fi lms of the caudal pil l ar of the rumen taken 
at 1 second intervals . This series fol l ows on from the fi rst seri es ,  
should eructation b e  going t o  t ake place . 
The first row . Th e  caudal pillar starts to curl dors al ly for a s econd 
time then the dorsal blind s ac contracts . 
The s econd row . The dors al rumen contracts lifting the dorsal b l ind 
s ac then the pi l l ar starts to rel ax fol lowed by the dorsal blind s ac 
and the dors al rumen . 
The third row . The caudal pil l ar is displaced ventral ly then returns 
. to a pos ition s lightly ventral to its previous resting position . 

FIGURE 3 
This s eries of drawings was deri ved by taking tracings from radio­
graphs and spot- films . It gives in detai l the movements and 
changes in shape of the caudal rumen . Th e  dotted regions repres ents 
gas . 
CdP caudal pillar ,  
b l ind sac . 
CdVBS caudal ventral b lind s ac ,  DBS dors al 
1 .  Th e  resting s tage . The resting pos ition of the caudal 
p illar depends on whether the preceeding cycl e  included 
a s econd ventral displacement of this pillar .  If it did ,  
the res ting pos ition would be s lightly more ventral 
than that depicted . 
2 .  Th e  gas cap in the dorsal  rumen pushed into the dorsal 
b l ind s ac .  Th is stage coincides with drawing (8) of the 
reticulum and cranial rumen series as the cranial pillar 
s t arts to contract . 
3 .  Contraction o f  the dorsal  rumen . As the dorsal  rumen 
contracts , the caudal p i l la r  starts to curl dors al ly and 
the gas cap gets pushed further round the dors al b lind s ac .  
4 .  Contraction of the dorsa l  b lind s ac . The caudal pi llar 
curls dorsally and the dors al blind s ac contracts , pushing 
the gas cap round cranially as shown in drawing (9) in the 
s eries on reti culum and cranial rumen . Some of the gas cap 
i s  also displ aced under the caudal pillar into the caudal 
ventral blind s ac .  The combined contraction of the dorsal 
b lind s ac and caudal pil lar lifts the whole dorsal b lind 
s ac .  
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FIGURE 3 
9 .  The pole o f  the caudal ventral b l ind sac relaxes and the gas 
that was t rapped under the caudal p i l l ar returns to form a 
much reduced gas cap . A wave of contraction now s tarts to 
migrate cranial ly acros s the cauda l ventral b l ind s ac .  
10 . When this cranially moving wave o f  contract ion reaches th e  
l evel of the ventral coronary p i l l ars , there is a second 
ventral displ acement of the caudal pil l ar .  
1 1 .  The cranially moving wave of contraction moves onto the 
ventral rumen then the cranial wal l of the ventral rumen 
contracts ,  as is shown . in drawing ( 1 1) of the series on 
the reti culum and cranial rumen . The caudal pillar 
returns to a pos it�on somewhat ventral to that depicted 
in the first draw ing of this series . 
12 . Should the contraction s eries b e  extended into one al lowing 
eructation , the followin g  s eries of events supercedes from 
drawing (9) . Either the pole of the caudal ventral b l ind 
s ac relaxes and contracts a s econd time or the initial 
contract ion is protracted. The caudal pil lar then starts 
to curl dors al ly and as the pole  of caudal ventral blind 
s ac relaxes , the dors al b lind s ac contracts pushing the 
gas cap cranial ly . At the same time , a cranial ly-moving 
wave of contraction is p assing across the caudal ventral 
b l ind sac .  
9 10 
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FIGURE 3 
1 3 . The caudal p il l ar starts to return towards its resting 
pos ition and the dors al blind s ac s tarts to relax.  The 
wave of contraction continues to move cranial ly across 
the caudal ventral b lind s ac .  Th is drawing coincides 
with draw ing ( 12 )  of the series on reticulum and cranial 
rumen and it is at this point that eructati on occurs . 
14 . The wave of contraction travel ling across the caudal 
ventral b lind s ac reaches the l evel of the coronary 
p i l l ars and there is a s econd ventral displ acement o f  
the caudal pil l ar .  The gas cap returns t o  the dorsal  
rumen . 
1 5 . As the wave of contraction pass es onto the ventral rumen , 
the caudal pillar s tarts to move b ack towards its rest ing 
pos ition . 
16 . The caudal pillar h as returned t?  its res ting pos ition 
which is somewhat ventral to the pos ition shown in drawing 
( 1) in this s eries and it will  stay in this position until 
the next contraction b egins . 
1 3  1 4  
1 5  1 6  
it was going to . Both pillars then returned t o  their res ting 
positions but the caudal pillar continued on through into a s econd 
ventral movement fol lowing the s ame path as its firs t ventral move­
ment . Th is tim� and w ithout paus e ,  i t  returned dors al ly to its 
resting pos ition where it remained unti l  the next series o f  contrac­
tions . 
In the replete sheep, in those contracti�n s equences whi ch  terminated 
without a s econd cranially moving contraction of the dors al s ac ,  the 
firs t movements of the cranial and caudal p il l ars occurred,  but there 
was no s econd movement of the cranial p i l l ar .  The second movement of 
the caudal pi l l ar was modi fied in that the dors.al range of movement 
did not occur . It s tarted from its res ting pos it ion and moved 
ventrally ,  then returned to its res ting pos ition .  
The fi rst movements o f  the crani al and caudal pillars were not 
modifi ed in form in the fas ted s heep , excep t  that on some occas ions 
the caudal p i l l ar di d not move ventral ly from its res ting pos ition .  
The l arge maj ority o f  cycles in these sheep did not proceed on to a 
second , cranially moving contraction of the dors al rumen ,  and in this 
type of cycle , the caudal pill ar would only move dors al ly and return 
to its rest ing pos ition . 
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The time intervals between these various events in the repl ete state  
in sheep 6 and 2 5 , and in the rep lete and fas ted-state in sheep 26 and 
2 7 ,  are given in Tab les IV  and V.  
A comparison of the mean times between the various movements of the 
two pi l l ars in the repl ete and fas ted state  in sheep 2 6  and 27 is 
given in t ab le VI . 
3 : 3 : 4 Details of th.e contractions of the ventral rumen . 
In the rep lete s t ate the first movement of the ventral s ac of the 
rumen was obs erved to t ake place immediately the cranial p i l l ar re­
turned to its resting position after its first contracti on . This con­
traction of the ventral sac involved the cranial ventral aspect whi ch 
6 3  
TABLE IV 
THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CRANIAL P I LLAR CONTRACTIONS . 
Sheep 2 7 :  
Sess ion 1 
Sess ion 2 
Sheep 2 6 : 
Session 1 
Sess ion 2 
Sheep 2 5 : 
Ses s ion 1 
Session 2 
Sheep 6 :  
Session 1 
Sess ion 2 
CP1 - CP2 
CP1 - CdP1 
CP1 - CP2 CP 1 - CdP 1  
Repl ete Fas ted Replete Fasted 
31 . 3 ( 2 7 . 1- 35 . 7) *  20 . 7 ( 1 8 . 8- 23 . 6) 4 . 0 ( 3 . 4- 4 . 4) 2 . 7 ( 2 . 3- 3 . 5) 
31 . 0 (26 . 7- 34 . 1) 22 . 3 ( 18 . 7- 25 . 6) 4 . 1 (2 . 9- 4 . 8) 3 . 2 ( 2 . 3- 2 . 6) 
32 • 7 ( 2 8 .  8- 35 • 4) 22 . 6 ( 19 .  8-25 . 3) 5 • 2 ( 4 • 3- 6 • 0 )  3 . 9 ( 3 . 2- 4 . 1) 
37 . 2 ( 33 .  7- 39 . 7) 2 7  . 4 (2 7  . 8- 30 . 0) 5 . 8 (5 . 2- 6 . 3) 4 .  6 ( 4 .  3-4 . 8) 
33 . 2 ( 29 • 7- 36 . 7) 5 . 3 (4 . 8- 6) 
32 . 9 (29 . 3- 37 . 1) 5 . 3 (5 . 1- 5 . 8) 
34 . 1 ( 2 9 . 6- 36 . 8) 5 . 2 (4 . 7- 5 . 4) 
33 . 2 ( 2 8  .. 9- 37 . 2)  5 • 0 ( 4 .  8- 5 • 3) 
* Mean time and range in s econds over 5 readings . 
The p eak of the first contraction to the p eak 
of the s econd contraction of the cranial 
pil lar . 
The peak of the firs t cranial p i l l ar con­
traction to the peak of the first dorsal 
movement of the caudal pil lar 
o::t \0 TABLE V 
THE TIMING· OF CAUDAL P I LLAR CONTRACTIONS . 
CdP 1  - CdP CdP - CdPvl CdPvl - CdPv2. 
Sheep 27 · 
Sess ion 1 
Session 2 
Sheep 2 7  
Sess ion 1 
Sess ion 2 
Sheep 25 
Sess ion 1 
Sess ion 2 
Sheep 6 
Session 1 
Sess ion 2 
CdPl - CdP 
Replete Fas ted . Replete Fas ted Replete 
10 . 2 (  9 .  7- 10 . 5 ) * 8 .  0 (7 . 3- 8 .  3) 4 . 8 ( 3 . 8-5 . 8) *  3 . 1  ( 2 • 5- 3 . 5) 11 . 6 ( 8 • 3- 14 • 1) 
10 . 1 ( 9 . 7- 10 . 8) 8 . 1 ( 7 . 6- 8 . 4) 4 . 8 (4 . 1- 5 . 6) 3 . 2 ( 2 . 3- 3 . 7) 11 . 9 (  8 . 4- 14 . 2) 
10 . 4 (  9 . 6- 1 1 . 6) 7 . 9 (6 . 4-9)  5 . 2 (4 . 5- 6 . 4 )  4 . 0 ( 3 . 2- 4 . 7) 12 . 0  ( 10 .  6- 14 . 8) 
1 1 . 8 ( 1 1- 1 2 . 3) 9 .  2 ( 8 .  4- 10 . 3) 6 . 0 ( 5 . 8- 6 . 4) 4 . 6 (4 . 1-5 . 6) 14 . 5 ( 1 1' . 6- 1 7 . 1) 
7 . 8 (  7 . 5- 8) 4 . 7 (4 . 5-4 . 8 )  15 . 1 ( 14 . 9 - 1 5 . 3) 
7 . 9 (  7 . 4- 8 . 3) 4 . 5 (4 . 1-4 . 9 )  15 . 2  ( 14 . 8- 15 . 4) 
7 . 6 (  7 . 4- 7 . 8) 5 . 1 (5-5 . 4) 15 . 6 ( 15 . 4- 15 . 8) 
7 . 6 (  7 . 4- 7 . 8) 5 . 2 (4 .9-5 . 4) 15 . 6 ( 15 . 1- 15 . 9) 
- -
* Mean time and range in s econds over 5 readings . 
- The peak o f  the first dorsal movement of the caudal . pi l lar to the return of the 
cranial and caudal pillars to their res ting pos itions . 
CdP - CdPVl - The resting pos ition of the caudal pil lar to the peak of its first ventral 
displacement . 
CdPvl - CdPv2 - The peak of the first ventral displacement to the peak of the second ventral 
displ acement of the caudal pi l lar .  
Fas ted 
7 . 0 ( 6 . 3- 10 . 2) 
7 . 7 (6 . 1- 10 . 8) 
7 . 0 ( 5 . 6-9) 
9 . 5 ( 7  . 1- 1 1 . 3) 
i I 
i I 
CP l 
TAB LE VI 
A COMPARISON OF THE MEAN TIMES IN SECONDS BE1WEEN 1HE 
EVENTS IN TABLES IV, : v IN 1HE REPLETE AND FASTED 
SHEEP 26 AND 27 . 
Mean time Mean time Decrease 
Events replete fas ted in fas ted 
- CdP l 4 . 80 3 . 60 1 . 20 
CdP l - CdP 10 . 64 8 . 30 2 .  34 
CdP - CdPvl 5 . 19 3 . 74 1 . 45 
CdPvl - CdPv2 12 . 5 1  7 . 80 4 .  71 
CP l - CP2 33 .05  23 . 26 9 .  79 
65 
Percentage 
decrease 
in fas ted 
25% 
22% 
2 7 . 9 3% 
37 . 64% 
29 . 62% 
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appe ared t o  contract as a unit (Plate 2 8) . The e ffect o f  this was to 
s traighten out the wel l-rounded outline of this p art of the rumen . As 
it relaxed a marked indentation o f  the ventral wall  of the ventral s ac 
deve loped at a site approximately 5 cm cranial to the ventral coronary 
pi l l ars (Plate 29) . This indentation ,  or wave of contraction , 
migrated caudally and its arrival at the ventral coronary p il l ars 
coincided with the peak of the firs t ventral displacement of the 
caudal pil lar . It  continued caudal ly across the caudal ventral b lind 
s ac to involve the pole which underwent marked ventral and cranial 
contraction , relaxed and then contracted a second time . Sometimes 
this doub le contraction . was replaced by a s ingle prolonged contraction . 
In e ither cas e as soon as it had relaxed,  a wave o f  contraction 
started to move cranial ly across the caudal ventral b l ind s ac . The 
arrival of thi s  cranial ly moving contraction at the ventral coronary 
pil l ars coincided with the p eak of th e s econd ventral displacement of 
the caudal pil lar .  
Th e  wave of contraction continued cranially to the same point from 
which the caudal ly moving contraction had ori ginat ed . It  then dis ­
appe ared and was immedi ately followed by a second contraction of the 
cranio-ventral part of the ventral sac , which comp leted the contrac­
tion s equence . 
In the replete sheep there was no detectab le difference in the cycl e  
o f  movements o f  the ventral part o f  the rumen between thos e cycl es 
which had a cranially moving contracti on of the dorsal rumen and those 
that did not . However , in some cycles the second contraction of th e 
cranial ventral part of the ventral rumen did not occur . 
The contractions of the caudal rumen derived by tracing the outl ine 
from proj ected cine- film is il lus trated in Figure 3 ( 1- 16) . 
In the fasted s tate there was cons iderabl e  modifi cation of the 
s equence of events . In its simplest  form there was only one contrac­
tion of the cranial ventral part of the ventral rumen . This could on 
occasions b e  extended to the formati on of a wave of contraction which 
would only move a short dis tance caudally before disappearing .  In 
. 6 7  
those few sequences where there w as  a cranial ly-moving contract ion of 
the dors al rumen the first contraction . of the cranio-ventral rumen 
would occur and the wave . of contraction would deve lop and migrate 
caudally to the pole of the caudal ventral b l ind s ac ,  but , following 
the contraction of the pol e ,  the cranially moving wave of contraction 
woul d only move a short· distance before disappearing. 
In the fasted s tate , between the periods of regul ar cyclical activity , 
w aves of contraction could frequent ly b e  seen to form apparently at 
random pos itions on the wal l of the ventral rumen and to migrate short 
dis tances either caudal ly or cranially b efore dis appearing . 
3 : 3 : 5  I llus tration of the contraction s equence in the replete sheep . 
The results of this serie s  of obs ervations are il lustrated in Plates 
11 - 39 . Accompanying each photograph of a radiograph there is a 
l ab e ll ed l�ne drawing to aid with interpretation becaus e the proces s 
of photographing and reducing the size  of the original radiograph 
results in cons iderable  l oss  in vis ib le  detail . 
Some addition al observat ion s  on the movement of the caudal pi l l ar and 
dors al caudal b l ind sac were obtained while screen ing these two 
animals after b arium sulphate had b e en depos ited on top of the caudal 
p i l l ar .  Th e  dorsal movement of the free b order o f  the caudal pillar 
rea l ly represented a dors al curl of the pillar rather than a linear 
do rsal movement (See Plat es 9 and 10) . As the contraction pas sed onto 
the dors al s ac of the rumen the caudal pil lar started · to curl dorsally 
and was held there while  the dors al b l ind s ac contracted . As b oth the 
dorsal b l ind s ac and caudal pillar contracted, the whole caudal part 
of the rumen was lifted dors al ly and s l ightly cranial ly . 
When contractions of the dorsal rumen were moving from caudal to 
cranial regions the ventral part of the dorsal b lind s ac s tarted to 
contract before the caudal pil l ar started to curl dorsally . The curl 
in the caudal pil lar was more pronounced than during its firs t move­
ment and frequently creas ing of the caudal wall of the dors al b l ind 
s ac could be seen .  Als o ins tead of this pil lar and the caudal wall of 
PLATE 1 1  
A radiograph of reticulum and cranial rumen taken in the resting 
phas e between contractions . The sheep h ad been dos ed with 50 ml 
of barium sulphate suspens ion and one reticula-rumen contraction 
cycle had taken p l ace . The b ar with cross pieces was included 
to give a s cale of maximum possib l e  distortion (the distance 
between the cross pieces being 10 cm) . 
CdP caudal p i l lar , CP cranial pil l ar ,  CS cranial sac of rumen , 
D diaphragm, DRu dorsa l  rumen , F rumen fis tul a ,  G gas cap ,  
Re reticulum, RRF reticulo- ruminal fold,  S spl een , VRu ventral 
rumen . 
DRu 
�Cd P 
V R u  
P LATE 12 
The first indication of the commencement of a reticular contraction 
is a dorsal movement of the reticulo-ruminal fold and a straighten­
ing of the caudal border of the reti culum . 
Ab abomasum, CP cranial pil lar ,  CS cranial sac,  D di aphragm , 
DRu dors al rumen , F rumen fistula,  Re reticulum ,  RRF reti culo­
ruminal fold, S spleen ,  VRu ventral rumen . 
D Ru 
V Ru 
PLATE 1 3  
On e  s econd after the start of a reticular contraction . The p o l e  o f  
the reticulum has started t o  l i ft an d  the · reticulo-ruminal fold h as 
continued to move dors ally . 
CP cranial pil lar ,  CS cranial s ac ,  DRu dorsal rumen , 
E electrode , 0 omasum, Re reticulum, 
fol d ,  S spleen ,  VRu ventral rumen . 
RRF reticulo-ruminal 
DRu 
V R u  
PLATE 14 
Two s econds after the start of a reticular contraction . Th e  
reticulum has comp leted its first phas e o f  contraction an d  its pole 
has travelled approximate ly half the dis tance between its starting 
point and point of maximum contract ion . The cranial s ac is di lating, 
receiving the contents of the reticulum . 
CP cranial pil l ar ,  DRu dors al rumen , E electrode , Re reti culum, 
RRF reticulo-ruminal fold, VRu ventral rumen . 
DRu 
V R u  
P LATE 15 
Four s econds after the start of a reticular contraction . The 
reticulum has now reached i ts maximum contraction ,  virtually 
e liminating i ts lumen . The reticulo-ruminal fol d  has reached its 
maximum cranial movement with the greatest degree of di lation of 
the cranial s ac of the rumen . 
CP cranial pillar ,  CS cranial s ac ,  DRu dors al rumen , 
E electrode , Re reticulum, RRF reticulo-ruminal fold� 
VRu ventral rumen . 

P LATE 16 
. Six seconds after the start of the reticular contracti on .  The cranial 
s ac is now contracting,  tipping its contents over the reticulo­
ruminal fol d  b ack into the rel axing reticulum . The reti culo-ruminal 
fol d  is returning towards its rest ing pos ition as the cranial p i l l ar 
starts to contract and move dorso-caudal ly . 
CP cranial pi l l ar,  CS cranial s ac ,  DRu dors al rumen , E el ectrode , 
F rumen fis tul a,  Re reticulum,  RRF reticulo-ruminal fold,  
VRu ventral rumen . 
D R u  
V R u 
PLATE 1 7  
Ten se conds after the start o f  the reti cular contraction . The cranial 
s ac and cranial p i l l ar h ave reached their maximum s t ate of contraction 
and the ret iculo-ruminal fold has been pul l ed slightly caudal to its 
normal resting p os ition . The dorsal rumen has contracted displacing 
the gas cap cran ially . The reticulum is dis tended s li ghtly b eyond its 
normal resting s tate . 
CP cranial pi l lar ,  DRu dors al rumen , F rumen fis tul a,  G gas cap , 
Re reticulum, RRF reticulo-ruminal fol d ,  VRu ventral rumen . 
F 
PLATE 1 8  
Ten se conds after the start o f  a reticular contract ion . This sheep 
had no rumen fis tula to hinder the contraction of the dors al rumen 
and it demonstrates the more commonly s een displacement of th e  gas 
cap . Th e  gas h as  not only b e en displ aced cranially into the cranial 
rumen and reticulum, . but als o  underneath the cranial and caudal 
pillars . The gas shadows not depicted in the line drawing are 
caused by gas within other overlying p arts of the alimentary tract . 
CP cranial pil l ar , CdVBS caudal ventral blind s ac ,  
rumen, G gas , Re reticulum, VRu ventral rumen . 
DRu dors al 
C dV B S  
R e 
PLATE 19 
Twenty s econds after the s tart of a reticular contract ion . The 
cranial part of the dors al rumen � the cranial s ac of the rumen and 
the cranial pil l ar are relaxing .  The gas cap is returning t o  the 
dors al rumen . 
CS  cranial s ac ,  CdP caudal p il l ar ,  CdVBS caudal ventral bl ind 
s ac ,  DRu dors al rumen , E electrodes , F rumen fis tula ,  G gas , 
0 omasum, Re reticulum, S sp l een ,  VRu ventral rumen . 
C d V B S  
V Ru 
P LATE 20, 
Thirty s econds after the start of a reticul ar contraction . The 
caudal p art of the dors al rumen has j ust started to contract for the 
second time but on this occas ion the cont raction is moving from 
caudal to cranial rumen . 
CdVBS caudal ventral b lind sac , DRu dors al rumen , E electrode , 
F fis tula, G gas , VRu ventral rumen . 
VR u 
PLATE 2 1  
Thirty five seconds after the start of a reti cul ar contract ion . Th e  
wave o f  the contracti on continues t o  pass cranially over the dors al 
rumen pushing the gas cap cranially . 
CdVB S c audal ventral b lind s ac ,  CS crani al s ac ,  DRu dorsal  rumen , 
E el ectrode , G gas , Re reticulum, VRu ventral rumen . 

P LATE 22 
Thirty s even s econds after the s tart of a reticul ar contraction . The 
contraction of the dorsal rumen continues to move cranially and the 
cranial pi l lar starts to contract again . The gas cap is pushed 
further cranially and some of it gets displaced under the cranial 
p i l l ar .  
C dP  caudal pil l ar ,  
DRu dorsal rumen , 
CdVBS caudal ventral blind sac , 
G gas , VRu ventral rumen . 
CS crani al s ac ,  
D R u  
C S  
V R u  
PLATE 2 3  
Forty s econds after the start o f  a reticular contraction . The dors al 
rumen is contracted, the cranial . pillar has moved a short dis tance 
caudally and the gas is displ aced cranially . Eruct ati on is occurring 
and a sma l l  bolus of gas can be seen pass ing through into the 
oesophagus . Th e  gas is cl early s e en in the photograph b ut as it has 
poorly- defined borders and i s  somewhat intermingl ed with digesta,  its 
outl ine was not included in the l ine drawing . 
CP cranial pil lar ,  CS cranial s ac ,  
Oe oes ophagus , F fistula ,  G gas , 
ruminal fol d ,  VRu ventral rumen . 
DRu dors al rumen , E electrode, 
Re reti culum, RRF reticulo-
V R u  
PLATE 24  
The reticulum has started to contract . No movement of the caudal 
part o f  the rumen has taken pl ace . The contrast media (barium 
s ulphate suspension) , was placed dors al to the caudal pi l lar by 
ins erting a catheter through the rumen fistul a .  Some of· the contras t 
media has spi l led over the caudal pil l ar into the ventral rumen . In 
the line drawing o f  this radiograph , and all subs equent radiographs , 
no attempt was made to out l ine the contras t medi a .  
C dP c audal pil l ar,  CdVBS caudal ventral blind s ac ,  CP cranial 
pi l l ar ,  DRu dorsal rumen , E electrode , F fis tul a ,  G gas cap ,  
R e  reticulum, VRu ventral rumen . 
CdV B S  
V Ru 
PLATE 25 
Ten s econds after the start of the reticular contraction . The more 
caudal part of the dors al rumen wal l  has contracted pushing the gas 
cap cran ial ly and ventra l ly .  
CdP caudal pil l ar ,  CdVBS caudal ventral b lind s ac ,  DRu dors al 
rumen , F fistula ,  G gas cap ,  Re reticulum ,  S spl een , 
VRu ventral rumen . 
(f/1 
DRu 
C d V B S  
V Ru 
PLATE 26 
Twelve s econds after the start of the reticular contraction . The 
contracti on of the dors al rumen has moved round further caudally and 
has dis placed the gas cap crania l ly along the dorsal rumen and 
cranially and ventrally under the cranial p i l l ar .  The caudal pi l l ar 
has curled dors ally and · has reached its maximum dors al excurs ion while  
the cranial pil lar was held  at its maximum crania- dors al excurs ion . 
The ventral rumen has been somewhat dis t ended . 
C dP caudal p il l ar ,  CdVBS caudal ventral b l ind sac , 
pi l l ar ,  
rumen . 
DRu dors al. rumen , F fistula ,  G gas cap ,  
CP cranial 
VRu ventral 
V R u 
PLATE 2 7  
Fourteen s econds after the start of the reticular contract ion . The 
contraction of the dors al rumen has moved round onto the dorsal  
b l ind sac l i ft ing the caudal part of the dorsal  rumen and caudal 
part of the caudal p i l l ar .  The gas cap i s  s t i l l  displaced cranial ly . 
CdP caudal pil lar ,  CdVBS caudal ventral b lind s ac , ,  DRu dors al 
rumen , F fis tula, G gas cap ,  S spl een , VRu ventral rumen . 

PLATE 28  
Fi fteen s econds after the start of the reticul ar contraction . The 
contraction h as now moved onto the more ventral part of the caudal 
dorsal bl ind s ac caus ing a marked crinkl ing of the inner aspect of 
the rumen wal l . A contraction of the more cranial part of the 
ventral rumen has taken p l ace as is shown by the s traightening of 
this p articular part of the rumen wal l . The gas cap is sti l l  
displ aced cranial ly . 
CdP caudal pil l ar ,  CdVBS caudal ventral blind sac,  CP cranial 
p i l l ar ,  DRu dorsal rumen , E electrode , F fis tul a ,  G gas c ap ,  
R e  reticulum, S sp leen , VRu ventral rumen . 

PLATE 29 
Twenty s econds after the start of the reticular contraction . The 
dors al rumen has relaxed and the caudal pi llar is returning towards 
its resting position .  The gas cap has returned to the dorsal rumen . 
The contraction of the more cranial part o f  the ventral rumen is 
now seen as a wave trave lling caudally . 
CdP caudal pil l ar ,  CdVBS caudal ventral b l ind s ac ,  DRu dors al 
rumen , E electrode , F fis tula ,  G gas cap , Re reticulum, 
VRu ventral rumen . 
DRu 
C d V B S  
Re 
PLATE 30 
Twen ty five s econds after the start of the reticular contraction . 
The dorsal rumen has now compl etely relaxed and the gas cap has 
returned to the dors al part of the dorsal rumen . The wave of con­
traction has pas sed caudally across the ventral rumen and its arrival 
at the regions o f  the ventral coronary p i l l ars coincides with a 
marked ventral displ acement of the caudal pillar.  
Ab abomasum ,  CdP caudal p i l l ar ,  CdVBS caudal ventral b l ind sac , 
CP cranial pi l l ar ,  DRu dors al rumen , F fistul a ,  G gas cap , 
Re reticulum ,  S spl een ,  VRu ventral rumen . 
G 
D R u  
C d V B- S  
Re 
A b  
PLATE 31 
Twenty s even s econds . after the start of a reticular contraction . 
Th e  wave o f  contraction continues caudal ly along the caudal ­
ventral b lind s ac as the caudal pil l ar s tarts t o  return towards 
its resting pos ition . 
Ab abomasum , CdP caudal p i l l ar,  CdVBS caudal ventral blind 
s ac ,  DRu dorsal rumen , E e l ectrode , F fistula ,  VRu ventral 
rumen . 
D R u  
C d P  
C d V B S  
PLATE 32 
Th irty s e conds after the s t art of a reticular contraction . The pole 
of the caudal ventral b lind s ac has contracted down displ acing the 
c audal p i l l ar a short dis tance dors ally . The cranial part of the 
ventral rumen b ecomes s li ght ly dis tended . 
CdP caudal pi l l ar ,  
rumen , E electrode , 
VRu ventral rumen . 
CdVBS caudal ventral b lind s ac ,  
F fis tul a ,. Re reticulum, 
DRu dorsal 
S spleen ,  
D R u  
Cd V B S 
Re 
V R u  
PLATE 33 
Th ir ty five s econds after the start of the reticular contraction . 
Th e  pole of the caudal ventral b lind sac h as  s t arted to rel ax and the 
c audal pil l ar h as returned to its resting pos ition . A wave of con­
traction now starts to travel cranially across the caudal ventral 
b l in d  s ac.  
CdVB S c audal ventral b lind s ac ,  
VRu ventral rumen . 
DRu dorsal rumen , F fis tul a ,  
D R u  
Cd V B S  
V R u  
PLATE 34 
Th irty seven s econds after the start of the reticul ar contract.ion .  
Th e  wave of contracti on h as travel led cranial ly t o  the level o f  the 
ventral coronary p i l l ars and there is an ass ociated second ventral 
dis p lacement of the caudal p i l lar . 
CdP caudal pil l ar ,  
rumen , E electrode, 
rumen . 
CdVB S  c audal ventral b lind s ac ,  
F fis tul a,  Re reticulum, 
DRu dorsal 
VRu ventral 
D Ru 
C d V B S 
V R u 
PLATE 35 
Forty five s econds after the start of the reti cular contraction . 
Th e  cranial aspe ct of the ventral rumen has contracted as can b e  
seen b y  s traightening of this part of the rumen wall . Th e  caudal 
p i l lar has returned to its res ting pos ition . This comp letes the 
s equence of contractions that occur i f  no eructation is going to 
t ake place . 
CdP caudal p i l l ar ,  CdVBS caudal ventral b lind sac , DRu dorsal 
rumen , E e lectrode , F fis tul a ,  
S spleen , VRu ventral rumen . 
G gas cap, Re reticulum, 
D R u  
C d P  
V R u  
PLATE 36 
Th�rty five s econds after the start of the reticul ar contraction 
during a s equence of contractions that eventual ly culminated in 
eructation . The pole of the caudal ventral sac is j us t  starting 
to contract for the se cond time and the caudal pi l lar is j ust  
s tarting to move dors al ly . 
CdP caudal pil l ar ,  CdVBS caudal ventral b lind sac, DRu dorsal 
rumen , F fis tul a ,  G gas cap, Re reticulum, S spl een , 
VRu ventral rumen . 
DRu 
VRu 
R e  
PLA1E 37 
Thirty s ix s e conds after the s tart of a reticul ar contraction . Th e  
caudal p i l l ar continues to curl dorsal ly an d  a contraction o f  the 
more caudal part of the dors al  rumen disp laces the gas cap cranially .  
Th e  pole o f  the caudal ventral 'b lind s ac i s  starting t o  rel ax and 
from it a contraction wave s t arts to move cranial ly . 
CdP caudal pil l ar,  CdVBS c audal ventral b lind s ac ,  C P  crani al 
pi l l ar ,  DRu dors al rumen , F fis tul a,  G gas cap , VRu ventral 
rumen . 

PLATE 38 
Thirty seven seconds aft er the start of the reti cul ar contraction . 
Th e  contraction of the dors al rumen moves cranially elevat ing its 
more ventro-caudal region along w ith the caudal pi l lar .  The gas 
cap is displaced further cranial ly . 
CdP caudal p i l l ar, CdVBS caudal ventral b l ind s ac ,  DRu dorsal 
rumen , E electrode , F fistul a ,  G gas cap ,  Re reticulum, 
S spleen , VCP ventral coronary pil lar ,  VRu ventral rumen . 
J 
O R u  
V R u  
PLATE 39 
Th irty eight s econds after the s t art of the reticular contraction . 
Th e  caudal pil l ar h as  started to return to its res ting pos ition as 
the cranial pil l ar moves caudo- dors al ly . Eructation occurs . 
CdP caudal pil l ar,  CdVBS caudal ventral b lind sac,  CP cranial 
pi l lar ,  CS cranial s ac ,  Dru dorsal rumen , F fistul a ,  
cap , R e  reti culum, RRF reticul o- ruminal fol d ,  S spl een , 
VRu ventral rumen . 
G gas 
C dV 8 S  
6 8  
the d ors al b l ind s ac forming a simpl e  continuous curve they tended t o  
form a more comp l ex S shape . 
Th e  outline o f  the caudal aspects of the rumen at different s tages 
o f  the contraction cycle was derived from cine- fi lms and is illustra­
t e d  in Figure 3 ( 1- 16) . 
3 : 3 : 6  Th e  movement of diges ta with in the reticule-rumen and the 
e ffects of di fferent diets . 
The flow p attern of the di gesta within the reticule-rumen was s imil ar 
in the three sheep and on the three diets although there were s ome 
di fferences detected in the rate of digesta movement associated with 
the di fferent diets . 
The pattern of flow derived from thes e obs ervations is il lustrated in 
Figure 4 .  When the marker was given orally some was always deposited 
in the reticulum and cranial s ac wi th the proportions going into each 
b eing vari ab l e . There was no rel ations hip either with the sheep or 
w ith diets as to the proportions depos ited in these two s ites . At the 
firs t contraction of the reticulum fo llowing the adminis trat ion of the 
marker,  the t ipping of the reticulum contents into the cranial sac and 
their return meant that the marker became distributed between thes e 
two chambers . On occas ions s ome of the marker could b e  depos ited into 
additional s ites such as the cranio- dorsal rumen ,  omasum, or omasum 
and abomasum, but again the s ites of depos it ion of the marker could 
not b e  related to the sheep or the diet . When the marker was depos it­
ed into the cranial dorsal rumen it passed cranially into the retic­
ulum or cranial s ac at the next contraction sequence .  Thus when the 
marker was given orally , i rrespective of where in the reti cula-rumen 
it  was init i ally depos ited , i t  ended up in the reticulum and cranial 
sac ,  b eing tipped from one to the other at each contraction s equence . 
On many occas ions fol lowing oral administration of the marker, a smal l 
amount o f  i t  could be seen to pass into the omasum at the height of 
the s econd phas e  of the firs t ensuing reticular contraction and then 
to trickle  through into the abomasum . However, after the marker h ad 
initial ly outlined the omasum, it  was not poss ib l e  to detect any 
additions of marker at subsequent reti cular contraction . 
FIGURE 4 
These two drawing i l lus trate the movement of digest a  within the 
reticule- rumen in the vertical plane ( 1) and in the hori zontal 
plane ( 2 ) . 
In the vertical plane ( 1) swal lowed material may b e  deposited in the 
reticulum ,  cranial s ac ,  dors al rumen , or may p ass direct ly through the 
omasum int o  the abomasum . Where the swal lowed material is deposited 
depends on ( a) the type of material , (b) the consisten cy of the 
reticulo-ruminal contents , (c) the amount of digesta in the reticule­
rumen , (d) the stage of the contraction cycl e  at which the bolus o f  
material w as delivered through the cardia .  
From the reticulum, diges ta is pas s ed into the cranial s ac or into the 
omasum and abomasum. 
From the cranial s ac ,  digesta eith er passes b ack into the reticulum ,  
or into the dorsal rumen . 
Once the di gesta ent ers the rumen , it passes caudal ly towards the 
caudal pi l l ar where it is spl it into a dorsal and a ventral s tream . 
The dors al s tream moves anticlockwis e round th e  dors al rumen , dividing 
cranially into a s tream which enters the reticulum and a s tream which 
rej oins the caudally-moving s tream in mid- rumen . The ventral stream 
moves clockwis e round the ventral rumen, dividing cranially w ith one 
s tream ent ering the cranial s ac and the other rej oining the caudal 
mid-rumen flow . 
In the horizontal p l ane (2) , marked digesta is much more diffi cult to 
follow radio graphically , but it can be s een to move from the. cardia 
into the reticulum, into the omasum and to pass caudally across the 
rumen . 
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With each contraction of the reticulum s ome of the marker was pushed 
into the mid-rumen region from where it was pas s ed caudal ly towards 
the caudal pil l ar . When thi s  caudally-moving s tream arrived in th e 
vic inity of the caudal pil l ar it was split ,  part moving dors ally and 
part ventrally . The dorsa l  s tream moved into the dorsal b lind s ac 
th.en turned cranially into the dorsal rumen . From h ere it continued 
cranial ly towards the reticulum . Once it reached a pos ition approx­
imately leve l w ith the cranial pillar at the hei ght o f  its contrac­
tion , this stream �as again divided into two portions . The maj or 
portion passed ventral ly to j oin the caudal ly moving s tream in the 
mid- rumen . The smal ler dors al portion moved into the reticulum from 
where the maj ori ty of it was pushed caudally again to j oin the 
caudal ly moving s tream in mid- rumen . The portion of the marker which 
had pas sed ventral to the caudal pil l ar flowed caudo�ventrally into 
the caudal ventral blind s ac from where it s tarted to move cranially 
across the more ventral parts of the ventral rumen . Th e  marker then 
passed  dors al ly up the cranial wal l of the ventral rumen then up the 
caudal aspect of the cranial pil l ar .  At the lip of th e cranial pil l ar 
the stream was divided with the part clos es t to the pil l ar pas s ing 
over into the cranial sac . The remainder j oined the caudal ly moving 
stream in the mid- rumen . 
When the marker was depos ited in the dors al b lind s ac on top of the 
caudal pil l ar by introducing it through the rumen fis tula it moved 
through the reticulo- rumen in a pattern very simi l ar to that seen with 
oral adminis tration . As the marker was being depos ited s ome of it 
s lowly flowed over the lip of the caudal pil lar and fel l  direct ly onto 
the floor of the ventral rumen . The marker remaining in the dorsal 
blind s ac moved dors ally and cranially into the dorsal rumen,  from 
where it followed the same path as that desc ribed for the dors ally 
moving stream when the marker was adminis tered orally . That portion 
which h ad spil led over the caudal pil l a� into the ventral rumen was 
only rarely displ aced caudal ly into the caudal ventral b lind s ac .  On 
the maj ority of occas ions it immediately started to move cranially 
taking th e s ame path from this ·point on as des crib ed for the ora l ly 
adminis tered marker . 
When the flow pattern in the hori zontal plane was obs erved with the 
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marker administered oral ly it was again s e en to be depos ited mainly in 
the reticulum and cranial rumen with a sma l l  amount frequent ly pas s ing 
into the omasum . The portion from the reticulum and cranial rumen was 
then disp.ersed caudally across the rumen . Cross ch eck radiographs 
taken of the movement in the vertical plane showed that this hori­
zont al caudal dispersion was the caudally moving stream in mid-rumen . 
When the marker w as depos ited in the dors al blind s ac it was s e en to 
disperse cranial ly in the hori zontal plane unt il it arrived in the 
reticulum . Cros s check radiographs taken of the movement in the 
vertical plane show ed that this cranial dispersion was the cranial 
flow b oth in the dorsal and ventral rumen , s uperimpos ed on each other . 
The rat e of flow of diges ta on the three diets (chaff, pellets and 
grass )  was determined by measuring the time taken for a radio- opaque 
marker given oral ly , or placed on top o f  the caudal p i l l ar,  to reach 
pre- determined pos itions , and is illus trated in Figure 5 .  The mean 
times taken for the marker to reach thes e locations on the three diets 
is given in Tab l e  VI I .  When the marker was placed on the caudal 
pillar it moved fas t est on the pel l et diet,  s lightly s lower on the 
gras s diet, and approximately hal f the speed on the chaff diet . The 
differences in speed when the marker was administered oral ly were 
not s o  great but it again moved mos t  rapidly on the pel l et diet and 
s lowest on the chaff diet . Thes e di fferences appeared to b e  rel at ed 
to the consis tency of the rumen contents on the three diets . 
A subj ective impress ion of the cons is tency o f  the rumen contents on 
each of the three diets was obtained by radiographic obs ervation . On 
the chaff di et a comparatively solid raft formed in the dorsal rumen . 
This raft had various fis sures or cl efts through it , which remained 
cons tant over a l arge number of contraction sequences . Contraction of 
the dorsal rumen on top of the raft did not detectab ly alter its shape 
and the tract made through the raft when the catheter was pas s ed into 
the dors al b l ind s ac remained clearly vis ib l e  over a number of con­
traction s equences . With the grass diet on the other hand,  although 
a definite raft was discernib l e  in the dors al rumen , it had no 
fiss ures or cl efts in it , and contraction of the dorsal rumen did 
obvious ly alter its shape . Furthermore , the tract made by pass ing the 
catheter into the dors al bl ind s ac dis appeared within a very short 
FIGURE 5 
The diagrams and tab l e  illustrates the fl ow pattern and rates of 
movement of a radio-opaque marker administered oral ly ( a) and placed 
on top of the caudal pil l ar (b) . 
a 
b 
TABLE VII 
THE EFFECT OF THREE DI ETS ON THE MEAN TIMES (MINUTES ) TAKEN FOR 
THE RADIO-OPAQUE MARKER TO REACH THE NUMBERED P OS ITIONS . 
S tarting 
S ite Oral Caudal pillar 
Lo cat ion 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 3  14 15 
Cha f f  diet 2 4 3 9 1 3  2 7  1 3 1 7  8 30 42 52 42  9 
Gras s diet 2 3 2 11 19 2 2  1 4 14 4 15 19 24 27 5 
P el l et die t  1 2 2 8 13 - 1 4 14 5 13 6 20 - 6 
16 
31 
16 
20 
. 7 1  
time after the catheter had been withdrawn and certainly was never 
vis ib le after one contraction of the dorsal rumen . When the pellet 
diet was fed no distinct raft in the dorsal rumen could be seen and 
each contraction o f  the rumen s et up fluid waves in the dors al rumen . 
No tract was le£t on withdrawal o f  the catheter from the dorsal  b lind 
s ac .  With these sheep the marker was rapidly dispers ed throughout the 
rumen digesta s o  i t  could not b e  traced for as long a time as when the 
sheep were on a chaff or gras s  diet . 
3 : 3 : 7 The effects of abomas al dis tens ion on the contractions of 
the ret icula-rumen . 
When sheep 2 ,  3 and 21 sucked either milk or whey from a bottle they 
als o swal lowed cons iderab l e  volumes of air , estimated .. to range from 
2 50 ml to 460 ml , s o  that the abomasum was - distended by total volumes 
ranging from 850 ml to 1060 ml . This degree of distens ion did not 
appear to caus e the sheep any discomfort and they were wil l ing to suck 
more from the ·b ottle if it was o ffered.  The dis tended abomasum caus ed 
the reticulum to b e  markedly flattened against the di aphragm and thus 
emptied of mos t of its contents (P late 40 ) . The swall owed gas formed 
a l arge cap at the fundic end of the abomasum, but only on two 
occas ions did it pass back through the omasum . into the reticula-rumen , 
and i t  did s o  within a minute of the sheep stopping sucking . In all 
other instances the gas was e liminated from the abomasum through the 
pyl orus over a long period of time . 
The immediat e effect of abomas al distension was to interrupt the 
normal cycl ical activity of the reticula- rumen ,  s ometimes for pro­
longed periods (Table VI I I) . On one occas ion normal cyclical acti­
vity was not seen for 130 minutes after the abomasum was distended . 
The cranial ly-moving contraction of the dorsal s ac of the rumen always 
returned firs t and on some occas ions was not el iminated by abomas al 
dis t ens ion . Whether or not this contraction was abo lished , and the 
length of time for which it was abol ished , could not b e  related to the 
degree of dis t ens ion or the route of adminis tration of the distending 
mat erial . 
In s heep 1 ,  2 and 3 dis tens ion - of the abomasum with 600 ml of fluid 
PLATE 40 
Abomasal distens ion with gas and mi lk fol lowing bottle feeding .  The 
reticulum is compress ed between the dis tended abomasum and the 
diaphragm . 
Ab abomasum , D diaphragm, DRu dors al rumen , 0 omas um ,  
00 omas a! orifice , Oe oes ophagus , Re reticulum, S spleen . 

N r-- TABLE VI II  
EFFECTS OF  ABOMASAL DISTENSION ON RETICULO-RUMINAL MOTILITY . 
Mean time (mins) Ab distending Time (mins ) to firs t contraction between Re Route of Observation material (ml ) contractions Admini-Sess ion before Ab s tration DRu Fluid** Air distended 
lA 1 . 15 600 0 Per 6 . 67  
catheter 
2A 1 . 02 600 200 Per 1 . 83 
; 
catheter 
3A 1 . 1 3 - 200 Per 0 . 53 
catheter 
1B 0 . 92 600 300* Per os 2 . 50 
2B 1 . 00 600 350* Per os 0 . 95 
3B 0 . 93 600 460* Per os 2 . 67  
1C  1 . 22 600 250* Per os 2 . 83 
2C 1 . 10 600 360* Per os 2 . 08 
3C 1 . 00 600 300 * Per os 0 . 38 
10 0 . 95 600 150 Per 0 . 50 
catheter 
2D 0 . 82 600 470* Per os 1 . 04 
3D 0 . 8 7  600 500* Per 1 
catheter 
- ---
* Volume of air estimated us ing BUB I L  programme (See Appendix 2) 
** The fluid was milk except in sess ions 2B and 3B . when . . it . was whey . 
Re 
17 
3 . 33 
0 . 75 
6 . 23 
1 1 . 3  
15 . 0  
24 . 50 
38 . 33 
Re 
5 . 03 
0 . 83 
0 . 85 
1 . 18 
- ---
Complete 
s equence 
130 
14 
6 
8 . 07 
29 . 0  
16 . 6  
58 . 2  
102 
1 3  
28 
55 
65 
Reticulum 
DRu - Dorsal rumen 
Ab - Abomasum 
Route of gas 
elimination I 
from abomasum I I 
-
Pylorus 
Pylorus 
Pylorus 
Pylorus 
Pylorus 
Pylorus 
Pylorus 
Omasum 
Pylorus 
Omasum 
Pylorus 
with or without an ass ociated volume of gas , caus ed inh ib ition of 
reticular contractions whereas the introduct ion of 200 ml of gas 
7 3  
alone into the abomas um o f  sheep 1 through a catheter did not inh ib it 
reti cular ·contract ions . The l ength of time for which the reticul ar 
contract ions were inhib ited could not be relat ed to the degree of 
dis t ens ion of the abomasum . The return of the reticular contractions 
took place gradually . Initially there was a weak s impl e  contraction 
which gradually increas ed in strength then eventual ly b ecame b iph asic . 
The first reticular contraction was taken at the first detectable 
dors al movement of the ball  bearing in the ret iculum . Th e  firs t 
s trong b iphas ic contraction of the reticulum corresponded with the 
firs t compl ete caudal ly moving contraction s equence . In sheep 2 1  the 
reticulum was never completely inhibited but i ts contractions b ecame 
weak and monophas ic . This sheep had not been weaned and its reticule­
rumen appeared relatively smal l and certainly l ess ful l than in the 
other 3 sheep , with the result that the dis tended abomasum did not 
compress the reticulum agains t the diaphragm to the same extent . 
Whi l e  ob serving the abomasal act ivity of these sheep an impress ion was 
formed that the clott ing of the mil k  in th e abomasum was cons iderab ly 
s low ing down its rate of emptying and acting as an obstruct ion to the 
elimination of the gas cap through the pylorus . Whey , which did not 
clot in the abomasum ,  was fed to sheep 2 and 3 on one occas ion ,  but 
did not alter the rate of el imination of the gas cap or the rat e of 
emptying of the abomasum. 
An int eresting ob servat ion was made when administering the stainless 
steel ball b earings which were to act as markers in th e ret iculum . 
The sheep were given the ball bearings by p lacing them as far back on 
the tongue as was pos s ible  with the fingers tnen holding the mouth 
shut unti l  they swallowed . When sheep 1 ,  which was not bottle fed , 
swal l owed the bal l bearing , it dropped straight down into the retic­
ulum . When sheep 2 ,  3 and 2 1 ,  which were b ottle fed , swal lowed bal l 
bearings administered by the pers on who fed them, they pas s ed straight 
through into the abomasum . This was repeated once in each of the 
three sheep with the s ame results . When an individual who was a 
stranger to the three s heep gave th e bal l b earings , they dropp ed into 
the reticulum . 
13 : 3 : 8  The effects o f  partial exterioris at i on of the reti culum and 
rumen fistulation on the contract ions o f  the reticula-
rumen . 
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Exterioris ation of the reti culum affected b oth the movement of digesta 
from the reticulum and the movement of the cranial pil lar . The 
adh es ion of the reti cular wal l at the s ite of exteriorisation pre­
vented the usual almost complete obliterati on of the lumen that t akes 
place during contraction s o  that s ome digesta remained in the retic­
ulum. In sheep 20 the movement of the cranial pillar was seen to b e  
dorsa- cranial rather than dors a- c audal . Obs ervations with sheep 30 
showed that pri or to surgery the cranial p i l l ar contracted dors o­
caudal ly but , fol lowing exterioris ation of the reticulum, the con­
traction was dors a- cranial . This change in the direction of con­
traction b rought the midp oint o f  the free border of the cranial pil l ar 
much closer to the dors a-cranial wal l  thus increas ing its effective­
ness as a b arrier to  the flow of digesta from the cranial dorsal  rumen 
into the reticulum . 
The e ffects of rumen fistulation were not s o  obvious . The adhesions 
of the rumen to the abdominal wal l prevented the dorsal  s ac of the 
rumen contracting down as far as it did in intact sheep , which re­
sul ted in the gas cap in the dorsa l  rumen not b eing displaced as far 
cranial ly as normal ( Plates 1 7  and 18) . There was no recognis ab l e  
alteration to the p attern o f  movement o f  the crani al or caudal pil l ars . 
3 : 4  DISCUSSION 
The sequence of events observed during the contraction cycles o f  the 
reticula-rumen in this study is b as ically s imi l ar to previous 
des criptions ( Reid and Cornwal l ,  1959 ; Reid,  1960 , 1962 , 196 3 ;  Titchen 
and Reid , 1965 ; Ts iamitas , 19 72 ; Ruckebusch and Tomov , 19 73 ; Kol ling,  
19 74 , 19 74a) . An A s equence commenced with a b iphas ic contracti on of 
the reti culum fol l owed by contractions progressing caudally across the 
rumen and a B sequence commenced with a contraction of the caudal 
ventral b l ind sac fol lowed by contracti ons movin g cranial ly across the 
rumen - this l atter s equence was usually ass ociated with eructation . 
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A summary of the contraction sequences is shown in Figure 6 ( 1- 2 1) . 
The motility pattern was as rep orted by Rei d  ( 1963) , a s eries o f  A 
s equences interspersed  with B sequences . However,  on no occas ion in 
this pres ent study was a B sequence seen t o  occur other than fol lowing 
on immediately from an A, whereas Reid ( 1962)  recorded a number of 
isol ated B s equences . This difference could b e  due to the di fferent 
s tates of the animals at the time of obs ervation since the sheep in 
this study were either fasted for 18  hours or were feeding ad lib itum, 
while  mos t  of the is olated B s equences observed by Reid ( 1962) occur­
red in sheep feeding after an 18 - 24 hour -fast . Others (Weiss , 195 3 ; 
Dougherty ,  196 1 ;  Sel l ers and Stevens , 1966) h ave reported an in creas e 
in rumen contractions , presumably B sequences , in respons e to insuf­
fl ation of the rumen with gas s uggesting that the occurrence of 
is ol ated B sequences could be related to the rate of gas production .  
The firs t radiologically detectab l e  movement at the s tart of an A 
s equence was a dors al movement of the ventral border of the reti cul o­
ruminal fold ,  an obs ervation which is comp atib le with the suggestion 
that the contraction s equence is initiated s omewhere in the regi on of 
the reticular groove (Wester , 1962 ; Schalk and Amadon , 1928) . However,  
this conflicts with the finding o f  Akester and Titchen ( 1969) who 
reported .that the reticulo- ruminal . fol d  started to move after the 
reticulum had s tarted to contract . Such a dis crepancy in obs ervations 
could be explained by the short time interval of approximately 0 . 2 5  
s econds between the first . movement o f  the reticulo- ruminal fold and 
the s tart of the dors al movement o f  the pole of the reticulum.  
As has been reported (Dziuk and McCauley , 1965 )  there was not complete 
relaxation of the reti culum between its two phas es of contraction .  In 
two animals some rel axat ion was manifest by a slight ventral movement 
of the pole of the reticulum . As the dors al  s ac and dorsal b lind s ac 
of the rumen contracted the reticulum became distended b eyond i ts 
normal resting s i ze con firming reports by Phi l lipson ( 19 39 )  and Benzie  
and Phill ipson ( 1957) , but this was much more pronounced in an A 
sequence than a B s equence . The s eries of events in the reticulum 
as sociated with eructation describ ed by Dougherty and Meredi th ( 19 55)  
FIGURE 6 
Th e  followin g  s eries of drawings of the reticule-rumen has b een derived 
from informat ion obtained in the des cribed obs ervations and repres ents 
a summary of the events that occur during a contraction sequence . Th e  
part o f  the out l ine drawn with a thicker lin e  indicates the region that 
is actively contracting . The dotted areas indicate the pos ition of the 
gas caps . 
1 .  The resting stage with no contractions · t aking place . Th e  
doubl e  dotted line repres ents the point o f  attachment to 
the dorsa l  wall of the abdomen . 
2 .  The start of a sequence of contraction . Dorsal movement o f  
the ventral part o f  the reticul o-rurninal fol d ,  contract ion of 
caudal b order of the reticulum, s li ght caudal disp lacement 
. of the pole of the reticulum. 
3 .  The end o f  the firs t phas e of reticul ar contraction . Th e  
pole o f  the reticulum and the reticulo-ruminal fold move 
dors al ly ,  the cranial s ac starts to dilate . 
4 .  The end of the second phas e  of reticular contract ion . The 
pole of the reticulum has been l i fted further dors ally ,  the 
reticulo- rurninal fol d  has moved ventra- cranial ly ,  the 
cranial s ac is di lated . The gas cap in dors al rumen starts 
to move caudally .  
5 .  Contraction o f  the cranial s ac . The reti culum relaxes , the 
reticulo- ruminal fol d  moves cauda l ly ,  the gas cap is pushed 
further cauda l ly .  
6 .  Contraction of cranial pill ar �  The contraction moves caudal ly 
across the dors al · �en, the crani al pil l ar moves dors al ly and 
s lightly caudally ,  the gas cap is pushed further caudally 
roWld the dorsal blind s ac .  
2 
3 4 
5 6 
FIGURE 6 
7 .  Contraction o f  the dors al rumen .  Th e  cranial pillar 
continues to move dors ally and s li ght ly caudal ly ,  the 
contraction moves furth er caudally across the dors al 
rumen displacing the gas cap down the l ateral wal ls of 
the dorsal rumen . 
8 . . Contraction o f  the dorsal  blind s ac .  The cranial p il lar 
remains at the h eight of its contraction . Contraction of 
the dorsal b l ind sac occurs with a marked dors al curling 
of the caudal p i l lar ; the gas cap is displaced cranially 
as far as the dors al part of the reticulum, tmder the 
cranial pil lar and i f  reas onab ly l arge , rotmd tmder the 
caudal pil l ar into the caudal ventral b l ind s ac .  
9 .  Contraction o f  cranial ventral rumen . The cranial and 
caudal pillars return to their resting p ositions 
s imultaneous ly and the dors al rumen relaxes al lowing 
the gas cap to return to the dorsal rumen except for 
that part trapped in the caudal ventral blind s ac .  The 
cranio ventral part of the ventral rumen contracts 
s traightening this part of the outline . (When the sheep 
were in a fas ted state , the contraction s equence rarely 
progre_ssed past this point) . 
10 . Contraction of ventral rumen . A wave of contraction 
migrates caudally acros s the more caudal part of th e 
ventral rumen . 
1 1 .  Ventral movement of the caudal pillar .  When the mi grating 
wave of contraction reach es the ventral coronary pi l l ar ,  
there was a marked ventral displacement o f  the caudal 
pil l ar .  
12 . Contraction of the caudal ventral b l ind s ac .  The ·wave of 
contraction continues caudal ly across the caudal ventral 
b lind s ac .  
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FIGURE 6 
1 3 . Contraction of the pole of the caudal ventral blind s ac .  
When the caudal ly moving wave of contraction reaches th e  
pole o f  the caudal ventral b lind s ac ,  it i s  pul led 
cranially displacing most of its gas cap round the 
caudal pillar into the dorsal rumen . 
14 o Second contraction of the caudal ventral b l ind sac . 
Fol l owing relaxation of the pol e of the caudal ventral 
blind s ac ,  a wave of contraction starts to migrate 
cranially across the caudal ventral b l ind s ac .  
15 . Second ventral contraction of the caudal pil l ar .  When 
this cranial ly migrating wave of contraction reaches 
the ventral coronary pillars , there is a s econd ventral 
displ acement of the caudal pil l ar .  
16 . Second contraction cranial ventral rumen . The wave of 
contraction cont inues to migrate cranial ly then the 
cranial ventral rumen contracts for the s econd time 
completing the s equence of contractions . 
NOTE : As the animals approach the fasted stat e , parts of this cycle 
are gradual ly dropped off s tarting with ( 16) and working b ack to where 
a cycl e may ceas e  at the s tage illustrated in drawing (9) . 
Should eructation be going to take pl ace , the fol l owing s equence of 
events supercedes at the s tage of contraction of the pole of the 
caudal b lind s ac ( 13) . 
1 3  1 4  
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FIGURE 6 
17 . Second contraction of the pole of the caudal ventral blind 
s ac .  Either the first contraction of the pole of the caudal 
ventral sac is . sustained over a prolonged period or it 
rel axes and contracts a s econd t ime coinciding with the 
second contraction or the prolonged firs t contraction , the 
caudal pill ar s tarts to curl dors al ly . 
18 . Se cond dors al movement of the caudal pillar .  The caudal 
p i l l ar continues to curl dors ally and th e caudal wal l of 
the dorsal b l ind sac contracts starting to move the gas 
cap cranial ly . A cranially moving wave of contraction starts 
across the caudal ventral b lind sac . 
19 . Se cond contraction of the dorsal rumen . The wave of con­
traction moves cranially over the dorsal rumen displ acing 
the gas cap further cranial ly .  The cranial pil lar moves 
dorso-caudal ly and as it reaches its height of contraction , 
eruct ation occurs . The contraction on the caudal ventral 
b lind sac continues to move cranial ly . 
20 . Second ventral movement of the caudal pillar .  The cranial 
p i l l ar relaxes as the wave of contraction reaches the 
ventral coronary pil l ars caus ing ventral movement of the 
caudal pil lar .  
2 1 . Second contraction of the ventral rumen . The wave of 
contraction mo ves onto the ventral rumen then the cranial 
part of the ventral rumen contracts comp leting the 
s equence . 
1 7  1 8  
1 9  2 0  
2 1  
with the virtual . total replacement of the flui d contents by gas , was 
neve r s e en nor was anythin g  remotely res embling it . It can only b e  
suggested that their techniques produced a b i zarre e ffect perhaps 
due t o  over-inflation of the rumen with gas . 
The dilation of the cranial s ac of the rumen that occurred as the 
reticulum c ontracted was reported by Czepa and Stigler ( 1926) but 
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has not been remarked on s ince . This is an important obs ervation 
becaus e the greates t volume of reti cular contents are tipp ed into the 
cranial s ac and are then tipped b ack to the reticulum as the cranial 
sac contracts . Very l itt le digesta moves from the reticulum into the 
dors a l  s ac of the rumen .  There is general agreement that contractions 
move from dors al s ac to dors al b lind s ac in an A sequence and from the 
dors al b lin d  sac to dorsal  s ac in a B  s equence . (Wester , 1926 ; Weis s , 
195 3 ;  Reid and Titchen ,  19 59 ; Reid , 1962 ; Ts iamitas , 19 72 ; Ruckebus ch 
and Tomov, · 19 73) . Radiological obs ervation of contractions of the 
dors al s ac is compl icated by the attachment to the crura of the 
diaphragm in this region , but it could be  s een that the contraction 
spread across the dorsal rumen onto the dorsal bl ind s ac or vice vers a .  
This contraction propagated rapidly and was then maintained, with the 
result that there was a period during which the dorsal s ac and dors al 
b l ind s ac were contracted s imultaneously.  The debate as to whether 
various regions of the rumen contracted as a total unit or whether a 
propagated wave of contraction pass ed over them is answered by this 
obs ervation , that a wave of contraction spreads rapidly over the 
dors al rumen but is sustained l ong enough for there to b e  a point when 
there is a total contraction of the dors al s ac and dors al b l ind s ac .  
The di fferent pattern o f  movement of the wal l of the dors al b l ind s ac 
seen in A and B sequences (Akes ter and Ti tch en , 1969) was caus ed by 
the contraction moving towards or away from the fixed point of attach­
ment of the dorsal rumen . 
The s equence of events observed in the ventral rumen conflicts with 
des criptions by Reid ( 1962) and Tsiamitas ( 1972) . After the dorsal 
s ac of the rumen relaxes , it app ears that a wave of contraction starts 
ventral to the longitudinal p i l l ars and migrates s lowly towards the 
cranial ventral rumen . It was not possib l e  to directly visualis e this 
contraction becaus e it was not moving across the outline of the rumen 
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as s e en from the l at eral proj ection , but , movement of digesta in the 
regi on indicated this . to be what was happening .  When the wave of 
contraction reached the cranial ventral rumen it appeared as a 
s imultaneous contraction of the whole region . It then migrated 
caudal ly across the more caudal ventral s ac and caudal ventral b l ind 
s ac then returned cranially as reported and i l lus trated by Czep a  and 
Stigler ( 1926) . The discrepancy with the descriptions of Reid and 
Ts iamitas can be expl ained b ecause records made from s ingl e  sites on 
the caudal rumen . and caudal ventral blind s ac would produce a variety 
of patterns of activity depending on the s ites s elected . Should the 
s ites chos en be the more cranial part of the ventral sac and . a region 
adj acent to the pole  o f  the caudal ventral b lind sac, the patterns o f  
contractions seen would b e  s imil ar to thos e des cribed b y  thes e two 
workers . Had the re cording s ite on the ventral rumen b een clos er to 
the ventral coronary pillars , i t  would h ave b een found that, in the 
repl ete state , contraction sequences terminated in a contraction o f  
the ventral sac irrespective o f  whether they were A s equences , or A 
fol lowed by B sequences , b ecaus e the contraction frequently did not 
migrate to the more cranial re gions of the ventral rumen at the end 
of an A s equence . Simi l arly, i f  the area of the caudal ventral b l ind 
s ac recorded from was not clos e to the pol e ,  a much greater incidence 
of apparent double  contraction of the caudal .ventral b l ind sac woul d  
have been recorded a s  the wave o f  contraction first migrated caudal ly 
and then returned cranially pass ing the re cording s ite twice . Thus , 
by re cording from s ingle s ites it woul d b e  possib l e  to obtain a numb er 
of patterns of events in the ventral rumen which did not directly 
refl ect the flow of a s ingl e contraction . across the rumen caudally 
then returning a variab l e  distance cranially . 
During a contraction sequence the path taken by a marker placed at the 
mid-point of the ventral aspect of the reti culo-ruminal fold was found 
to b e  the same as des cribed by Akester' and Titchen ( 1969 ) , but its 
timing in relationsh ip to the reticul ar contract ions differed . The 
marker started to move fractional ly before the pole of the reti culum 
and reached its maximum dors al displacement s lightly ahead of the end 
of the firs t phase of the reticul ar contraction .  The maximum cranial 
movement coincided with the peak o f  the s econd phas e .  During the 
firs t phase of the reticular contraction the array of markers p l aced 
on the reticulo�ruminal fol d  al l clos ed up on the one closest to the 
cardia� indicating that the reticulo�ruminal oriface was narrowest 
j ust  before the end of the first phase of the reticular contraction . 
There was no movement of the reti culo-ruminal fold ass oci ated with 
regurgit ation or eructation and no evidence could be fonnd to support 
Dougherty and Meridith.' s  ( 1955) cl aim that the fold played an import­
ant role in eruct ation by acting as a dam holding back digesta.  
The firs t i l lus tration of the movement of the cranial pi l l ar in sheep 
was pres ented by Akester and Titchen ( 1969) and they show ed the path 
taken by a marker on the mid-point of the free border o f  the pi l l ar 
moving dors ocranially - from its res ting pos ition .  This confli cts with 
the pres ent series of observations that showed the path t aken by a 
s imi l arly p l aced marker to be dors ocaudal . However, in thos e sheep 
with parti al exterioris ations of the reticulum , the plan e  of movement 
of the marker was des cribed by those authors . The mos t l ikely e xp l a­
nation for this is that fixing the reticulum to the abdominal wall 
results in the crani al rumen and cranial pillar being pul led towards 
the point of fixation as they contract . Akes ter and Titchen did not 
report the second movement of the cranial p i l l ar ass ociated with a 
B s equence . 
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The movement of the caudal p i l l ar was observed to be cons iderably more 
complex than des cribed by Akester and Titchen ( 1969) . The range of 
movement they des cribe was seen in fas ted animals during an A s equence .  
However , when a B sequence fol l owed, or in an A sequence in the 
rep l ete state , the pi l lar moved ventral ly from its restin g  position 
twice . 
Ch anges in the frequency of the contractions and the rat i o  of A to B 
sequences depended on whether the sheep was replete or fas ted and 
were simi l ar to previous observations made by Phillips on ( 19 39) , Radev 
and Stayonav ( 1956) , Reid ( 1960 , 1962 , 196 3) and Reid and Titchen 
( 1965) . The more rapid progression of the s equence in the fast ed 
sheep was compatib le  with previous reports (Reid, 1962 , 1963) but the 
increas ed duration of the first phas e of the reticular contraction , 
whi ch w as found cons istently , has not been des cribed before . There is 
no obvious explanation reconciling these contrasting e ffects . 
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Previous des criptio�s of the movement of the gas cap have been in­
compl ete (Magee , 19 32 ; Dougherty and Meridi th , 1955 ; Akester and 
Titchen , 1969) . The displ acement o f  the gas cap during an A s equence 
was not only cranial into the reti culum but also ventral to below the · 
cranial and caudal pil l ars .  Throughout this s eries o f  obs ervations 
eructation was only s e en to occur in associ ati on with a B s equence 
when the gas cap was displ aced l es s  cranial ly . This is contrary to 
the obs ervations of Dougherty and Meridith ( 19 55) , Reid ( 1 960) and 
Sel l ars and Stevens ( 1966) who reported see ing eructation at other 
times . However, their observations were made under different circum­
stances such as after infl at ing the reticule- rumen with gas or through 
an open rumen fistul a .  The pres ence of a s ma l l  gas cap in the caudal 
ventral b lind s ac ,  which is periodical ly added to from the gas in the 
dors al rumen , may p l ay an important role  in in itiating B s equences 
part icularly as it has been demonstrated that B s equences originat e  
i n  that s a c  (Ruckebusch an d  Tomov,  19 73) . This possibility requires 
further investigation . 
The s eries of events observed during rumination did not di ffer from 
thos e that have been previous ly reported an d  summarised by Stevens 
and Sel l ars ( 1968) . It has b een shown that rumination p l ays an 
important role in the reduction of particle s i ze (Pearce and Moir ,  
1964 ; Reid et al . ,  19 79) but i t  may als o  play a part in the s ortin g  o f  
digesta for onward p as s age . Flui d  express ed from the regurgit ated 
bolus and reswal lowed is l ikely to b e  retained in the reticulum or 
cranial sac and pass ed on rapidly through the reticulo- omas al orifice . 
The remasticated bolus returns to the dorsal  rumen (Balch ,  1950) where 
it is further process ed before passing on . 
The form of the contractions o f  the reticule-rumen has been debated 
s ince they were first des cribed by Wester ( 19 26) as b eing peristalti c 
in nature . There is now general acceptance o f  the s equent ial nature of 
the events (Reid , 1962 , 196 3 ;  Titchen and Reid ,  196 5 ;  Titchen , 196 8 ;  
Ts imitas , 19 72) . The form and sequence of the contract ions o f  the 
wal ls ,  folds and p i l l ars o f  the reticule-rumen as s een radiograph­
ical ly could be expl ained by the effects of a wave of contraction 
migrating caudal ly from the reticulum across the dors al rumen , down 
ont o  the ventral rumen , th en onto the caudal ventral blind sac and a 
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second wave migrating cranial ly from the caudal ventral b l ind s ac onto 
the ventral rumen and rapidly across the dors al rumen . The origin 
app eared to be in the region o f  the reticular groove from where the 
wave spread out to first involve the reticulo- ruminal fol d  and the 
reticulum . It then moved rapidly caudal ly ,  s equenti ally involving 
cranial s ac ,  cranial pillar,  dorsal  sac , dors al coronary pillars , 
dors al b lind s ac and caudal pi l l ar . The progression across the 
ventral rumen was much slower and it travel l ed from the longitudinal 
pil l ars over the cranial ventral rumen then to  the ventral coronary 
pil l ars and caudal ventral b lind s ac .  The cranially moving contrac­
tion started in the region of the caudal ventral blind s ac and spread 
rap idly across the dors al rumen with the s equential contract ions o f  
the caudal pillar ,  dors al b lind s a c ,  dorsal  coronary pi l l ars , dorsa l  
rumen an d  cranial pil lar .  I t  did not invo lve the crani al s ac or 
reti culum . The wave moved slow ly across the caudal ventral b l ind s ac 
onto the ventral coronary pill ars , ventral rumen and cranial ventral 
rumen . The di fference in the rate of migration of this wave over the 
dors al and ventral rumen may b e  a function of the di fferent distri­
bution of mus cl e fibres . The l ongitudinal mus cle fibres which extend 
over the reticulum and dorsal rumen may facili tate rapid propagati on 
rates : this l ayer does not occur over the ventral rumen (Pernkopf, 
19 31) . Such migrating waves of contraction expl ain all  the events 
obs erved and the s equence in which they occur . Whether this wave is 
peristaltic or not was discus s ed by Phi llips on ( 1939 )  and his stat e­
ment that the debate real ly hinges on the definition o f  peristals is 
remains true . The definition given by Bayliss and Starling ( 1899) 
was that peristals is is a zone of rel axati on fol lowed by a zone of 
contraction ,  but the term has come to b e  us ed loos ely to  des crib e a 
variety of migrating muscle contractions . In many regions of the 
reti culo-rumen a zone of relaxation or dis tension could b e  s een pre­
ceding the wave of contraction : during the caudal migration there was 
a preceding distens ion of cranial s ac,  dors al b lind s ac ,  cranial 
ventral rumen and caudal ventral b l ind s ac ;  during the cranial migra­
tion there was distens ion of the reticulum and crania l  ventral rumen . 
This l ends support t o  the concept propos ed by Wester ( 1926)  that the 
waves are peristaltic and anti-peristaltic . Whatever the nature o f  
these migrating waves of contraction , this s tudy has further esta­
bl ished the ir exis tence and they do expl ain s equences of contraction 
of all parts of  the reticula- rumen . 
The variations seen in the form of the sequences would b e  exp lained 
by the wave of contract ion fading out before it had compl eted its 
normal cours e acros s the rumen . The most obvious factor which would 
affect i ts pers is tence woul d s eem to be dis tens ion of the reticule­
rumen by its contents . Stretch of the reticulum and rumen wal ls and 
pi l l ars h as been shown to s timulate contractions (Titchen , 195 8 ,  
1960 ; Reid,  1962 ; Rei d  and Titchen , 1965) . Presumab ly the tension 
receptors in the wal l s  of the reti culum and rumen ( I ggo and Leek , 
1970 ; Leek , 19 71 ; Leek and Harding , 1975) are involved . High degrees 
of distens ion are inhibitory to reticulo-ruminal mobi lity ( Reid and 
Titchen , 1965 ; Leek and Harding , 1975) and may result in gastric 
paralysis : This s ituation. may occur in s evere tympanites (Boda et 
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al . ,  1956 ) . Moderate degrees o f  distens ion however , are predominant ly 
excit atory and woul d be expected to faci litate the maintenance of a 
contraction wave . Th at is , contraction waves would travel longer dis ­
tances , tending towards the most extended form o f  the rumen contraction 
sequence , s een after eating . On the other hand,  low degrees of dis ­
tens ion would likely b e  insuffi ci ently excitatory t o  favour mainte­
nance of contract ion waves : the contraction waves would then tend to 
die out b e fore compl eting their pass age across the rumen , resul ting 
in the abbreviated s equences characteristic of fas ting animals . 
The activity of the reticul e- rumen not only mixes and propels di gesta  
but s orts it so material that is in sui t ab l e  form is  pas s ed out 
through the reticulo- omasal ori fi ce . It is di ffi cult ,  with the 
pattern of diges ta movement des cribed , to unders tand how this selec­
tion is made . Bal ch ( 1950) showed that finely ground h ay pas sed 
through the reticule-rumen more rapidly than long hay and it has b een 
suggested that s e l ection for pass age is bas ed on parti cle size  (Ew in g  
an d  Wright , 19 18 ; B al ch and Campling , 1962 ; Ulyatt et al . ,  19 76 ;  Poppi 
et al . ,  1980) . How the movements would bring about s e lection on 
particle s i ze alone is not cl ear . The p os s ib ility that speci fi c  
gravity of parti cles i s  important in relation t o  passage has been 
suggested (Camp ling and Freer , 1962) . Sel l ers and Stevens ( 1966) pro­
pos ed that sorting is done by flo atation . That an interaction between 
particle dens ity , p article s i ze and reti culo-ruminal motility deter­
mines the route of movement of digesta is p l ausib l e . Further, with 
mos t forms of diet , there is likely to b e  a relationship between 
particle s i ze and whether the particles s ink or float in the rumen 
(Schalk and Amadon , 192 8) . Thus smaller , h eavier particles would b e  
expe cted t o  move towards the ventral regi ons to b e  carried forward 
from there to the reti culum where . they b ecome availab le for onward 
pas s age . 
That distension of the ab omasum can profoundly affect the moti lity 
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of the reticulo-rumen h as been known for more than 40 years . The 
firs t report appears to b e  by Phillipson ( 19 39 ) . He obs erved that 
dis tension of the ab omasum o f  cons cious sheep by a bal loon introduced 
through an abomasal cannula was followed by a reduction o f  reticulum 
and ass ociated rumen contractions (A sequences) but not o f  rumen con­
tractions independent o f  reticulum contractions (B s equences) . Since 
then , other workers have reported a variety of effects reviewed by 
Titchen ( 1968) and Carr et al . ( 19 70) . Thes e  range from excitation to 
apparent inhibition of reticulum contracti ons and from apparent 
inhib ition of the rumen contractions to excitation of B s equences . In 
the pres ent experiments the effects s een radiographically were simil ar 
to thos e reported by Phill ipson ( 1939) . Here , varying degrees of 
abomas al dis tension resul ted in the comp l ete dis app earance of reticu­
lar contractions for a period of t ime that was not related to the 
degree of dis tens ion . The contractions of the more caudal parts were 
reduced to a lesser extent - indeed there was s ome sugges tion that the 
activity of the caudal regi ons was sl ightly increased . The mechanisms 
by which abomasal distens ion affec.ts reticulo-ruminal moti lity are not 
ful ly understood. Titchen ( 1958) has provided evidence that s ens ory 
nerve fibres involve d  in inhibitory e ffects o f  ab omas al dis tension 
pass  along the sp lanchnic nerves . Fol lowing section of thes e nerves 
a previous ly inhib itory degree of distens ion may have excitatory 
effects on reticul o-ruminal motility.  Vagal afferent fibres are als o 
involved (Titchen , 1968) . Tens ion and other receptors in the abo­
masum h ave been des cribed by Leek and Harding ( 19.75) . They have 
reported that abomas al. distens ion inhibited gastric centre neurones 
in the medull a  and gas tric efferent vagal fibre activity (Harding and 
Leek , 19 73) . Such e ffects would certainly alter motility of the 
reti culo-rumen .. The pos s ibil ity that the hormone gastrin may also 
be involved has been suggested by Carr et al . ( 1970 ) . The form o f  the 
respons es seen here suggests they reflect varying degrees of 
inhibitions . However,  changes in excitatory s timulation due to 
redis tribution of the contents o f  the reticulo-rumen may have contri­
buted as wel l .  Emptying the reti culum of i ts contents , as occurred 
when the distended abomasum compress ed it against the diaphragm, would 
remove a potent excitatory s timulus for reticulum and to a les s er 
degree , rumen contracti ons (Titchen , 1958 , 1960 ) . On the other hand 
aborad displacement of the rumen contents would result in distens ion 
of the c audal regions and would b e  likely t o  increase rumen motility 
especially the occurrence of B s equences . Th es e  changes would at 
leas t  reinforce the e ffects of stimuli originat ing in the abomasum . 
The interact ion between the contents of the alimentary t ract and 
alimentary tract moti lity wi l l  b e  returned to in Chapt ers 4 and 5 .  
